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2006 – A YEAR OF PROGRESS

We go into 2006
with our new
Patron, His Royal

Highness The Prince of
Wales. Peter, our Trustees
and I, regard this as a
tremendous accolade and a
vote of confidence in our

work to date and a vindication of our
founding principles.

This is going to be a year of progress. 
We have already made major strides
towards reinventing our website, which we
intend to be highly interactive. It is very
much your website and one of its major
features will be a Members’ Market Place
allowing you to buy and sell trees and
timber – hopefully “locally grown and
locally used”. We will also promote your
services, products and courses.

Further, we intend to have a members’
knowledge forum, which will facilitate and
draw on the information, advice and extra-
ordinary knowledge that our collective
membership possesses. Please, give us your
views – what else could we offer?

International Dimension:

Forestry and our environment are global
issues and the UK cannot afford to be
isolationist in its outlook. Hence, you will
see our international dimension reflected
again in our Journal this year. You can read
articles by our sponsored Champions who
have visited Croatia, Greece, Finland,
Sweden, Latvia, Denmark, California and
Switzerland. 

Many people talk about diversity, but I
believe that we really do embrace the
concept of learning good practice from
other cultures around the globe (page 8
Ted Wilson’s article).

“Right Tree – Right Place – Right Reason”

Wherever I go, I see the Wrong Trees
planted in the Wrong Place, for the Wrong
Reasons – with little chance of survival.
Our caption (above) is echoed on our
planting leaflet and reflects Woodland
Heritage thinking. 

Accordingly, we have produced a third
pocket guide in our series, about planting
trees…. properly ! We are indebted to the
three authors for this publication and as a
valued member, your copy is enclosed.

However, we are not just about planting
trees, we are also committed to education
and fostering good practice, wherever it
can be found.  

I feel that Woodland Heritage is now set
for a period of rapid and sustained growth,
but I can assure you that we will not lose
sight of our basic principles, nor the
resonance that we have with our
membership. 

We continue to be a “broad church”
that unites tree growers with wood users.
Increasingly, we are supported not only 
by corporate members wishing to “put
something back” into the environment, 
but also countless individual members 
who care about trees and our most
beautiful renewable natural
resource, that is “wood”.            ■

Lewis J. Scott – Editor
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Cartoon courtesy of Private Eye Magazine
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ROYAL PATRONAGE 
FOR WOODLAND HERITAGE

His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales has agreed to become Patron of Woodland
Heritage in what is seen as a “tremendous boost” to their efforts to improve the

management of woodlands in the UK.
“We are immensely proud to receive this recognition and support from His Royal

Highness,” said Peter Goodwin, co-founder of Woodland Heritage.
“We see a synergy between the Prince’s views on the environment and the fact we support

sustainable forestry,” he added.
Mr Goodwin said Woodland Heritage believed in vibrant, working woodlands which

provide quality trees and timber.
“Woodlands need to have an economic value if they are to be cared for in the longer

term,” he said. “Above all, for our woodlands to survive and flourish they need to be
managed, harvested, processed and regenerated locally. In doing so, our most important,
beautiful and renewable natural resource can be sustained for future generations to come.”

Woodland Heritage, said Mr Goodwin, seeks to unite tree growers with wood users and
act as a vehicle for both wood users and consumers to ‘put something back’.

It supports uneven aged silviculture (continuous cover forestry) where appropriate and
by doing so helps to maintain native wildlife and wider environmental benefits. Travel
bursaries are used to garner new ideas from across the globe to enhance collective
knowledge and help spread good practice in woodland management.

Trustees
Peter Goodwin (Chairman of Trustees and Co-Founder)

Tom Bowring Steele Haughton David Rice Dr Gabriel Hemery
Roger Venables Roger Richardson Dr Peter Savill Nick Goodwin

Lewis J. Scott – Director (voluntary) and Co-Founder

Our 2006 Field Weekend
THE SCOTTISH BORDERS

Saturday 10th & Sunday 11th June
On the Saturday we will be visiting the Duke of Buccleuch’s magnificent Bowhill Estate under the

guidance of Andy Wiseman, the head forester. Later in the day we will visit The Scottish Woodschool of
Eoin Cox, near Ancrum.

On the Sunday we will meet at Lord Home’s picturesque estate, The Hirsel, situated on the banks of the
River Tweed. The famed rhododendrons should be at their peak and the consultant forester, Findlay
Mitchell, will conduct our tour. The day will conclude at the renowned Workshops of the late Tim Stead,
near Galashiels.

For those returning south on the Monday, there will be an unstructured meeting at the National Trust’s
wonderful estate at Cragside in Northumberland.

For early bookings, please contact Belinda at the Woodland Heritage office. Accommodation in
the Kelso area is likely to be in demand, so don’t delay!

Members and their guests will be very welcome.
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Woodland Heritage Helps Internationally
… a Georgian Forester

Back in 2001 we helped Ilia
Osepashvili to attend a
Continuous Cover Forestry

Workshop at the Boughton Estate,
Northampton. At the time Ilia was
doing PhD research at the
University of East Anglia on
“sustainable forest management and
policy”. He was hoping that one
day he would be able to
implement this in his native
country of Georgia in the former
Soviet Union.

Ilia regularly attended Royal
Forestry Society (RFS) meetings in
East Anglia, making new friends
and contacts. He supplemented his
research by working on the
Sotterley Estate in Suffolk.

Ilia’s enthusiasm for forestry so impressed us that
WH Trustees decided to help him a little more. So in
2003 we sent him off to the CCFG Study Tour, which
was held in Litgist, Austria and hosted by Professor
Josef Spoerk (see Journal 2004 issue 9). Surrounded
by other experienced and eminent foresters, Ilia
thrived on this Tour and wrote to say how this had
been a wonderful opportunity for him.

In the summer of 2004 we received a short and
hasty message from him saying that he had to return
to Georgia and that he did not have a forwarding
address. It all sounded rather ominous, but Ilia did
not forget WH and in October 2005 he made
contact.  

“Please forgive my long silence… After returning to
Georgia in 2005 I worked for a few months at the
Ministry of Environment. Unfortunately, it was not
interesting and had almost nothing to do with
forestry. In February 2005 I got a three-month
consultancy position with the Food & Agriculture
Organisation in Rome (within the framework of the
Forestry Outlook Study for the West & Central Asia).
After returning from Rome I spent a few months at
home in Georgia and have recently got a new job as
a Senior Forest Officer at the WWF Caucasus
Programme Office in Tbilisi. My major duties are to
lead the implementation of the Forest Conservation
Strategy for the Southern Caucasus (including
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia and the north-eastern
part of Turkey). The work is very interesting, but

quite demanding at the same time.
My best wishes to Woodland

Heritage and thank you – without
your support and belief in me I
could not have done this”.

And then on Boxing Day 2005,
we received another email.

“May this New Year bring greatest
success to Woodland Heritage and
British forestry in general.

A few words about my job so far
as a Senior Forest Officer for the
WWF Caucasus Programme.We
have made a press release of our
forest strategy and I have already
submitted two project proposals
(one on combating illegal logging

and the other on forestry standards and
benchmarking) to the Ministry of Environment in
Georgia for consideration and expression of their
views. However, this process has been delayed due
to the on-going examinations at the Ministry (the
testing of employees to select the best professionals).
The intentions are good, but the process is too slow
and painful (protests about biased examiners
etc…). Hopefully, this process will be over by the
end of January and we would then be able to
actively co-operate with the Ministry.

The Georgian forestry sector is in turmoil at the
moment. There are still no generally accepted
policies and strategies, while the Government wishes
to give out much of the state forest area (nearly
100% of all Georgian forests at present) to long-term
lease/concessions.

In the meanwhile, our WWF Caucasus team is
actively working to achieve the conservation of at
least 15% of the Georgian forests in protected areas
(Nature Reserves and National Parks) by the year
2010, under the ‘Gift to the Earth Initiative’. At
present only 7% is protected.

That’s basically all for now and I am looking
forward to our future communication”.

Although battling against government policies and
strategies, Ilia has finally realised his wish, to help
implement sustainable forest management and policy
in his native country. We are immensely proud of
him and will certainly keep you posted on his
progress. ■

Lewis Scott
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Tanarus joined Woodland Heritage on its annual field trip and found his time with the
enthusiastic group to be an enjoyable, rewarding and stimulating experience.

What’s the difference, I got to musing,
between a heritage and a legacy ? Do you
know? Well, I think a heritage is what you

are entitled to get and a legacy is what you actually
get. I actually got a heritage – a Woodland Heritage
(WH), a happy experience among friendly and
knowledgeable people in the magnificent surroundings
of the Welsh Marches. Better still I was their guest !

Woodland Heritage’s annual field trip this year
was based in some of Britain’s best forestry
country, around the market town of Welshpool.
Some 70 members and guests started a
fascinating tour, in wonderful summer weather
throughout. 

Powis Castle Estate
Here Tom Till (right), agent to the trustees, and

Andrew Bronwin, forestry consultant to the estate, met
us. Both are fairly recent arrivals to a rich, well-stocked
and productive woodland property which had
persisted with traditional management, a resident head
forester and direct employees, for a good deal longer
than has been the general experience in these trying
times. 

Costs had far outrun income, and trenchant action
was required to bring the budget under control.
Painful cuts had become necessary. Income needed
to be generated. This was achieved by bringing the
thinning programme up to date, and by some
judicious felling of mature oak to supply a
rejuvenated estate sawmill. We saw some fine veteran
trees, some high quality young oak woods, all in a
magnificent landscape. 

Woodland Heritage’s mantra is the slogan 'Action,

not Words' and any estate entertaining their members
is likely to get some good sound practical advice.
This is because its membership includes such a wide
range of expertise. So, after inspection and
discussion, we learned how to deal with oak
epicormics, how to set up a deer management plan,
how to air-dry sawn oak in stick, how to organise a
wood yard, what proportion of waste to expect when
using sawn oak for quality furniture production and
what market sectors to attack (and how) with oak
products from the joinery shop. 

The accent at Powis is to try to add value to an
already valuable product, and in so doing to use the
inevitable high cost waste in rather more profitable
ways. Industrial archaeology, in the form of a 120-year-

old water-driven sawmill, complete with horizontal
reciprocating saw, now sadly electric powered but still
rocking on, seemed to present a tourist opportunity;
this is now being pursued by the eager estate.

Trawscoed Hall
The first afternoon took us to another fascinating

spot, Trawscoed Hall, as guests of Mr and Mrs Trevor
Trevor. Here, the owners explained how the shade of
Grandfather Trevor, a formidable ex-director of the
Indian Forest Service, still looked down sternly on a
stunning wood of oak and beech, some of it 150 years
old, interspersed with larch and silver fir, and carpeted
with regeneration but blanketed with invasive laurel.

The inevitable grey squirrels had also left their
baleful mark. ‘Courage’, chorused the members.
‘Get rid of the laurel, hopper the squirrels like
mad, and set about the dynamic creation of
mixed selection forest.’

The discussion then got round to the subject of
Still rocking on ... the 120-year-old horizontal
reciprocating saw at Powis Castle Estate Sawmill. 

OUR FIELD WEEKEND
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genetics, and the WH-funded British and Irish
Hardwood Improvement Programme, to climate
change and its implications, and to the difficulties of
Welsh farming in this day and age. Then we had tea
at the house; very good it was too, while tennis
enthusiasts snuck off into the kitchen to watch
Murray vs Nalbandian. 

We paid our respects to a very ancient oak, a true
veteran of perhaps a thousand years old, thanks were
said, and the hospitable Trevor family presented with
a nice turned sycamore fruit bowl. 

Day 2 – Leighton Estate
Next morning, the party reassembled at

Leighton Estate Woodlands, owned by Mrs Lucy
Shakerley, who sadly couldn't be present.
However, her manager Callum Campbell could,
as could consultant and former head forester
the incomparable Harry Hindle, and the
woodland staff. 

We heard of the fascinating history of the estate,
inherited by John Naylor in 1849 and developed as a
social and scientific experiment in Victorian hightec.
The farm was run on recycling principles, the woods
were home to amazing hydraulic inventiveness, a series

of dams of varying degrees of efficacy, and networks of
underground pipe work, with the centrepiece being a
water-powered funicular railway, rising to the house on
the ridge from the wooded valley below. 

I forget where it was that in the words of the hymn,
(could it really have been Greenland’s Icy Mountains?)
‘every prospect pleases’, but on a sunny June morning
it could very well have applied to the views over
Leighton and the surrounding rolling, green Marches. 

But almost equally striking were the immaculately

View from The Leighton Estate Woodlands. 

Woodland Heritage members paying their respects to
the ancient oak at Trawscoed Hall.

The baleful
mark of grey
squirrel
damage to
beech. 

- WELSHPOOL,WALES

Woodland Heritage members amongst some of the
wonders of The Leighton Estate Woodlands.
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maintained woodlands running to some 900 acres.
The pure quality of the plantations, growing in fine
deep fertile sites is more than impressive. We saw
wonderful stands of Coastal redwoods, stimulating a
full history of the origin of the name Sequoia
Sempervirens; suffice it to say that the true story is
stranger and more poignant than any fiction. 

We inspected a 1.2ha plot of Metasequoia
Glyptostroboides, the Dawn Redwood, and heard the
true and the apocryphal story of its discovery in a
remote monastery in China. We had chapter and
verse on Continuous Cover Systems, and discussed
the reluctance of vigorous healthy Douglas firs to
reproduce themselves by natural means. And we
strolled in the park, an arboretum containing among
many other wonders, the tallest tree in Wales, a
Grand fir of 205 feet in height. 

The Leighton Redwood Grove
We lunched in the Royal Forestry Society's

Millennium Cabin (below), made from timber grown
on the estate, with a redwood frame clad in larch and
roofed with cedar shingles. Mrs Torrill Freeman,
daughter of C. P. Ackers, the eminent and innovative
forester who presented the Leighton Redwoods to the
RFS in 1958, donated the larch. 

Then David Williams, custodian and expert on the
coastal redwoods, took us through the cool, columnar

redwoods, growing, we were told, in drier and
certainly less humid conditions than they really need,
but growing to a huge size, even after allowing for the
30% of fibrous bark, with an awe-inspiring volume to
the hectare. There followed a discussion on the merits
of a wider public introduction into the grove, in itself
a mighty powerful argument for British forestry. 

What an enjoyable and stimulating trip this turned
out to be. Woodland Heritage clearly owes much to
the dynamic Peter Goodwin, team leader, and his
council, not least to his arachnoid networking among
landowners, sawmillers, foresters, timber buyers,
furniture makers, indeed all those concerned and
interested in the growth and production of fine
home-grown timbers. 

Winding up the meeting, Peter announced a
very considerable coup that The Prince of Wales
has agreed to become Patron of Woodland
Heritage, a fitting tribute to the enthusiasm and
drive of this friendly and cheerful group.

Tanarus ■

RFS Leighton Redwood Grove. 

Editor’s note: The Trevors won no less than six
awards at the Royal Welsh Show Woodland
Competition, plus a new cup for the best entries in
the conifer classes – donated in memory of the late
Charles Shakerley of Leighton Estate, who
memorably won an array of awards two years ago,
before his untimely death.

Sally Goodwin presents Mr & Mrs Trevor with a
Woodland Heritage commemorative bowl at the

end of our visit to Trawscoed.
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A Trustee’s Point of View
It’s three years now since I was invited by Peter Goodwin and Lewis

Scott to become a Trustee. At that time I knew very little about
Woodland Heritage except that it was one of the charities concerned

with trees and woodlands. Now that I am fully aware of its mission, and
the energy with which it carries it out, I am even more delighted and

honoured to be a Trustee.

Let me spell it out. An organisation is the sum of its people. No other organisation in this
field, let alone a charity, has such a wealth of experience and expertise amongst its members
as does Woodland Heritage. To read the Journal, to listen and talk with experts during the
Field Days, is to read and to hear, to tap into a mine of knowledge of our subject and our
objectives. For the sake of other “lay” members (I am an ex-furniture manufacturer: not a
“tree person”), I will restate our purpose: it is to encourage the use of and to spread the

knowledge of best practice in the planting and care of trees to provide the best timber for
commercial use. Trees can be, and should be, much more than an attractive way of coating

the land. Woodlands, properly looked after, can provide their owners with a full and
sustainable return on their investment; trees can earn their keep – and they do it beautifully.

As an active Past Master of the Worshipful Company of Furniture Makers, I also have a
personal objective: to strengthen the ties between Woodland Heritage and the furniture

industry’s livery company.

Roger Richardson

Prize Winning Photo by Ilyan Thomas
Taken in the darkest part of the amazing Leighton Redwood Grove.

This extraordinary Coast Redwood blew down in 1937. Since then its numerous branches 
reached up for the light and have now become sizeable trees themselves.
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Foresters as Global citizens
The National School of Forestry on the International Scene

Ted Wilson, formerly National School of Forestry

The pioneering Canadian educator and engineer, Professor Ursula Franklin, described professional
foresters as “citizens with a toolkit”. This elegant definition recognises that foresters, within our society,
have developed a unique set of skills and knowledge that can be applied to address challenges in the

management of forest resources. But citizenship can be viewed in an even wider context, where we are part
of a closely inter-connected network of plants and animals that inhabit the global community.  

Forested ecosystems transcend national boundaries. They are shaped by climate, and soils, and
biogeography. However, the way we manage forests varies from one country to another, and is a reflection
of different national priorities or relationships with woodland. As W. H. Auden said, “A culture is no better
than its woods”. For this reason, international experience is an important part of any professional forestry
education.

In this respect, 2005 was a notable year for everyone connected with the National School of Forestry.
From our base at Newton Rigg, in Cumbria, increasing opportunities have been developed to facilitate
student study /work abroad. Reciprocally, we welcomed a steady stream of international students,
representing forestry schools in Austria, Czech Republic and Canada. 

The most significant event of the year was our study tour to the Czech Republic and Slovakia. Both are
densely wooded countries compared with Britain and our aim was to learn about their approaches to
forest conservation and management. Among the many highlights were large-scale programmes to restore
woodlands in industrial areas, the recovery of mountain forests damaged by acid rain and the adoption of
“close-to-nature” silvicultural systems. Perhaps most impressive was the emphasis on “value-added forest
products” and the efforts by local communities to manage their woodlands, after decades of state control –
sure evidence of a deep and enduring forest culture.  

In addition to group travel, several staff and students undertook individual projects overseas. For me, the
major event was participation in a conference on forestry education in Ottawa, Canada. This event focused
on the decline in forestry as a university course. It is hard to imagine that Canada, with its vast woodland
area, is approaching a crisis in forestry education. It’s an uncomfortable parallel with what we are
experiencing in the UK. Young people, from mainly urban backgrounds, are simply choosing to study other,
more “attractive” subjects. 

The conference concluded with some proposed strategies for reversing the decline in recruitment to the
forestry profession. Apart from better marketing and cooperation between stakeholders within the sector,
the most important outcome was a call for a stronger emphasis on forests, ecology and conservation in
school curricula. 

The natural environment has never been more important in our lives. Living in harmony with our
natural resources is clearly an imperative. As in Canada, here in Britain we are slowly waking up to the
potential consequences of global climate change and depletion of the world’s natural resources. Foresters
have a more important role than ever. As long-term
thinkers and conservationists, we need to redouble
our efforts as global citizens to facilitate change in
society’s relationship with forest ecosystems. 

With a wider appreciation of the benefits of
woodland, we will hopefully see a resurgence in
recruitment to the forestry profession and encourage
a richer forest culture, closley integrated into
mainstream society.

Several reports in this year’s Woodland
Heritage Journal are authored by Newton Rigg
forestry students. It is re-assuring to see these
professionals-in-training equipping themselves
with the skills and knowledge – packing the
“toolkit” – ready for the global forest challenges
of the future !

National School of Forestry
www.forestry.org.uk

Newton Rigg Foresters at Mount Pol’ana
Biosphere Reserve, Slovakia. 

Photo: © Calum Stanaway 2005.
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Why I joined Woodland Heritage

Ibecame a founder member of Woodland Heritage to help preserve and better understand the
wonderful material that we use to make the furniture that our customers call “The antiques of the

future”. 
My family and I have learnt about and enjoyed the magical world of forests and tree growing

through Woodland Heritage. This resource is priceless and essential to the spiritual and economic
well-being of us and future generations.

The future of manufacturing wood products in the UK is dependent on each business in this
sector determining exactly what it is trying to achieve. A jargon way of saying this is: UK
Companies that are able to define and adhere to their mission statements will do better than
foreign firms.

For example: Italian volume chair makers in Udine are under threat from the Far East, as High
Wycombe was in past years from Eastern Europe and Italy.  Now the handful of High Wycombe
chair makers that remain (less than 12 out of 200) do so because they have worked out a
successful strategy and embraced change. The Udine makers will have to learn, as High Wycombe
did, that if you compete on price alone (I quote from Sir Digby Jones) “The Chinese will have
your lunch and the Indians will have your dinner off you !”

As a simple carpenter myself, I am very proud of our 40 craftsmen and their achievements in the
international market place.

Stewart Linford, Chairmaker, High Wycombe  www.stewartlinford.co.uk

Comment: Passion is not a word that is often associated with business. Yet it is at the heart of
every successful enterprise whether in business, the arts, or the environment. Much of the
pernicious spread of our consumer society has submerged passion in a sickly secular layer of an
ever-increasing desire for “product”. We no longer buy new furniture to hand down to our
grandchildren; in fact most consumer goods are deliberately designed and made to be disposable.
“Short term-ism” is not confined to the City.

But we have at least two people with passion in the furniture industry and actually there are
many more. Lewis, who was the inspiration for Woodland Heritage, and Stewart who makes the
antiques of the future. In addition there are close to two hundred designer/makers who all make
beautiful furniture, both reproduction and modern. They are our hidden national treasure.

Next time you are considering the purchase of a piece of fine furniture go to the Worshipful
Company of Furniture Makers website (www.furnituremakers.org.uk) or the Designer/Makers
website (www.designermakers.org.uk). Passion abounds, and it is not as expensive as you might
think !

Martin Jourdan – Past Master of the Worshipful Company of Furniture Makers

Why we joined Woodland Heritage

When we formed our group we met with several Government agencies and other organisations.
They were hinting at, or openly telling us what we needed to do in order to establish our

enterprise, leading to confusion and discord, even among like-minded people. 
Woodland Heritage were an exception. 

They offered encouragement, support and financial help without telling us what to do. There were
no complicated forms to fill in or prohibitive criteria to meet. And we didn’t have to attend any
meetings! Woodland Heritage’s perceptive approach enabled us to believe in our own undiscovered
abilities, giving us the opportunity to develop in a way that matches our inherent needs. 

We continue to find Woodland Heritage supportive, sensitive and inspirational.

Tim Orson, Dean Oak Co-operative  www.deanoak.net
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PROGRESS AT WALTER’S WOOD

Walter Start, the vastly experienced forester,
after whom the wood was named, is now
seeing evidence that the plants from

southern England (Hampshire & Suffolk) are racing
ahead of those from Shropshire and Holland. “It’s
early days yet,” pronounced Walter, “but I always felt
that the young oaks from nearby Lockerley Estate
would be best suited. They are doing really well, but
equally robust are the oaks from Edwardstone in East
Anglia. That is quite a surprise.”

Walter had changed his plans in 2005 and decided
not to spray off the emerging wheat on this former
piece of agricultural land. He was content to allow the
Kerb granules to protect the young trees from grass
competition (see photo lower right) and just pull out the
invasive Ragwort. As the photographs clearly show, the
oaks have thrived inside their spiral guards. One or
two plants have put on remarkable growth in the past
year – Walter’s finger indicates (below) a 2 foot leader
which has formed during the growing season.

“Now the oaks have clearly established themselves,
I will definitely spray off all the wheat and give more

light to the smaller trees” said Walter. “I am pretty
sure that the Shropshire and Dutch oaks will catch up
eventually, but it will be at least 10 years before I will
be able to select the very best ones for formative
pruning into veneer butts. 

I am confident that this site is capable of
producing high quality oak and this plantation
has the added advantage of being completely
protected by the Woodland Heritage deer and
rabbit fencing”. ■

POSTSCRIPT:
50 Black Walnut trees, raised from seed gathered
from three huge parent trees standing at Twyford
in Norfolk, were donated by W.H. in December
2005. Walter planted these at the highest part of
his wood – giving them the best possible protection
from spring frosts, which are the biggest enemy of
these fast-growing forest trees.

The four provenances of oaks donated by Woodland Heritage
and planted two years ago are now starting to show their likes
and dislikes of the conditions in this new wood in Hampshire.
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“FROM BOREHOLE TO BUTT”
How I am growing oak in Round Wood on the Froyle Estate 

near Alton in Hampshire on a 70 to 75 year rotation 
in order to produce 3 to 4 metre veneer quality butts.

First of all, I studied the site, looking at the over-
storey which contained 24 large mature oak
trees. The under-storey was predominantly hazel

coppice alongside bluebells, Solomon’s seal and dogs
mercury growing as ground flora.

I then dug a soil pit which revealed the top-soil to
be loam and the sub-soil to be clay with flint over
chalk, to a depth of 3 feet. The site elevation was 350
feet on an east facing slope.

When the over-storey was felled, 23 butts were
found to be of veneer quality and were sold to Reif &
Sons of Manchester. This confirmed to me what I had
already suspected – that this was a prime site for
growing veneer quality oak. Such a project was,
however, against the prevailing advice from the
Forestry Commission which seemed intent on
promoting conifer plantations at the time.

Fifty years on, my decision seems justified as
the plantation has gained a Centre of Excellence
award and the quality of the next generation of
butts is self-evident. This seems to prove that
observation and consideration of the site is much
more important than indulging in any current
trend or fad. Forestry is a long term industry.

The planting took place in 1956 with the objective
of producing veneer quality butts within 70 to 75
years – an unheard of policy ! I used a mixture of
Pedunculate oak (quercus robur) and European
Larch (larix decidua). I firmly believe that a healthy
oak produces a good tap root, equally as long as its
leader and that this makes for a better tree. The tap
roots on the seedlings chosen for the planting
were, therefore, left intact and a crowbar was
used to bore a deep hole in order to
accommodate the tap root without damaging it.

The planting matrix used was 3 rows of oak at 5
foot spacing, then 3 rows of larch at 6 foot spacing –
with an 8 foot space between each block of oak and
the larch. The use of larch was designed to prevent
overtopping of the oak in the early years, whilst still
helping to draw the oak up.

Hand weeding was carried out during the first five
years after planting – and cleaning a further five years
later. The first thinning of the larch took place after
12 years, along with green pruning of the oak. 

At 15 years, the first thinning of the oak took
place, with the final crop trees being selected
together with an additional 20% –  to cover any
future loss.

All subsequent thinning favoured the final crop
trees’ crown formation, as I believe that a healthy
crown prevents excessive branching and epicormic
growth. The larch were high pruned to 20 feet after
25 years and have since been progressively thinned
out of the matrix.

I was once asked by a Forestry Commission officer
whether I had planted the larch as a nurse species, 
or for economic reasons. I replied that I had used the
larch as an economic nurse because it helps draw out
a good form in the oak and subsidises long oak
rotation with its own faster rotation.

Over the years, I have noticed – and encouraged
where practical – the natural regeneration of wild
cherry (prunus avium). Round Wood greatly benefits
from this species.

I suppose that my overriding philosophy must that,
“God gave you eyes, so use them”. ■

Walter Start M.B.E.
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Woodland Heritage Tree   

Our Suffolk tree nursery.

Oaks hardening off in November outside the polytunnel.

A Suffolk woodland project.

Michael and
Sally
Cookson
planting
their WH
black
walnuts in
Cheshire
with
Elaeagnus
Umbellata
nurse trees.

A large planting project completed in Essex.
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  Planting Projects 2005/6

Two-year-old Suffolk oak in a 3-litre pot.

Another Suffolk project, complete with hedging whips.

Harry Stebbing practising what he preaches!Our Suffolk planting team.
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Iwas very excited when in February, having
spoken to Greenwood worker, Mike Abbott, it
seemed like I was in with a chance of working

with him this summer. “Come and help set up the
new workshop and we’ll see how
it works out,” he said.

Mike had decided to move from
his co-operatively owned
woodland, Clissett Wood, to the
new rented site of Brookhouse
Wood about 8 miles away. So
before I was to learn anything
about working with greenwood I
had to earn my stripes working
with the six strong team to build,
amongst other things, a 500m long
track. This involved a crash course
in driving a dumper truck and a
vibrating roller. It was not what I’d expected, but was
an interesting and valuable experience all the same !

Other interesting jobs that were done during the
setting up process were making a set of Chinese
bellows and building an impressive multi-purpose
wood burning stove, which, once finely tuned, did all
the jobs: boiling kettles, raising and baking bread and
drying and steaming chair components, all from one
easily manageable fire. 

I had a brief insight into green oak timber framing
when Sussex carpenter Dave McKenzie arrived to
help build what must be the smallest cruck-framed
building in Herefordshire, a very grand compost
toilet !

The first month went well and I was delighted
when Mike invited me to stay until September as his
course assistant. I was also told that Woodland
Heritage had very kindly agreed to help with
funding for training and craft skills over this
time, for which I am very grateful.

One week before the first course began, we went
to the Association of Pole Lathe Turners annual event,
The Bodger’s Ball, which was held at Formby,
Merseyside. I met many greenwood enthusiasts and
saw some interesting talks and demos. I also
witnessed my first ‘Log-to-Leg’ race – in which
participants compete to produce two identical chair
legs as fast as possible from a log, using the pole-
lathe.

The first course was three days long, “An
Introduction to Greenwood Work” and a good
introduction for me. It was also useful to try out the
new workshop facilities and see what still needed to
be done and what should be changed. 

Then there was a six day bark-seated chairmaking
course which was very interesting. This included

spending half a day in the woods felling and
stripping bark off some Wych Elm trees which we
later cut into inch-wide strips to use for seating the
finished chairs. 

I saw for the first time the brilliant
technique of joining chair components
together using the natural shrinking
properties of greenwood. Oval tenons
were produced and then forced into
round mortices giving an incredibly
strong joint without the need for 
glue.

I was keen to try my own hand and
found the time to make a Shropshire-style
nursing chair from Wych Elm, which I
turned on the pole-lathe. This increased
my confidence and really helped me
understand the processes involved and

made helping other people to make their chairs a lot
easier. Mike always took the opportunity to call
me over when there was something being done in
the workshop which I hadn’t seen before. This
was great as it enabled me to get a good idea of
all the different ways to do things.

Mike had been asked to talk at the Forest School
Wales AGM near Newtown, and invited me along too.
I hadn’t heard of Forest Schools before and was
interested to find out more. Forest Schools encourage
schools to bring children out of the classroom and
into the woods to learn tree identification and basic
woodland skills, as part of the weekly curriculum.
This was my first realisation of how important it is to
encourage and promote the teaching of woodland
skills and knowledge from one generation to the
next. That is my responsibility too ! 

A couple of weeks later I attended the
Woodland Heritage Field weekend in Welshpool
and was struck again by “responsibility” when I
heard about 150 year management plans needed

My Summer With Mike Abbott
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to produce high quality slow-growing
hardwoods. A management plan which would
stretch over several generations of foresters.

I met many knowledgeable people who were
interesting to talk and listen to. The weekend gave
me a glimpse of the world of woodland management
and many aspects that I hadn’t considered before. 

Back at Brookhouse Wood the teaching and
learning continued. I made my second chair, a more
ambitious five slat arm chair from ash. I became more
comfortable with my role on the courses and felt at
ease with the lifestyle, finding earwigs in my coffee,
living in the woods and sometimes not seeing a soul
for several days at a time. 

Our next outing was to be the South West Woodfair
near Oakhampton in Devon. Working alongside Mike,
this was my first show with open contact with the
public. I enjoyed answering questions and explaining
what I was doing. I entered my first ‘Log-to-Leg’
challenge and won 3rd prize after Mike and Ben
Orford. The next day was spent with a group
from The Smallwoods Association visiting some
local woodlands and seeing what people were
doing to make their woods viable through value-
adding by offering family days out and as a
venues for education, such as the Forest Schools.

In the middle of the summer we thinned out the
trees around the workshop to allow in more light and
then spent a few days with a friend of Mike’s called
Dougie in the nearby wood, felling more wych elm
and collecting the bark. It was hard work in hot
weather and the horse flies were bad, but it was
satisfying and we got a lot done. 

In the same wood there was a full-time forester
who had been felling Western Red Cedar and
thinning some ash. The ash was perfect for what we
wanted and he had tonnes of it, so we bought some.
He told us he was getting £14 a tonne for it and it
would be taken for pulp and used for making
corrugated cardboard. He was using a harvester and 
a forwarder and said he spent £800 a week on 
diesel and £10,000 a year on insurance. We were 
at totally opposite ends of the scale. I felt very
small; the three of us with our drawknives and a
chainsaw, felling and stripping a few trees – and
him with his giant machines felling hundreds.
Yet the value of our products at the end of a day
was probably quite similar. The contrast was
amazing.

In August we were joined by Franz who had also
come to help out and learn as an assistant. It was
great to have a constant personality in the wood and
someone to share the workload in the workshop. It
was also good motivation for each other using all our
spare time to make things and to discuss and
experiment with our own projects.

Towards the end of the summer Mike stepped up
our responsibilities by getting us to take turns doing

the introductory demonstrations at the beginning of
each course. This was nerve wracking at first, but was
very useful and steepened the ‘Learning Curve’ again,
forcing us to think carefully how to explain the
processes we’d been taught, simply and clearly –
resisting the temptation to try and explain too much
too soon. This was also great for cementing what
we’d learned and I came to really enjoy teaching.

On the last day of the last course, Mike had
organised for me to do my first show on my own
near Southampton. So I spent a week making my
own shave horse and pole-lathe, got a selection of
tools together and set off for what felt like my final
test. The weather was good and the site was right on
the quay-side in Hamble-le-rice. There was a lot of
interest from passers by and a lot of questions being
asked. The most interested were the children, who
never seemed to run out of questions, but were more
fascinated by the woodshavings I produced than what
I was actually making! The day was good and
encouraging for the future.

I think back over the summer and realise what
a great experience and opportunity this has
been. I feel I’ve learned lots and have been
shown many routes that I can go down from
here. Routes which I knew nothing about 6
months ago. 

As a result of working closely with the raw material
and what I’ve seen this summer I have become
increasingly interested in how trees grow and how
woodlands should be managed. So I was very
pleased to be offered a place with coppice worker,
Ben Law, in West Sussex this winter. ■

Richard Ely

My third chair, an ash fan-back rocker.
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Since moving to our new site at Castlemain, we
have settled in well and are learning how to use
the luxury of space. We very quickly spread out

and used every available corner without really
thinking things through very well. We’re now
planning and organising the site much more
efficiently and putting into practice the air drying
methods recommended by Peter Goodwin. 

Our key workers have been put through
chainsaw training, we have carried out a risk
assessment and put up our first signs. People
driving past actually know we are here now !

Our cycle of milling is now being planned in more
detail. We are having the rails on our Trekka Saw
extended so that we can cut timber up to 8 metres in
length, as we often get requests for long timbers.
Our main source of revenue is still green timber, but
we don’t want this to become the sole focus of the
mill. We are planning our milling time so that we are
accumulating air drying stock that will be available to
sell over the next three years. It is hard trying to
maintain a balance between keeping our income
level steady and accumulating future stock, but we
are committed to supplying good quality timber for a
wide range of uses.

We are also increasing the range of timbers
we supply, which now stands at 16, all sourced
locally. We’re still promoting the use of
softwoods which can produce some stunning
timber, but the legacy of the perception ‘pine
furniture’ makes it hard to sell. Although when
people see the timber, it’s great to see their
enthusiasm being rekindled.

Our shop at The Dean Heritage Centre has been
trading well and with support from the proceeds of
timber sales, we have started to accumulate some

financial reserves. Our forward plan at the time of
moving to Castlemain was to establish a range of
projects at the new site, in addition to the milling of
timber. If the Dean Oak Cooperative is going to have
a long term future, its ability to generate independent
income will be fundamental to its survival. 

Woodland Heritage have come up trumps
again by offering to sponsor an annual award
to a Dean Oak Cooperative member. In their
true open hearted fashion, they have left the
choice and reason for the award to us. The
favourite suggestion to date has come from
Chris Lewis, one of our founder members, as an
award for the best use of waste material. Much
of the timber we acquire is classed as waste by
the Forestry Commission, or local land owners.
This belies its true value and potential.

The plan for the award is to set aside some of this
material in various forms for distribution among
members, with an open brief to make something
from their choice of timber. An exhibition would
then be held of all the items made and the award
made to the person demonstrating best use. We’ve
yet to establish any criteria for judging and would
like to involve a local school, or college, in the
project, maybe with the young people setting the
criteria and populating the judging panel. This could
be an excellent venture for initiating some
educational links, something we made an early
commitment to as one of the key constitutional
elements for the Cooperative. 

We’ll keep you informed of the progress of this
exciting opportunity and extend our thanks to
Woodland Heritage for continuing to be so 
inspiring. ■

Tim Orson

The Dean Oak Cooperative 
Further Progress

by Tim Orson

Our 
Trekka Saw 
in operation.

www.deanoak.net  Tel: 01594 833454
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Grown Up furniture update 2006
The crop
The final harvest was a further three stools, of

slightly ‘mixed’ quality, the best in Ash, finished
‘rustic’ – that is with bark left on !

Jigs
Despite my best efforts, finding a suitable plastic

sheet – recycled, or not – from which to cut them
remains a problem. Combination of thickness/rigidity/
durability/price and availability in suitably small (for
the manufacturer) quantities is hard to find.

They are currently produced in plywood, and sold
with instructions by RESTORE in Oxford.

Promotion/publicity
My aim now is to spread the word that it is possible

– as demonstrated – to create useful things in an
environmentally friendly way, and to encourage
others to think along these lines. I have continued to
exhibit at a number of craft and similar fairs, selling
jigs with some success (and being approached for
more as presents in the run up to Christmas). This
year I am invited to take part in a ‘Festival of
Stewardship’ at Falkland in Scotland. 

Growing sites
This year there will be a total of five sites where

stools will be grown, including the existing one at
Westonbirt. One of these will be at a local Primary
School, where, by starting with the youngest cohort, I
hope to be able to provide the children with finished
grown stool frames by the time they progress to
Secondary School.

Expo 2005
By far the biggest event for us last year was of

course a trip to Japan. Three stools were shipped out
to Nagoya at the beginning of the year, to be
exhibited in the Growing Village Pavilion at EXPO
2005. Unable to go at the best time of year in May,
we did manage to get there just before the exhibition
closed in September. (A total of nearly 20 million
visitors apparently attended the exhibition ! !) The
stools were shown beside other grown exhibits from
Australia, Israel, Thailand, UK
and USA. I was interviewed
for several of the media
including TV (see picture),
unfortunately with unknown
results.

I also talked to a group of
students from the local college
who had created 'living
sculpures' for the occasion.

Two of the stools are now
safely returned to UK, the
third retained on loan at the
request of the organiser of
the pavilion, as an example
of what can be achieved.

Chris Cattle
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Nelson and the Forest Of Dean 
Reproduced with the kind permission of “The Mariner’s Mirror” – Journal of the Society for Nautical Research

It is certain that Nelson was generally concerned
about the supply of Oak, as were many senior
officers and politicians of the time. There had

been Parliamentary Committees and Enquiries into the
issue in the previous thirty years. A ten-page
memorandum, which Nelson wrote and is now in the
Nelson Museum, Monmouth proves this. It is undated,
but in it he puts forward simple and eminently
sensible suggestions for bringing up the Forest of
Dean to its full potential.  

Nelson wrote:
“The Forest of Dean contains

about 23,000 acres of the finest
Land in the Kingdom, which I am
informed, if in high cultivation of
Oak, would produce about 9200
loads of timber fit for building Ships
of the Line every year; that is, the
Forest would grow in full vigour
920,000 trees.

The State of the Forest at this
moment is deplorable, for if my
information is true there is not 3500
Load of Timber in the whole forest
fit for building and now coming
forward. It is useless, I admit, to
state the causes of such a want of
Timber where so much could be produced, except
that by knowing the faults we may be better enabled
to amend ourselves.

First, the generality of trees for these last fifty years
have been allowed to stand too long. They are
passed by instead of removed and thus occupy a
space, which ought to have been replanted with
young trees.

Secondly, that were good timber felled, nothing
is planted and nothing can grow self sown for
the Deer (of which now only a few remain) bark
all the young trees. Vast droves of Hogs are
allowed to go into the Woods in the Autumn, and
if any fortunate acorn escapes their Search and
takes root, then the Flocks of sheep are allowed
to go into the Forest and they bite off the tender
shoot. These are sufficient reasons why Timber
does not grow in the Forest Of Dean.

Of the Waste of Timber in former times I can say
nothing but of late years it has been, I am told,
shameful. Trees cut down in Swampy places, as the
carriage is done by contract, are left to rot and are
cut up by people in the Neighbourhood. Another
abuse is the Contractors, as they can carry more
measurement, are allowed to cut the trees to their
advantage of carriage by which means the invaluable

Crooked timber is lost for the Service of the Navy.
These are also another cause of the failure of timber:
a set of people called the forest-free miners, who
consider themselves as having the right to dig for
Coal in any part they please. These people in many
places enclose pieces of ground, which is daily
increased by the inattention, to call it by no worse
name, of the Surveyors, Verderers etc.. who have the
charge of the Forest.

Of Late Years some apparently
Vigorous measures were taken for
preserving and encouraging the
growth of Timber in the King’s
Forest and part of the Forest Of
Dean has been enclosed, but it is so
ill attended and that it is little if
anything better than the other part.

There is another abuse which I
omitted to mention – Trees which
die of themselves and are considered
as of no value. A gentleman told me
that in shooting on foot, for on
Horseback it cannot be seen hid by
the fern which grows to a great
height, the Trees of 50 years growth
fit for building, fencing etc is cut just
above the ground entirely through

the Bark in two years. The trees dies and it becomes
either a perquisite or is allowed to be taken away by
favoured people.

These shameful abuses are probably known to
those high in power but I have gathered the
information of these from people of all descriptions
and perfectly disinterested in telling me or knowing
that I had any View in a transient enquiry. But
knowing the abuses it is for serious consideration of
every lover of his Country how they can either be
done away or at least lessened – perhaps a very
difficult or impossible task.

If the Forest of Dean is to be preserved as a useful
Forest for the Country, strong means must be
pursued. 1st: the Guardian of the support of our
Navy must be an Intelligent and Honest Man who
will give up his time to his Employment. Therefore
he must live in the Forest and have a House, small
farm and an adequate Salary. I omitted to mention
that the expense of the Surveyor of the Woods, as far
as relates to this Forest, to be done away; Verderer as
at present, also the Guardian to have proper
Verderers under him who understand the planting,
thinning and management of Timber trees. These
places should be so comfortable that the fear of being
turned out should be a great Object of terror and of
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course an inducement for them to exert themselves in
their different stations.

The first thing necessary in the Forest of Dean is to
plant some acres of acorns and I saw plenty of Clear
fields with Cattle grazing in my Voyage down the
Wye. In two years these will be fit for transplanting.
NB: I am aware that Objections have been made to
the transplanting of Oak. I am not knowing enough in
this matter to say how far this is true when so young
as 2 to 5 or 6 years. The next thing is to be careful to
thin the trees for more timber is lost by being too
fearful of cutting down than by boldly thinning. A
Tree from 10 years of age ought by a scale given to
me by a very able man, to be as follows viz:

Number of Trees that such land as the Forests of
Dean may contain at different periods from their first
being set. 

Trees distant Years after No of trees No of trees
from each other acorns set in an acre to be Thinned

Feet No
6 10 1200

10 20 430 770
15 40 190 240
20 60 100 90
25 80 60 40
30 100 45 15

In forty years these forests will produce a great
Value of timber fit for many uses in the Navy indeed
except for Ships of the Line.

If on due consideration it is found not to be
practicable for Government to arrange a plan for
growing their Own Timber, then I would recommend

at once selling the Forests and encourage the Growth
of Oak Timber. I calculate that taking away the 3500
Load of timber at present fit for cutting (or be it more
or less) than the Forest of Dean will sell for £460,000.
I am sensible that what I have thrown together upon
paper is so loose that no plan can be drawn from it,
but if these facts which I have learnt from my late
tour may be in the least instrumental in benefiting our
Country I shall be truly happy.

After thoughts on encouraging the growth of Oak
Timber drawn from my conversations with many
gentlemen in my late tour: 1st: the reason why
Timber has of late years been so much reduced has
been uniformly told me that from the pressure of the
times gentlemen who had £1000 to five worth of
timber on their estates, although only half grown (say
50 years of age), were obliged to sell it to raise
temporary Sums (say to pay off Legacy). The Owner
cannot, however sorry he may feel to see the beauty
of his place destroyed and what would treble the
value to his Children annihilated, help himself.

It has struck me forcibly that if Government could
form a plan to purchase of such a Gentlemen the
growing Oak that it would be a national benefit and
a great and pleasing accommodation to such growers
of Oak as wish to sell. My knowledge of this subject
drawn from the conversation of gentlemen in the oak
Countries I think would almost obviate all difficulties.
Of my self I own my incompetence to draw up a
plan fit for public inspection, but all my gathered
knowledge shall be most cheerfully at the service of
some able man.” ■

Based on the original handwritten Report which is in  
The Nelson Museum, Monmouth. Tel 01600 710630.

Comments
The article about Nelson is well worth printing.  From my researches, I feel sure that Nelson

wrote it towards the end of 1802 and it reached “the Government” early in 1803 (the original
handwritten Report is in The Nelson Museum, Monmouth). A more full, printed copy is in my
book ROYAL FOREST, 1966, Oxford University Press pp.312-315. 

Nelson did not visit Dean Forest, but viewed towards it from a hill called The Kymin, east of
Monmouth.

The report undoubtedly had a substantial part in the eventual Dean Forest (Timber) Act of 1808
under which 11,000 acres were planted, mainly Oak.

On 25th October 2005, Forest Enterprise arranged and planted 200 oaks in the form of an avenue
in The Dean, now called “The Nelson Avenue”.  I planted one of the Oaks as HM Senior Verderer of
the Forest !

Best wishes to you and your colleagues. Dr Cyril Hart OBE

The table (above) on oak spacing supplied to Lord Nelson by a “very able man” is not so different
to modern practice.  But a passionate oak grower today would aim for two and a half times Nelson’s
density at year 10, in order to encourage rapid establishment and early competition.  

Conversely, 45 trees to the acre at year 100 seems tight, especially if compass or crooked timber
was required for knees and futtocks. It was said that two thirds of the oak required to build a ship
of the line consisted of compass, against one third straight.  This would suggest much wider
spacing in order to encourage branches in many shapes. Miles Barne
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Chainsaw Milling
Worcestershire County Council’s Countryside Service recount their

experiences with on-site conversion

One of the many factors stacked against the
small woodland owner is that of the
economics of scale. The two, or three trees

felled annually just do not warrant the cost of a
mobile mill, or having them carted off to one of the
few remaining saw mills. 

One such solution is a chainsaw mill, cheaper,
easier to use and more mobile than many trailer
borne mills. This set up, using a large Stihl chainsaw
and a purpose made fence, allows wood to be
planked at the spot where it was felled. A ladder is
used to provide a flat surface for the first cut after
which the depth gauge on the fence is adjusted to the
appropriate level and by running the saw down the

length of the tree, planks are simply fenced off at the
set thickness.

This is a dirty dusty job and every plank cut,
wastes the thickness of the bar to dust, however
as a small scale set up, that can be purchased
for a little under £1000, it allows all sorts of
small scale woodworkers and woodland owners
to harvest and convert their own timber

At Worcester Woods Country Park we have around
40 hectares of Oak woodland with a hazel coppice
under storey, from the evidence available it appears
that the wood was clear felled in the early 20th
century possibly between the wars. Therefore what
we have is a pretty uniform crop of 60 - 70 year old
oak, that in the current timber market, has such a low
value as to make it barely worth harvesting, a
problem faced by many woodland owners.

However in a busy Country Park (approx 225,000
visitors a year) what we do have is demand for
timber, so rather than buying in pressure treated
softwood, the chainsaw mill has enabled us to harvest
our own timber which we have used around the park
for a range of benches and a boardwalk.

As a tool the mill has its limitations, but if kept
sharp and well maintained it can be a highly
useful and innovative piece of equipment that
allows the utilisation of an otherwise low grade
resource into a much ‘value added’ product. ■

Wade Muggleton, Rob Stevenson and Tanya Feasey,
Worcestershire Countryside Service

www.worcestershire.gov.uk/countryside

The guide fence ensures a clean parallel cut.

The end product home milled oak boards can be made
into on-site features, such as this Oak Bench used in
the country park
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TROPICAL VERSUS TEMPERATE HARDWOODS
2006 AND BEYOND

RESPONSE:
We won’t be selling the raw material to China – as long as Woodland Heritage and other like-minded

organisations are successful in encouraging the training of local craftsmen. We believe in the philosophy of
“locally grown and locally used”. Lewis

In the 1970s tropical hardwoods outsold temperate in the UK by a ratio of
4:1. The double-glazing industry in particular preferred to use easily
obtainable and machine-friendly Shoreas (Dark Red Meranti/Lauan) from

the Far East, whilst South America and Africa supplied virtually defect-free
primary species to the joinery and reproduction furniture trades.  

The 1980s saw a fashion revolution as living accommodation became
smaller, lighter colours became more popular and a quest for temperate
hardwoods in kitchens became somewhat of a phenomenon. It was the
American temperate hardwoods that captured most of this market as they
could provide fully square-edged timber with which the Europeans could
not compete due to their preference and even insistence on only supplying
logs sawn through and through.

The 1990s saw the attacks by the environmentalists on tropical
hardwoods. Governments and multi-nationals ran scared due to their
lack of knowledge of the timber industry and a fragmented trade was
unable to respond quickly and positively to numerous accusations.

The 21st century witnessed many European hardwood sawmills coming
to terms with producing square-edged lumber and quality products started
to appear particularly from Eastern Europe, which was later followed by
the West. 

Consumers were now able to buy high-grade European hardwoods. In
particular in the case of Oak a far more attractive grain and texture was
available compared with that of North America stock. The versatile Beech
was readily available and lent itself to the cheaper end of the trade where
it can easily be worked and stained.

People started to roll back the carpets and look to replace them with
solid hardwood floors – a trend that is likely to stay, provided cheaper
alternatives do not damage the reputation of the real thing ! !

In 2005, fashion again changed our purchasing requirements and
American Black Walnut became the new fashionable timber –
resulting in less interest in Cherry and Maple. European Oak
continued to be the most sought after temperate hardwood as we
witnessed many more barn conversions, restoration of old buildings
and a healthy demand for character Oak. 

Yes, people actually want to buy wood with defects ! We are now able to
sell Pippy Oak (see page 37) at the same price as prime plank. Not so
many years ago, character Oak was the least desirable product for any
sawmill and only sold at rock bottom prices.  

What I would do if I was a grower in England today is: lobby
Government for more support in the form of tax concessions in
order to plan ahead for the long term; then I would put my faith in
growing European Oak and American Black Walnut grown in the
UK. I would not ignore the possibility of growing Yew, Sycamore and
Ash. If I were to continue with Beech it would be on the realisation
that market prices may never live up to my expectations.

My only concern is, will there still be a British manufacturing trade
existing when my logs were ready to harvest ? Do not worry, we will sell
the raw material to China ! ! ■

Nick Goodwin
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How local is “local” ?
Dr David Boshier, a member of the BIHIP Ash

Group, has just completed some EU-funded
research together with Janet Stewart and

Sarah Rendell, all at the Oxford Forestry Institute, on
the genetics of ash. European and national guidelines
currently encourage planting local tree seed, rather
than seed from more distant sources on the grounds
that it is likely to be best adapted to the locality. But
what does ‘local’ mean ? One objective of the
FRAXIGEN project was to provide scientific evidence
to answer the question: “How local is local ?”

They attempted to establish whether ash stands show
local adaptation, and, if so, over what geographic
scale ? How much similarity exists between woods ? Are
neighbouring ash stands more similar than distant
ones ? FRAXIGEN addressed these questions through a
combination of field and laboratory studies.

Some of the key outcomes of the research are:
• While material should not be transferred over very

large latitudinal, or longitudinal ranges, provenance
delimitation for ash can operate at the scale of at least
200-300 km without compromising local adaptation,
i.e. good seed sources can be moved to other sites

within this range without adversely affecting their
performance. This is in marked contrast to
recommendations in current Forestry
Commission guidelines (Practice Note on Using
local stock for planting native trees and shrubs of
August 1999).

• High levels of gene flow between stands provide
evidence against subdividing large provenance
regions into small zones for seed collection.

• Native populations of ash in Britain have high levels
of genetic variation. They are not threatened, or in
need of specific conservation programmes.

• Nevertheless, seed collectors should observe the
following recommendations, to maintain local
genetic diversity without affecting future
productivity and adaptability:
• Collect seed from at least 10 trees
• Collect at least 500 seeds per tree
• Seed trees should be at least 150 m apart
• Collections can be from female, or hermaphrodite

trees, and in either mast, or non-mast years,
without reducing genetic diversity. ■

www.fraxigen.net

The Nurseryman’s point of view
There is a current movement to encourage the

planting of trees and shrubs from “native” seed
sources. Why is this encouraged and what effect is
this having on the nursery industry?
• The Forestry Commission seed zones are arbitrary

and drawn up geographically. They take no
account of soil conditions, altitude or pH. We are
situated in the centre of the country where 4 seed
zones cross over – are we really expected to
keep stocks of all the many types of trees and
hedging from all of these seed areas? 

• With the change from Countryside Stewardship to
ELS reducing the amount of hedge planting and
the introduction of the new EWGS, that does little
for the encouragement of new tree planting,
many nurseries are finding life tough enough,
without the extra problems of “nativeness”.

• To qualify for “native”, the seed must be collected
from a tree within a certain zone, but there is no
check on the tree to see whether it was “native”
initially ! (I know of several instances of nurseries
collecting “native” Hawthorn seed for growing
that can be classed as “Native English
Provenance”, but they know full well that they
supplied the plants several years previously and
that they were of Italian origin.)

• We are trying to produce the best plants for the

purpose at the cheapest price – to do this in the
case of Hawthorn it is best to use non-native seed
origins. They grow better, stronger, more healthy
and has more mildew resistance, and hence use
less chemicals in their production. We have both
types of Hawthorn growing together as a transplant
crop and every year without fail the “native”
Hawthorn is smaller, weaker and has more Mildew.

• Climate Change. We should be planting trees and
hedging that will be better suited to the climate
in the future. This is most likely to be a climate
similar to Northern Italy.

• Who really cares ? 95% of our customers want the
best quality plants and aren’t really interested in
where they come from, as long as they will grow
and thrive.
Luckily we are only asked very occasionally for

“native” origin plants – most of our customers are
pleased to receive high quality plants – so we do
not suffer personally, but I sympathise with many
other nurseries.

We should concentrate on producing the high
quality plants that the industry is known for, that
will grow in the conditions in which they are put,
rather than worrying about the exact location that
the seeds may have come from.

Niel Nicholson, Nicholson Nurseries Ltd
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American Black Walnut Trees in England

T he late Alan
Mitchell and I
shared a great

love of the Juglans
Nigra, the American
Black Walnut. We
used to correspond
about the biggest and
liveliest specimens in
Britain and his
incredible knowledge,
coupled with a
unique database,
caused me to travel
many miles out of my
way.

“In the U.S.A. there
are none as big in
girth as our best trees,
although many are
taller”, he wrote in
1988 – the year after
our Hurricane.  Alan
was convinced that the species’ preferred range was
“south and east of a line from Cardiff to Doncaster,
for the biggest specimens”. He admitted that one had
clearly escaped his net when he measured “a
remarkable outlier in Easter Ross” !  (That should be
of real comfort to those determined Scotsmen, like
James Stirling, who have been planting Black
Walnuts assiduously, despite current advice).

I wish that we could reproduce the photographs
sent to me in 1992 by Gordon Gray, the log buyer for
Whitmores Timber Company, who oversaw the felling
of a monster tree which stood on The Garendon
estate near Loughborough until it was cut down in
1980. Gordon’s black and white photos are so faded
that they cannot be reproduced, but readers can take
it from me that this Black Walnut’s butt length
completely filled the timber trailer. For those who
comprehend imperial sizes in Hoppus Measure, I
append the notes:

Butt – 19/17 ft x 38 3/4" = 177.27 cube
12 ft     x  35"    = 102.08
10 ft     x  27 1/2" =  52.52

(The limbs contained 217 cube of very usable wood)
This log, containing over 550 cubic feet, was hotly

contested by the trade, but Alan Mitchell believed that
the owner was persuaded to sell “because it will soon

decay”, whereas he
and others thought that
it would continue to
put on girth.
(Incidentally, it stood
at over 100 feet high).

I show a picture
(left) of another
excellent specimen
which stands close to
the entrance at
Cambridge Botanic
Gardens which I enjoy
stroking every few
years. There is another
of these (Alan called it
a twin) in the U.B.G.
in Oxford which I must
look up one day...  

All these wonderful
Black Walnuts – and
many more shown on
the listing of The Tree

Register of the British Isles – are individual examples
presumably growing in ideal conditions. But we must
all remember that Juglans Nigra is ideally a forest
tree which performs best when surrounded by
competition in a woodland. Raising these trees in
that situation is extremely rewarding. If properly
tended during its formative years, the Black Walnut
will grow like “a space rocket” !

Woodland Heritage trustee, Nick Goodwin (no
relation), reports (on page 21) from his timber
merchanting company that Black Walnut was the
most sought-after hardwood in 2005 and shows no
sign of the demand slowing down. So you had all
better take notice and get planting ! ■

Peter Goodwin

Postscript: What have the Forestry Commission got
against this species ? It will clearly benefit from global
warming because it thrives in hot summers. It will grow
to marketable size within 70 years. It will be one of the
most valuable timbers in temperate regions. It will grow
happily alongside most British Hardwoods etc...

I suspect that they will trot out the usual line “it is not
a native species, so we cannot give planting grants”. But
since there are no planting grants nowadays, isn’t it time
we invested in the future ?

WHY CAN WE GROW BLACK WALNUTS 
BETTER THAN THE AMERICANS ?

Black Walnut in the Cambridge University Botanic Gardens.
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The Rawnsley Woodland Products 
‘Logging Arch’

Anew development of a very old idea, The RWP
‘Logging Arch’ is a simple yet highly efficient
tool for moving sawlogs, or long beams of

timber. 
With a simple ‘Cam action’ a whole 16ft x 12" log

can be lifted up onto two wheels and then pushed,
or pulled where desired by hand. Whether you are
moving sawlogs in a wood, manoeuvring beams or
heavy timbers in a yard the ‘logging arch’ will save
you the strain and quickly become indispensable.

Two sizes are available: a small one (the Mule) as
pictured for logs up to 12” diameter and up to 16ft
long, and a large version (the Ox) that can take logs
of up to 26" diameter and 16ft in length for towing
behind an ATV, tractor, or other vehicle. It can also
be used in combination with a winch. 

(1) Move the
‘Arch’ over the

log. Tilt it up
whilst opening
the tongs with
the pull cord.

For more information contact Tino Rawnsley, Rawnsley Woodland Products,Waverley, Burlawn,
Wadebridge, Cornwall PL27 7LD Tel 01208 813490 Mob 07817 450009 Info@cornishwoodland.co.uk

(2) Pull Handle downwards, engaging the tongs and
lifting the Log.

(3) Log is then balanced, up off the ground and on
two wheels and can then be moved to where you like !

(4) The Ox Logging Arch.
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2005 has been another busy, but enjoyable year
for me as a self employed Green Woodworker
and Tool Maker. It was not possible to attend

many shows this year and I have missed
demonstrating pole lathe work, but it was rather
nice not to have to all those motorway journeys.
The few that I did attend still gave me much
enjoyment and it’s rewarding to introduce people to
the world of woodcraft and show them just what
can be done. I also did well in the competitions at
the South West Wood Fair, winning the Greenwood
Challenge and the Log to Leg Race.

Last Autumn I returned to Hoopa, California
to continue my work with the Greenwood
Workshop. Once again, I had a great time with
the Hupa and Yurok Indians teaching them the
basics of green woodwork, making shave
horses, pole lathes and stools.

I stayed with my friend, fellow craftsman and
artist George Blake who is Hupa/Yurok Indian and
it was good to meet up with all the friends that I

have made there over the past three years. Sadly
my time passed all too quickly, but I was lucky
enough to see their traditional dance ceremonies
this time.

I now have my tools displayed on the
‘Woodsmoke’ website and I am one of their Guest
Instructors for the Axe Workshop Courses. These
courses are about the use of axe and knife work
from felling trees to carving spoons.

Over the past 12 months both my father and I
have been fighting planners and after much “aggro”
we finally received permission to build a new Craft
Workshop. The foundations are now in and I hope
to move in this January. The new Workshop will
make such a difference enabling me to store the
different materials that I use, separately and without
cross contamination, as well as running woodwork,
basic tool making and leatherwork courses.

I have been asked to go to Sweden in 2006 to
assist on a Green Woodworking Course and help
teach woodware, carving, spoon making, dough
bowls, as well as some pole lathe work. It will be a
great experience for me and I hope to visit the Axe
Museum at the Gransfors Bruks Factory (maybe to
pick up a few tips ?).

Later in the year I am hoping to run similar
courses in the south of France in an area that has an
abundant supply of managed Sweet Chestnut
coppice. So 2006 looks as though it is going to be
yet another busy and exciting year.

Your support has given me the opportunity to
learn these skills, to travel and teach, share my
knowledge with others and earn a living –
enjoying my work is an added bonus! ■

Ben Orford

Ben Orford returns to the USA
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Letters to the Editor ... 

Lanarkshire
Dear Lewis,
I thought you might like to hear how I have been
getting along since we last met at the excellent
Woodland Heritage Field Day in the Redwood
Grove at Leighton last year.

As you know, at the beginning of May 2005, I
started working for H & H Bowe Ltd, a firm of Land
Agents and Chartered Surveyors based in Carlisle and
I have been unbelievably busy ever since.

Earlier in the year from January through to March
I was occupied with thinning and doing
consultancy work around the country and in April, I
decided it was about time that I got on and
pursued my dream of becoming a Land Agent
(albeit with a forestry angle).

I attended the CAAV (Central Association of
Agricultural Valuers) Young Valuers’ Conference in
Cambridge and met Jeremy Moody. He suggested I
should talk to a friend of his in Carlisle, as they
were quite busy with Single Farm Payment etc...

A week later I had my first interview with H & H
Bowe Ltd; the following week a second interview;
then a week after that I was offered the job and the
week after that, I started ! It turned out that my
forestry experience and enthusiasm had given me
the edge and the pendulum had swung in my
favour.

I have spent the past nine months in pursuit of my
professional qualifications and tried to keep up with
the timber industry in the little spare time I have. It
has been a very interesting, yet enjoyable journey.

My forestry connections and in particular
Woodland Heritage has given me an advantage over
others and I am grateful to you and your team for
the opportunities that you have given me.

The schedule for your Scottish Field Days sounds
exciting and if I can – work permitting, I hope to
join you.

I look forward to hearing from you and to
keeping in touch
Yours,
Jon McCosh. BEng(Hons) BSc(Hons)

Editor’s note: You may recall that Jon was helped
by WH in 2004 to attend the 5th International
Walnut Conference in Italy (see Journal 2005).
It is rewarding to know that we have helped this
young man along in his career and that his
dedication and enthusiasm for forestry still
continues.

Powys 
Dear Peter,

A brief line to say how much I enjoyed the Field
Weekend.  It was a great pleasure to meet Members
of the Organisation and to see old friends again.
All superbly organised by you and your gang.

A great two days. Thank you very much.
Yours
Paul Raymond-Barker FRICS
Chartered Surveyor & Forestry Consultant

Trawscoed Hall, Powys 
Dear Peter,

I should have written sooner to say how much
we all enjoyed your visit here.  It was a pleasure to
have so much knowledge walking about and I
found a number of the suggestions most helpful.

If you would care to send me a form I would be
happy to subscribe to Woodland Heritage.
Yours sincerely
Trevor

Dear Trevor,
We were pleased that you enjoyed our invasion
and that we did not overstay our welcome.
Everything ran like clockwork and the response
from our members the next day was excellent. They
loved Trawscoed Hall and its fantastic woodlands.
Herewith the application to make you legitimate !
Best wishes, Peter

Penrith 
Dear Belinda,

Please accept my apologies for not getting in
touch sooner.

First of all I would like to say that I had an
absolutely brilliant time, learnt a phenomenal
amount and am enthused and inspired to pursue
this area – I have found my niche ? !  Also, the rest
of the group were great, really supportive and good
fun to be with, so all in all, it couldn’t have been
better.

A huge THANK YOU to Woodland Heritage
without whom this wouldn’t have been possible.

I am in the process of writing a report* for the
Journal, but which seems terribly slow at the
moment !  I will email it as soon as I am happy with
it.
Regards
Sharon Rodhouse
* Please see Sharon’s Report on page 64.
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Letters to the Editor ... 

Powys 
Dear Peter,

Thank you for your kind letter and such a
privileged offer. I am delighted to accept an Honorary
Life Membership of the Woodland Heritage Initiative.

On behalf of Mrs. Shakerley, I had great pleasure
showing your members around Leighton
Woodlands, which have been part of my life for the
past twenty years.  Not only did your members
consist of very knowledgeable forestry people, but
also experts in many fields, which led to most
stimulating discussions.

It was a very enjoyable morning and many I feel
– most certainly to me – have come from our walk
with added knowledge.
Thank you again Peter,
Yours sincerely,
Harry Hindle

Worcs
Dear Sir,

I have seen article in a book, which said that you
wanted information about damage done by grey
squirrels. Well, I can assure you that I have had
plenty here !

I live on the Worcs/Herefordshire borders and grey
squirrels have and are still doing enormous damage.
I have 74 acres and have planted a lot of young trees
in the last few years to replace those that have been
felled and replace those lost to Dutch elm disease.
All the time I am foiled by these ‘rats’, barking the
young trees when they reach about 5 years old.

In my first plantation of 1800 Oak and Sweet
Chestnut I lost 76 chestnut and many Oak too and
they are still at it ! I shot 135 in the first year and this
had minimal effect, so now I have several chaps
who help me to shoot them. I have also tried some
baited traps, but this was not very successful.

They also do enormous damage to the fruit, eating
pears, cherries, plums and damsons just as the fruit
is forming, getting into the apple store and the roof
of my house biting the water pies and creating
untold damage. They have also barked my Walnut,
Field Maple, Sycamore and Weeping Willow.

When I was younger we had the lovely Red Squirrel
which is now long gone and the only consolation is
that we do have some Buzzards here – they catch a
few greys as the rabbits come and go with
myxymatosis. But they are the number one pest and
have been for many years – they are worse than rats.
Yours faithfully,
KSY

Dear KSY,
Thank you for your letter describing the grey
squirrel damage to your trees and your battle to
protect them.
It describes so well the anguish felt by woodland
owners at seeing their efforts destroyed.
Shooting alone is generally regarded as an
ineffective method of control. Trapping and
warfarin hoppers do an excellent job if properly
managed, the latter being less labour intensive.
Here we use Fenn Mark 4 spring traps set in
tunnels – about a trap per 3 acres. It does require
labour, but at least we know what we kill, and
damage on our 450 acres is minimal now.
The European Squirrel Initiative (ESI) was
founded in order to protect the environment from
the ravages of the grey squirrel and to save our
native reds from extinction. We are working to
persuade conservationists, the public and
governments that grey squirrels need to be entirely
removed from the UK as the coypu was 25 years
ago.

Thank you for writing,

Yours sincerely,
Miles Barne
Chairman ESI

www.europeansquirrelinitiative.co.uk

Imperial College London
Dear Lewis,

I have just heard from Peter Savill that our chestnut
group, part of the BIHIP family, has been awarded a
grant from Woodland Heritage.

We are extremely grateful for this generous grant,
which will enable us both to consolidate our existing
clonal collection of sweet chestnut and to locate further
superior trees through an advertising and promotional
campaign to landowners and timber growers. Once
this has been achieved we can begin to set up clonal
orchards for the production of improved seed, and to
raise the profile of chestnut as a timber tree, as
opposed to a coppice, in the south of England.

No doubt we will be reporting progress to you in a
year’s time. Again, many thanks on behalf of the group.
Yours sincerely,
Peter Buckley, Chestnut Group Secretary BIHIP
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Letters to the Editor ... 

Oxon
Dear Lewis,

The BIHIP Management Committee met in Ireland
last week and I have been informed that the oak,
ash and walnut groups (which I manage) have
received some money from WH. Thank you so very
much for this.

The ash BSOs were planted in 1993 and are
coming up to 15-year measurements. They are all
planted on ex-arable sites and it is for this reason I
think that they are all showing signs (quite severe
in some cases) of N deficiency. The ash group bid
for funds to purchase the ammonium nitrate and
this can now be applied next spring.

The oak group bid for money to carry out a flushing
assessment of the oak BSO at Northmoor. There are 8
oak BSOs across the UK and Ireland.  One of these
had suffered severe vole damage last year, and now
needs to be redesigned to 2/3 its original size.

Much of the work started by the walnut group is
due to Gabriel's interest in this species, and we

hold a great many walnut trials here at Northmoor.
This year is the 5th year since the establishment of
the silviculture trial. This is replicated on three other
sites (one site two years later). The original three
sites will be measured this autumn and I hope to
write a paper with Gabriel on the outcome of this
work. Also, our common walnut prog/prov trial has
suffered since it was planted from frost problems.
We have decided to stump it, but need to provide it
with shelter first. The success of the silviculture trial
would indicate that Elaeagnus is a fast growing
species that will provide good shelter.  The money
given by Woodland Heritage will help purchase the
Elaeagnus for this trial.

So, all money will be put to good use and we are
very grateful for your continual support of our work,
especially the walnut work, as BIHIP is not permitted to
spend money it received from the FC on this species.
Best wishes,
Jo Clark
Forestry Research Manager, Northmoor Trust

Norfolk

Dear Peter and Lewis,
I write to say how very much Rose and I enjoyed

the weekend in Powys and to congratulate you and
your fellow organisers on the efficiency of the
operation – difficult to organise at a distance – went
like clockwork – and hope that you are all having a
good rest!  It must have been utterly exhausting –
and glutton for punishment that you are – it will be
more so next year with three days.

I had long heard of the glories of the Leighton
Redwoods and I was certainly not disappointed. 
I came back here to look at my highest tree – 
a 60 year old Corsican pine – and decided that
the Leighton trees were more than three times as
tall !

Those were of course the highlights, and there
are dozens of other things that Rose and I will
remember; mountain railways, the grandest poultry
home in the world, the metal gumboots, Trevor
Trevor’s view, and his Laurels all amidst a lovely
mix of fine trees, the horrifying squirrel damage –
and a hundred other memories.

And it was all a lovely atmosphere among the
attending, so to you all a thousand thanks.

Robin & Rose Carver

Dear Lewis,
It was a lovely thought of yours to send me the

wonderful news of your new Patron. Of course my
Peter would have been very pleased. He and The
Prince had lunch together once when Peter was
President of the RFS and I remember him telling me
afterwards, they were so busy talking about
forestry, no lunch got eaten !

I’m so pleased you keep me in touch and I wish I
could join in many of the events. 

My daughter, Elizabeth, goes most days to sit in
the Garthwaite Shelter when she takes the dog for a
walk and there is usually someone enjoying the
quiet and reading in such a lovely place.

You do wonderful work and deserve the best
possible rewards.
With love to you all.
Betty
Editor’s note: Betty Garthwaite is an Honorary
Member of Woodland Heritage and the wife of our
late Patron, Peter Garthwaite OBE. The
Garthwaite Shelter was commissioned by
Woodland Heritage in our respect and admiration
of Peter’s lifetime contribution to British and
international forestry.The project brought together
a variety of people across the industry with a love
of trees and their wood – and the use of
traditional methods and tools. The Garthwaite
Shelter can be visited at Castle Howard Arboretum
and its presence epitomises our work.
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Like metal, wood can “melt” and be welded, 
a discovery awarded the 

2005 Schweighofer prize

The Schweighofer prize for innovation in wood
science was awarded in June 2005 in Vienna to
a joint Swiss-French team led by Tony Pizzi

(France) and by Balz Gfeller (Switzerland) for their
work on “wood welding”.

The research team has developed a wood bonding
process that eliminates the need for adhesives. 
Almost 100,000 tonnes of furniture adhesives of
petrochemical origin are used in France alone each
year. They sometimes contain small quantities of
toxic, or polluting chemicals. Their use is expensive
and requires several hours of hardening to obtain a
finished bonded joint.

There are two processes for glueless wood welding,
both of which are very quick. The first consists of
applying rapid, alternating mechanical friction to the
two wood surfaces to be welded, under some
pressure (see Figure 1). The equipment for this type

of work already exists for welding thermoplastics, for
example in the car industry. At the temperatures
attained by mechanical friction (>200°C) the
characteristics of the lignin and hemicellulose
between wood cell walls change, and start to flow,
hence the initial phase of “melting”. The wood fibres
released by this flow then become entangled, and
form a high density composite and are “drowned” in
the molten material and bonded in it, once it has
cooled. This composite constitutes the bond, or weld
line of the joint (Figure 2). The mechanical resistance
of the joints formed by welding in 2-4 seconds is
comparable to that obtained 24 hours after gluing.

The process can be applied for welding any two flat
pieces of timber, of the same or different species, and
can be used in the manufacture of furniture and joinery.
The only limitation is that the joints are not of exterior-
grade, but only suitable for use indoors. One can now
speak of “weldlam” where one now talks of “glulam”.

The second process developed is high-speed
rotational welding of dowels. A dowel in rapid
rotation, inserted by means of a simple electric drill
into a substrate, welds to the substrate with a
mechanical resistance 20 times greater than the
traditional hammer inserted dowels, and with a
strength comparable to dowels glued-in for 24 hours
with PVA adhesive. This approach is particularly
suitable for any small to medium sized company,
workshop and DIY enthusiast as a standard
inexpensive wood drill, is the only equipment needed.

It is perhaps paradoxical that the process was
discovered by accident. Originally the Swiss partners
used linear friction equipment to glue wood by
inserting and melting a plastic between the two
surfaces. On one occasion, a technician forgot to
insert the plastic but the wood still welded well. The
French team then analysed the welded joints and
determined what had happened at the molecular and
wood anatomical levels. This knowledge was used to
further improve the results.

Wood welding is not protected by any patents. This
was deliberate, to ensure that anybody could use the
processes (and to ensure that the technology could
not be stopped). ■

We are grateful to Dr Antonio Pizzi for contributing
to this article.

Figure 1 Vibrational movements of two solid wood
surfaces during wood fusion welding.

Figure 3 X-ray micrograph of a fluted groove beech
dowel inserted and welded to two separate blocks of
beech wood. The white areas are those of higher
density. At the microcrack indicated by arrow (1),
welding has not occurred or has broken. Arrow (2)
indicates molten intercellular material which has
seeped into the fissure between the two blocks.

Figure 2 Welded beech 150 x 20 x 30 mm. The black
line indicates the weld line.
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Aims and objectives 
In common with many lowland foresters, I have

dream of managing hectares of high quality, valuable
oak. The reality is poor quality, multi-stemmed
regrowth, fit only for firewood and barely covering
the costs of harvesting and extraction.  We have
become grant dependent but with the English
forestry strategy moving away from support for
timber production, woodland owners and wood-
using businesses need to find ways to increase
returns from the sale of their primary product.

I was intrigued, therefore, by a statistic from the
Greek forestry industry, where the use of locally-
produced sawn timber is nearly 3 times the per capita
consumption of the UK.  Anyone who is familiar with
Greek forests will know that their timber is no better
than ours. Many forests were devastated during World
War II and much of the re-growth is of poor quality,
aggravated for many years by the attentions of goats. 

My suggestion of studying Greek hardwood
utilisation caused some raised eyebrows. Why, I was
asked, did I not study somewhere like Germany or
France, where they were Doing it Right? The answer
is simple: our generation will not achieve timber
quality such we see in the best Northern European
forests. We need to understand how to make the best
of what we’ve got.

The following is a whistlestop tour through some of
the main findings of the study. The full text is
available on CD, free from: Rural Progress, Duchy
College, Stoke Climsland PL17 8PB. Tel 01579 372112.
Email ruralprogress@duchy.ac.uk

My thanks to Rural Progress, DEFRA, The European
Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund, The
Silvanus Trust, Woodland Heritage and the ICF for
their support 

Caveats
Greece is largely a cash economy so that masking

real, as against declared, turnover is simplicity in
itself. (Last year, a staggering 60% of tax returns
nationally declared income below the threshold at
which tax is payable!) The question we must ask is
not, how much profit are the Greeks making from
this ? But rather, could any of these methods be
applied, or adapted in my forest, business, or rural
community? 

The Greek Forestry Industry
Forestry and woodland make up nearly 50% of the

total land area of Greece. Much is scrub, however,
and only 15% is true high forest, mostly on the
northern and western mainland, with broadleaves
comprising 49.7% of the total standing volume. 

The climate is Mediterranean, with hot dry summers
and wet winters. However, in the main afforested
areas, snowfall can be extensive and last for several
months. 

Transport links are poor. On a micro level, the
forest road network, whilst fairly extensive, involves
long haulage distances, whilst on a macro level, there
is only one arterial motorway. This has encouraged
the timber industry to think in terms of local
production and supply, and small hardwood mills,
supplying the immediate locality are still common.

Use of timber in construction
Construction techniques in Greece are different

from those in the UK because of earthquake risk.
Most new buildings are reinforced concrete and a
large amount of rough hardwood is used as
shuttering in the initial construction process.

However, local hardwood is not used only as a
disposable item, it is of primary importance in the
second stage of new build. Imported softwood is
used for mass produced items, but there is a strong
market for local traditional hardwood products,

GREEK HARDWOOD UTILISATION:
What techniques could be transferred to UK markets?

by Charlotte Dawson
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particularly where planning regulations, similar to
those in UK conservation areas, demand traditional
building techniques. 

Wooden floors are a feature, and, particularly
striking, are wooden ceilings. These are expensive,
but are maintenance free. Wooden boards are nailed
to the joists and the gaps between them hidden with
beading. The basic design creates attractive stripes
but variations on this involve additional beading at
right angles, or at 45º angles, to create a geometric
chequered or diamond pattern. The most expensive
versions also include carved oak ceiling roses
produced by local craftsmen. 

These wooden ceilings are usually made of oak, but
a striking modern variation is done with poplar. This
timber is favoured by modern architects because it
readily takes a dye, enabling the creation of red, blue,
or green ceilings, which are most attractive. 

Local marketing 
In the UK, ill-informed environmental awareness

has lead to a worrying number of people with the
mind-set, “save a tree, buy plastic”. So far, increasing
environmental awareness in Greece has not lead to a
reduction in the consumption of timber products.

Most importantly perhaps, this is because Greeks
have faith in their regulatory authority.  Felling
regulations, similar to those in the UK, are perceived
by Greeks as being firmly enforced. Contrast this with
results of a Forestry Commission survey recently
published in the UK, where 61% of adults in the UK
believed forest cover to be decreasing. 

So why is this mind set beneficial to the timber
industry? First, Greeks still think of wood when
making purchasing decisions, and businesses exploit
its positive image. Bakeries which still use wood-fired
ovens market their bread as a natural product.
Traditional furniture, fencing, and building techniques
are seen in a positive light. In the UK, farm shops
and farmers’ markets have capitalised on the public’s
sense of community to encourage local product
purchasing. In Greece, this same sense of community
extends to local timber products. Local sourcing of
products is seen as being good for the community
and good for the consumer.

Symbiotic grouping of businesses and
cooperative working
Co-operative working is the norm, not only within

formal cutting-utilisation clusters, but also in an
informal way. Thus cutting gangs can select timber in
the woodland for specialist uses within the
cooperative. Aleppo pine (pinus halepensis), for
example, has a tendency to lose its leading shoot,
resulting in curved timbers, and a skilled cutting gang

can select out such stems for use in boat-building. 
Multi-skilling within the wood-working/using

community is also important. Forestry in Greece is
confined largely to the up-lands, where winter
weather is significantly more severe than in the UK.
Forestry contractors make use of winter down time,
by producing various cheap wooden products, for
example, bread boards, branded with a rudimentary
motif, for sale to the domestic tourist market.

The dominance of larger companies in the UK over
the last few decades has encouraged the view that
specialisation is good. But specialisation and isolation
have led to wasting materials: specialist cutting is
seen as a distraction from volume production, even
though a sale to a cabinet-maker, or wood-turner may
add more value to our raw product. Specialised
workers may gain advantage through added
expertise, but can lose money in down time. 

British supermarkets have long been aware of the
advantages of the “one stop shop” and have
capitalised on this to the detriment of smaller
producers and suppliers. The Greek economy, in
contrast, is dominated by small businesses and it is
striking to see complementary, or even competing
businesses grouped within a small geographical area.
For example, firewood merchants and fireplace/
barbecue shops are often side by side; joiners and
cabinet-makers work in the same area of town,
effectively creating a furniture warehouse – a local
version of IKEA – consumers have choice and,
knowing they will probably be able to make a
purchase, are more likely to visit.

The role of the Local Authority in
encouraging local purchasing 
The koinoitita is a rural local authority and plays an

important role in encouraging local purchasing,
putting consumers in touch with local suppliers. In
the case of firewood the koinoitita can even arrange
delivery. This is an Agenda 21 issue and is something
that could be taken up by local authorities in the UK.
Whilst district councils have a local purchasing policy,
they could have double the impact if they acted as an
information hub for local products as well. If Local
Authorities are for legal reasons, unable to perform
this role, Enterprise Agencies, which are partly funded
for business promotion work, would be well placed
to step in. 

Links between firewood consumption 
and sawn timber use.
Official statistics give various figures for firewood

consumption in Greece, but even at the most
conservative estimate, Greek per capita firewood
consumption vastly exceeds that in the UK
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(0.12m3/person/yr in Greece, compared with
0.025m3/person/yr in the UK). 

The advantages for the forestry industry of high
firewood consumption are clear. With generally poor
quality timber stocks, a buoyant market for the
considerable volume of waste produce puts less
pressure on the profit margins of the sawlog industry.
Prices are high, between €80-100/m3, delivered-in (in
terms of purchasing power, €1 in Greece is broadly
equivalent to £1 Sterling). This price is for green,
freshly-cut timber. The “cubic metre” is the raw
measurement, with no allowance for air in the stack,
and so is considerably less than a tonne. 

There are several reasons for the high consumption
of firewood, and related products. Firstly, usage of
charcoal in a climate more favorable to outdoor
eating than that in the UK; more importantly, and
with clear possibilities of transferability to the UK
market, is the use of significant quantities of
fuelwood by wood-fired bakeries, which are common
in the countryside and by no means unknown in
town. They sell a premium product and advertise it as
such. The bread is incomparably much better than
that available in the UK. We have had the Campaign
for Real Ale; with the British becoming increasingly
more food aware, there seems to be a real
opportunity for a Campaign for Real Bread. 

Firewood sales are an important component of a

wood-based business. It is sold in various ways. Over
the ’phone, as in the UK, where customers order a
load to be delivered; through the local authority, and
also through retail sites: different grades of firewood,
cut to various lengths and stacked, are on display and
consumers have a real choice. (These sites also sell
charcoal.) The use of retail sites for firewood sales
encourages the consumer to “think wood”. Compare
this with the UK, where consumers would be more
likely to pick up a bag of coal from a garage. 

Conclusions
The public image of wood products in Greece is

much more positive than in the UK. This is a public
relations issue not only for the producers, but for the
regulators, such as the Forestry Commission. The
public in the UK are aware of planning regulations 
– why are they not aware of felling regulations ? 
Small producers need to look at creating symbiotic
relationships with other businesses, being aware of
the value-adding potential of specialist markets and
the possibilities for making more productive use of
down time by broadening their skills. This is an issue
for training providers and their funders, who tend to
ignore the training needs of small businesses trying to
rise above subsistence level. ■

Charlotte Dawson

Dangerous Trees?

● Tree inspection training
● Defensible tree management
● Expert guidance & support

Reduce your risks & cut your costs
Contact Justin Mumford on 01536 408840

Quoting ref: WHJ/06

www.lockhart-garratt.co.uk
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Continuous Cover in Broadleaves in the Lowlands
A Research Project funded by Woodland Heritage

Andy Poore – SelectFor Ltd

The major question that this project aimed to
address is whether permanently irregular
structures produced by selection fellings can be

created with oak and ash and what the transformation
process and the developed structures would look like.

The aim of the first part of the project was to begin
the establishment of a series of research stands that
will produce information on stand structure and stand
performance in terms of timber increment. There are
few examples of systematically managed, irregular
stands of these species in the UK, but a range of
stands on the Melbury Estate in northwest Dorset
have been subject to interventions over the last 10
years. These are designed to move towards a
structure towards a structure likely to achieve
permanent irregularity. Seven stands at Melbury were
completely enumerated using the Check Method for
the first time in winter 2003/4.

Part 2 of the project considered the silviculture of
continuous cover oak/ash stands in detail in the light
of recent experience and research in France.

In the late 1980s several pioneering private
forest managers in France began to adopt
continuous cover forest management principles
in the silviculture of broadleaved stands where
oak was the dominant, or at least major stand
component. Since then the application of these
techniques has spread within the private sector and
more recently in communally owned woodlands
managed by the ONF, the state forest service.

Parallel with this, a major research project has been
developed by the Association Futaie Irrégulière (AFI),
a group of private managers and owners, in
association with the ENGREF, the leading forestry
university and forest research centre in France based
at Nancy. This project has established, since 1991, a
network of research stands located within
broadleaved forests with well-developed structures
throughout eastern and northern France. 

A tour was undertaken in September 2005 of a
number of these research stands organised and
hosted by Max Bruciamacchie and Julien Tomasini,
the scientific adviser and secretary of the AFI
respectively and both academics at the ENGREF.  This
visit coincided with the publication of the second AFI
report providing a synthesis of results from the AFI
Research Network over the period 1991 to 2005. This
approach has already been very successful and the
publication contains a wealth of major insights into

Forêt de Gergy.

Forêt de Gergy.Bois du Château, St Christophe en Bresse.
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the silviculture of irregular broadleaved woodland.
A Report of Part 2 of the Project has been

produced which considers the results of this research
and its relevance to lowland England, and particularly
to central southern and southwest England. The
report further looks at the methodology of the AFI
Network and considers whether a similar network
might be extended to central and southwest England.
This report is available from Woodland Heritage
or will be available to download from
www.selectfor.com in the near future. The Part 1
Report is already available at this location.

The first major conclusion to be drawn from the
French experience, as chronicled by the AFI, is that
selection systems can be successfully applied to a
wide range of broadleaved species, including oak
and ash, and across a wide range of site types in
different climatic regions.

Stand structures that deliver favourable light
conditions for regeneration, recruitment of saplings
into the main stand and the development and
sustension of large trees are well demonstrated across
the AFI Network and were seen at first hand in the
five stands visited in eastern and north eastern France. 

The key silvicultural factors that produce success are:
• A growing stock of the appropriate size; this will be

in the region of half that of a fully-stocked, mature
even-aged stand.

• An appropriate balance between small, medium and
large diameter trees.

• A well managed understorey and
• A deer population in reasonable balance with

available food resources.
With regard to the perceived problem of oak

regeneration under selection systems, in all the more
developed stands oak regeneration was occurring
without major problems. 

The second major conclusion is that management
directly focused on the production of high quality
hardwood timber is compatible with permanently
irregular, selection stands.

The managers and owners of the forests within the
AFI Network are very focused on the production of
quality timber. Silviculture aims at concentrating the
timber increment onto the best quality stems and at
the production of a supply of high quality poles and
small trees to sustain the population of quality stems
in the main stand. Their view is that growing trees
under the diffuse light conditions which pertain in
these rather open selection stands is the most
effective way of achieving high quality timber
production on sites with reasonable existing genetic
resources of the target species. Their radical view is
that poor form in broadleaves is often partly due to
the effect of too much direct overhead light rather

Forêt de Gergy.

Forêt de Fresnoy.
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than genetic variation and lack of side competition.
The third major conclusion is that setting up long

term monitoring of well-managed stands, similar to
the AFI methodology, produces a very valuable
source of practical information which can quite
quickly begin to provide key insights into the
application of these techniques and are able to
define good practice across a wide range of species
and sites.

The AFI Network is also producing a large amount
of economic data, analysed in innovative ways. This
has been outside the scope of the report to describe,
but the results have already provided similar insights
and overviews of the financial characteristics of CCF
stands. This is real data based on real timber
revenues and real costs of silviculture and
management. A striking, simple, statistic is that
all 61 reference stands have made a profit over
the whole period of study to date.

In applying the research and practice from the AFI
Network to southern English broadleaved stands we
should consider the differences between the two
locations: climatically, north western France is not
dissimilar to south-west England, but in eastern
France light conditions and the degree of summer
moisture deficit will differ somewhat from southern
English conditions. The existing stand structure of
southern English stands is also often different from

the French stands. The differences in the structure of
the understorey, particularly the dominance of hazel
in southern England, is important silviculturally and
the fact that many English stands have a high
stocking of large trees will result in a different kind of
transformation, often with a longer time period, in the
English stands. Finally the scale of woodlands in the
two regions is different. In eastern France the
broadleaved forests are large, blocks of 500-1000 ha
are not unusual and are more homogeneous than in
the UK. They have not suffered from either the
neglect, or the drastic changes which have often left
larger woods in England as a mosaic of relic, over-
stocked broadleaved stands amongst plantations of
exotic species.

The similarities are such, however, that we can
draw some initial lessons for current practice of
Continuous Cover Forest management in southern
England and these are detailed in the Report.

In conclusion, the AFI Research Network has
demonstrated that by quantifying, describing and
sharing good, effective practice across the widest
possible range of situations one can provide detailed
insights into the effects of different species
composition, stand development and site type. Also
the French experience suggests that there is no
silvicultural reason why continuous cover forest
management cannot be applied to lowland England
and the experience on the Melbury estate is
beginning to corroborate this contention. The

Forêt de Fresnoy.

Forêt de Fresnoy.
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challenges lie in the small-scale and fragmented
nature of our broadleaved resource and in the poor
infrastructure, both practical in terms of access, and in
terms of human resources with a sharply declining
contractor base.

There are sufficient differences between the French
stands and their English counterparts for it to be
worthwhile to establish a similar research stand
network to that of the AFI in Britain. Although this
might begin in southern England, in order to
maximise the comparison with the French network, it

would be valuable to extend it into the rest of Britain
and in Ireland, as more sites travel further down the
road of transformation to permanently irregular
structures. 

The wealth of practical silvicultural
information and the confidence that is derived
from comparing and contrasting different
experience would be invaluable to the
development of continuous cover forest
management in Britain. ■

Andy Poore

Forêt de Vivey.

Forêt du Régnaval.

Crown (Frame Tree) Thinning
1-Day Practical Workshop

IMPROVE the profitability of
coniferous thinning

IMPROVE the financial and
environmental value of your

woodland

COMMENCE the transformation
to continuous cover (where

appropriate)

ADOPT CROWN THINNING in
preference to ‘low’ or ‘intermediate’

grade of thinning, and achieve
these BENEFITS

For further details of these Practical
Workshops at locations throughout the UK 

please contact:
MARK YORKE F.I.C.For

Tel: 01654 712075
email: mark@markyorke.plus.com

Continuous Cover Silviculture
Practical Workshops 2006

Two day Practical Workshops in 2006 are available
on request for those requiring an introduction to,

and an up-date on “Transforming even-aged
plantations into diverse and uneven-aged forests and

woods. An alternative to clear felling”.

The Workshop programme includes inputs from a
range of practitioners, researchers, individuals with
British and Continental experience of management
of continuous cover woodland and other ‘specialists’

engaged in relevant topics, such as natural
regeneration, a consultant’s view, policy matters,

conservation and biodiversity.

Once again led by Mark Yorke who has organised
annual programmes throughout the UK and Ireland

since 1994 with over 40 events held to date.

Full details can be obtained direct from:
MARK YORKE F.I.C.For

Tel/Fax: 01654 712075 or, 
email your full postal address to:

mark@markyorke.plus.com

Woodland Heritage invite applications from ‘young’
foresters, managers and students who wish to attend and

are in need of financial assistance
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“FASHIONABLE” OAK FURNITURE ?

Afew years ago, it was not possible to make and
sell English Oak furniture with anything other
than perfect straight grain and a uniform

colour. Now things have almost gone full circle and
buyers are looking out for “character” oak with pippy
figuration and wild grain !

The illustration (below) is taken from the 1805
edition of William Pontey’s book “The Forest Pruner”
in which he exhorts tree growers (and their foresters)

to manage their oaks properly so as to avoid these
defects. Pontey goes on to say that “This board is
infested with unnatural branches. Everything here
shows that nature’s efforts had got an improper bias
and that it was impossible any thing short of human
means could have set them right.” Little did Mr.
Pontey know what would happen almost 200 years
later...

It is heart-warming to see characterful oak logs now
being used effectively for furniture, flooring and

joinery. Formerly, these logs would have found their
way into the fencing, pallet and mining timber
markets, bringing much reduced returns for the
grower. 

The sheer wastage of such beautiful wood was
always hard to understand, but fortunately, we now
have home owners who seem to appreciate the
almost tactile qualities of our native Oak. This is good
news for the grower and our precious natural
resource will stretch further. ■

EDITOR’S COMMENT:
Anyone who thinks that, as a result of this new
fashion, that they should no longer high prune their
trees will be gravely mistaken.The fact remains that
clean, well pruned stems with minimum lengths of 
3-4 metres, will always attract veneer prices which
are often between 5 and 10 times better than
planking quality butts.What has emerged recently 
is the log buyer’s appreciation of “character” grade
oak butts which fetch almost as much as clean
planking logs.

Chairs 2006
International Chair Seminar

3rd to 5th June 2006

Regional Museum
Kristiansad, south east Sweden

Three-day Seminar focusing on 
chairs and seating

Lectures, Exhibitions, Demonstrations, 
Mini Courses and Fair

Contact: 
Kalle Forss – Chairman 2006

Skanes Hemslojdsforbund
Gisela Trapps vag 7

Se-254 37,
Helsingborg

Sweden
email: kalle.forss@helmslojd.org

www.chairs2006.se
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Antique furniture dealers and wood experts
have been debating this topic ever since the
learned Edward Pinto wrote his article in

“Country Life” magazine in 1969, exploding the myth
about Mulberry burr furniture which he claimed to be
made from “stained burr Maple”.

Pinto also went on to state that Mulberry trees
seldom produce burrs and if they do, these are
likely to be unsound and very uninteresting. 

He based most of his research on examination of
pieces of fine furniture made by the London
cabinetmakers, Coxed & Woster who thrived about
1710-1720. These highly skilled craftsmen fashioned
mainly cabinets, bureaux and chests in burr wood –
which they enriched with the clever use of inlaid
pewter lines and cross-bandings of Kingwood and
Rosewood. 

I question how Coxed & Woster obtained all their
Maple burrs, because in over 40 years of log buying,

I have seldom encountered a good one – especially a
heavily marked burr for which the pair were famous.
On the other hand, trying to persuade owners to part
with their Mulberry trees was a complete waste of
time. It seemed that these were so highly prized for
their fruit and their beautiful leaves that they were
almost given Revered Status !

All that changed on the night of 16th October
1987 when Michael Fish’s renowned Hurricane
struck the south of England. Thousands of trees
were blown down and hundreds of Mulberry
trees were lost. All of a sudden, I was being
offered these “untouchables”. 

My company were lucky enough to acquire many
specimens from as far afield as Somerset, Berkshire
and on our doorstep, East Anglia. Every owner had a
story to tell about their beloved tree – which was
always supposed to be “many hundreds of years old”.
(That seemed odd to me at the time because the

fattest tree which I purchased was only just over 2
feet across.)

Back at our sawmill, the truth could always be
uncovered: most of the butts were found to have
annular rings showing, on average, 80-100 years of
growth. 

Pinto’s claim that there were seldom good
burrs was quickly dispelled ! Beautiful burr
grain appeared on every single tree, particularly
around the crotch area, and the limbs were
covered in burrs. 

We sent the best butts to Paris to be sliced into
veneers, whilst the fine saw blades on the new
Woodmizer portable bandmills proved adept at
sawing some veneers too. We cut diagonal “oysters”
from the limbs and kept a few rougher logs back for
turning mementoes for the owners of their trees. 

So I began to research the use of Mulberry trees for
furniture making and remembered Edward Pinto’s old
article which I had kept safely. Doubts were creeping
into my mind already, but who was I to challenge the
mighty man ? I spoke at length to my friend
Christopher Claxton-Stevens from the top antique

MULBERRY BURR versus

Typical wind-blown mulberry tree close to a house.

A mulberry with heavy figure in the crotch area.

Clusters of burr figuration on a large limb.
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dealers, Norman Adams, and he came to our sawmill
(see photo above) to examine and discuss the issue.
He saw my point very clearly, but nobody could
verify the antique pieces by Coxed & Woster because
it would mean removing a piece of veneer for
analysis – and not many museums would allow that ! 

The one thing that was puzzling me was how did
the old London cabinetmakers obtain their burr
wood ? Assuming that I was right about the paucity of
Maples with burr figuration, then Mulberry certainly
was abundant in the 1700s. King James I had urged
everyone to plant Mulberry trees in order to give
England a chance to enjoy the benefits of the highly
successful silk weaving trade being carried out in
France and the Low Countries. As most historians
have long pointed out, the king mistakenly promoted
the Black Mulberry instead of Morus Alba, the White
Mulberry, (which produces the leaves upon which
silk worms thrive) – so our gardens were producing
beautiful fruit and excellent timber instead ! 

But I digress... Where did all that characterful wood
come from ? Then I accidentally came across the story
by Daniel Defoe of “The Tempest of 1703”. On the

night of November 26th, a hurricane of frightening
intensity struck, south of a line from Bristol to
London. Defoe wrote : “No pen could describe it, nor
tongue express it, nor thought conceive it unless by
one who was in the extremity of it”. Thousands died
and it was the worst disaster for the Royal Navy,
losing an entire fleet in that terrible night.

So there lay the answer. After the 1703
Tempest, Coxed & Woster set about acquiring
windblown Black Mulberry trees. Just like us,
some 284 years later, they could not use their
carefully sawn butts and wet veneers until they
had been slowly seasoned. Eventually, in about
1710, their wonderful burr Mulberry furniture
hit the market and stayed popular for about 10
years when their supplies dried up.

For the lucky user of Black Mulberry wood
nowadays, it is as well to bear in mind that it cuts
open to reveal the yellowest wood imaginable. This

rapidly turns into a rich, dark brown, upon exposure
to sunlight. The wet sapwood contains white sticky
latex which can clog the teeth of a fine saw (try
pruning a branch on your beloved new Mulberry and
you will find out !). Yes, it does make beautiful
furniture – although the solid wood components
should preferably be made from English Walnut
which behaves better and acts as an ideal companion.
I commend Mulberry to The House !

P.S. Norman Adams subsequently purchased a Coxed
& Woster bureau bookcase and skilfully lifted off a
piece of veneer which, under analysis, proved to be
one of the Maple family ! But I and countless antique
dealers still support my theory – because I have their
letters to prove it... but readers’ responses will allow
me to reflect my position in the next Journal. ■

Peter Goodwin
Winching system for loading mulberry logs onto a
trailer.

“STAINED BURR MAPLE”

A superb mulberry butt with heavy burr figure.
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David Williams and Harry Hindle.

Harry Hindle and Paul Raymond-Barker.

Daphne Chandler.

David Taylor and Arabella Killander.

Gathering outside Trawscoed Hall for our farewell.

Evelyn Richardson.

Members walking through the Leighton Estate woodlands.

Professor Eberhard Bruenig.

Field Day   
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Gabriel Hemery, Jon McCosh, Belinda and Lewis Scott.

Outside the Leighton Summer House.

Peter Savill and Jo Clark.

David and Mary Duxbury.

Sally Goodwin and Gavin Munro.

Martin Price.

 Snapshots
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Making the Grade
A guide to appearance grading UK grown hardwood timber

Authors: Ivor Davies & Guy Watt

Iam proud to be part of the UK forest industry.
Sitting on my desk is the new hardwood
appearance-grading guide, which compares

more than favourably with the equivalent French
and American guides and considering the size of
their resource it really is a major achievement. 

It seems years since Ivor Davies and Guy Watt
shared some of their research on this project and
I know there have been difficulties on the way.
Congratulations on seeing it through to
publication and well done to the eight supporting
organisations, I am only sorry not to see the UK
Forest Products Association on the list.

The guide starts with a simple introduction
followed by an explanation in table form of the
appearance grading system used under the
heading ‘Grading Criteria’. This is where
attempts at grading in the past have so often
failed, to understand what all the different
features in hardwood look like – you really need
to see them and feel them if you like. They have
tried to get over the complex variety of features
by creating ‘Optional Sub-grades’ and then there
is a long list of notes to help you understand
each feature. All this leaves us with a grading
system that still requires interpretation between
specifier and user/buyer.

To me the greatest strength of this grading
guide is in the colour photographic
example of each grade by species. Over the
years there have been many attempts at this, but
the printed examples in this guide are
outstanding. The way they have brought in the

special features in Oak is an example of the care
taken. These features are so important for the
market place today.

There are five very useful appendices –
1. The comparison with European and British

standards
2. Measurement of sawn hardwood timber,

including permitted tolerances and a guide to
wastage factors

3. An extensive glossary which includes
diagrams of the types of log conversion,
tables on movement characteristics and a
durability classification

4. Two tables setting out the properties and
uses of UK hardwoods 

5. Last, but by no means least, a Specifiers and
Buyers check list.

The guide concludes with a set of references,
a bibliography and a source of further
information.

With the decline of hardwood saw milling in
the UK there has been a considerable loss of
knowledge and skill in the whole realm of
hardwood conversion and drying. The new
small-scale producers, many of them coming
into business through the support of woodland
initiatives, will find this guide invaluable.

This guide should be in every architect’s
and interior designer’s library and on the
desk of every UK hardwood producer.

Copies of this guide are available free of
charge from: Forestry Commission Publications
Tel: 0870 121 4180. It is also available as a PDF
file which can be downloaded from:
www.forestry.gov.uk/hardwoods ■

Review by Roger G Venables

Book Review

Elm table with spalted
timber used for the
drawer front
(Woodschool Ltd).
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Tel: +44 (0)20 7471 8500  Email: info@gazeburvill.com
www.gazeburvill.com

Tel: +44 (0)20 7471 8500  Email: info@gazeburvill.com
www.gazeburvill.com

Continuous Cover Forestry Tour to Germany
22nd April – 28th April 2006

Organised by School of Agricultural and Forest Sciences, University of Wales, Bangor

Setting the scene
Northern Germany has been specifically

selected as a study area because site conditions
are similar to those found in Britain and CCF is
only 10-20 years ahead.

The study tour will be co-organised and hosted
by the Forestry Services of Lower Saxony and
Schleswig-Holstein, the University of Göttingen
and the directors of the Forestry Research
Stations of Denmark and Lower Saxony.

The tour programme will include 
• the management of mixed and uneven-aged

stands along the German North sea coast in a
particularly windy climate (Schleswig-Holstein)

• restoration of ancient woodland sites 

• regeneration of mixed stands on poor sandy
soils under a first generation Scots pine canopy
(Lower Saxony: Heatherlands of Lüneburg)

• the management of mixed ash-sycamore-beech,
Norway spruce-beech and oak-beech woodlands
(Lower Saxony: Göttinger Wald, Solling, Harz
mountains)

•practical information on individual tree
silviculture including tree marking samples and
the frame tree method; training in silvicultural
systems

WOODLAND HERITAGE HAVE SPONSORED TWO
STUDENTS FROM THE NATIONAL SCHOOL OF
FORESTRY TO ATTEND THIS EVENT.THEIR DETAILED
REPORT WILL BE PUBLISHED IN OUR 2007 JOURNAL.
www.safs.bangor.ac.uk

THE BRITISH HARDWOODS used by Treske for special
commissions in churches, libraries, schools and boardrooms,
and for their craftsman-made bespoke solid hardwood
furniture and kitchens, all come from sustainable forests.

Treske has over thirty years experience of working with
architects and designing in-house for a wide range of
discerning clients.

Treske, The Maltings, Station Works, Thirsk, 
North Yorkshire YO7 4NY
Tel: 01845 522770  Fax: 01845 522692
www.treske.co.uk
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DENMARK STUDY TOUR – JUNE 2005
by Phil Hinton and Robin Truslove

Introduction
In June 2005 we were extremely grateful to be

accepted (as young foresters), for a Woodland
Heritage Garthwaite Travel Bursary allowing us to
join the RFS East Anglian Division four day tour of
lowland Danish forests organised by Edward Brun.

The tour focussed on quality hardwood production
on four large private estates, but also provided an
insight to the increasingly pertinent topic of green
energy production by visiting a woodfuel Combined
Heat and Power Plant (CHP). This report aims to
convey the rich technical discussions held by the
diversity of experienced participants including
foresters, landscapers, arborists, woodland owners,
timber merchants, sawmillers and cabinet makers.  

Denmark – Forest History
Past and Present 
To set the scene, Denmark has a population of 5.7

million with a land area one-third the size of England.
2005 is notable as the 200th anniversary of the first
forest law, which served to halt the decline in

woodland cover standing then at only 4%. This stated
that no cattle, or pigs could graze forest land
(allowing the return of vital natural regeneration of
seedlings) and that no land could revert to other uses
(preventing arable conversion or development). The
cover now stands at a more healthy 12%, rising 2% in
the last 2 years, one-third of which is state owned
with the remainder under the control of some 53,000
private owners. Arable land comprises approximately
70% of land area with pasture at approximately 10%
giving Denmark the second largest percentage of
farming area of the European countries.

The unfortunate historical effect of deforestation is
that very little Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland
remains with the majority of ancient sites being
replanted. Indeed there appears to be little room for
wildlife and biodiversity protection in the economic
management of the woods. However, the land which
has been used for afforestation is, by English
definition, far from marginal. It is largely flat and
under 30m with a rainfall of 610mm annually making
conditions very similar to East Anglia, but with the
added advantage of deep loamy soils. Despite the
optimal conditions described on each estate the
group were repeatedly amazed to hear that the
woodland books only break even. High land taxes
are the central and overriding constraint to profitable
forestry at £30/ha/year making the maintenance of
consistent timber markets, good circulation of
alternative forest income ideas and key research into

Another Woodland Heritage

Phil and Robin
in front of a
sycamore
planted in
1776 at
Rosenfeldt.
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timber quality improvement all the more important.  
Of the current forest laws, those for public access

are of particular interest. Full access is allowed to
woods over 5ha (only on recognised tracks) from
6am to dusk, entirely at the user’s risk. Public damage
to valuable timber trees can even be claimed from the
government by the owner. With the added
knowledge that not only the litigation culture, but
crucially, grey squirrels, are absent from the country,
the tour became an engaging experience and one
highly recommended to any lowland forester. 

Day 1 (Robin)
On arrival in Copenhagen, on the eastern island of

Zealand, we alighted our first bus and met Skovrider
Mikal Herlow, manager of the Petersgaard forestry
estate, whose extensive experience and tireless
energy for Denmark’s forestry we were privileged to
share for the week. The ice was broken by talk of the
recent storms in Jutland which also affected growers
from Northumberland during January 2005. 

We were taken north through the island of Zealand,
stopping for an excellent lunch (typical of the superb
catering throughout) including salmon, herring, rye
breads and Tuborg, at the outer moat of the Fredriksborg
Slot at Hillerod, a spectacular brick built castle dating
from the 1600s and reminiscent of Russian architecture.
Through predominantly conifer forests, including the
Grib Skov, we emerged at Graested 5 miles from the
north coast and the ‘Castor’ Plant at Greasted.

Graested Combined Heat and Power Plant
Our host Henrik Houmann had designed and

engineered the very low rise (the size of a small
terraced house) industrial plant as a pilot on behalf of
‘Biosynergi Proces ApS’. They hope to develop and
market the system, as an exemplar of the potential of
combined energy production from wood chip. This
particular unit was part funded by the government. 

Using the sole raw material of 2 inch wood chips at
45% moisture the plant is able to convert 23% of this

energy to electricity and 53% to heat, literally piping
hot water directly into the local district heating system
and connecting electricity straight to the grid. The
waste of 24% is refreshingly considered ‘potential for
improvement’ from the economic and sustainability
viewpoints.

The gasification process which Henrik is mastering,
works by super heating the dried wood chips in the
combuster (an upright steel cylinder) to produce a
flammable vapour just above their surface which in
turn burns to produce massive heat of 550°C. Air is
jetted into the combuster at several stages to
perpetuate the burning and ensure the maximum
energy release from the raw material. The hot gases
produced are utilised by passing through a series of
water jackets (exchangers) to transfer the energy
creating 200 kW/hr of heat. The resulting cooled
gases are then filtered and mixed with 20% natural
gas (principally methane) to produce a combustion
fuel for the electricity generator – a torquey 12 litre
V8 Deutz running a 90 kW/hr alternator at 1,500 rpm.
The process of energy creation and recycling does
not stop there as the hot exhaust gases from the
engine are used to heat a rotating metal drum which
dries the wood chips to the required 15% moisture. 

Questions of waste products arose from the
group and Henrik revealed a small hopper of
pure carbon filtered from the gases which he
hoped could be used for charcoal briquettes in
future. Even the main chimney gases were pure
water vapour from the chip drying. The process
of a complete burn had minimised the by-
product of toxic tars.

Issues of chip supply were also answered with
haulage distance not exceeding 30 miles. In addition
the plant provides a real incentive for local growers
to use waste brash wood from harvesting which
cannot be left in-situ for practical reasons. Because of
the subsidy the plant still receives, Henrik currently

Castor Plant  – Inside plant – talk by Henrik.

Garthwaite Travel Bursary
Oak Butt (Day 4) –
Mikal’s monument –
Petersgaard estate
(145cm dbh, 18.5m
of clear butt)
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pays a generous price to the growers of £9.40 per
loose m3 of chip. Some saw the first chink in the
long term viability at this point, but my feeling is,
given ambitions of a threefold upscale in
electrical output within 10 years, that catalytic
and progressive thinking of this type has far
more to offer.

Day 2 (Robin)
The trip took us to the south coast of Zealand

(Rosenfeldt) and also the north coast of the island of
Falster (Orenaes) which faces it across 3 miles of sea.
Sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus L.) silviculture and
the Danish skill in exploiting this high yielding
species, most notably in the absence of the grey
squirrel, were the focus for the day.

Orenaes Estate
We were warmly welcomed by the owner Lars

Wilhjelm and his father Nils a former Danish Industry
Minister and forester on the estate who was our
guide for the day. The estate comprises 600 ha of
woodland (employing 4 staff as: 1 forest ranger, 2
forestry workers and a bookkeeper) with only 100 ha
of farmland interspersed and 200 ha of meadows,
islands and ecologically important coastline
registered as an EU-protected bird habitat. Nils

confirmed their aim as the preservation of the estates
natural resources with sustainable production and a
good working environment at the top of the agenda.

Sycamore Quality
The woods comprise 90% deciduous hardwoods

with the main investment being in sycamore as a
commercial crop. Sycamore is considered a native
species in Denmark and does not therefore
suffer from the biodiversity prejudice
experienced in the UK. The estate was a proud
provider of quality sycamore for the new Opera
House in Copenhagen (see photo), visited on Day 5,
where a multi-facetted globe of brilliant panels was
used to house the main auditorium – a project funded
by the Maersk shipping company, responsible for
15% of the Danish Gross National Product !

Nils first showed us a 56 year old stand of
plantation sycamore providing a good insight to its
practical silviculture. He explained the importance of
correct spacing through planting density and more
crucially thinning regime, in quality timber
production, setting the basis for the day’s discussions.

The 2 x 4m spacing used had allowed too much
light onto the stems compared with 2 x 2m now
preferred. This had produced notable ‘water sprouts’
(Danish term for epicormic growth) which he thought
would degrade the timber and reduce its suitability
for quality veneers.

The stand had recently been thinned with the logs
being sold in 3m lengths for planking and Nils
confirmed that a light (10%) and frequent (10 yearly)
thinning regime was key. A further detrimental
effect was heavy thinning (unlike beech, oak and
ash) causing dieback in the crown with the
accompanying loss of health, vigour and timber
height. Combining these factors meant that
continuous cover management was unviable and
clearfell in year 80 was the best option.

Nils concluded his review of this first stand by
confirming the Danish label for sycamore as the
‘prima donna’ of trees, re-iterating its need for
frequent attention and ideal conditions, only under
which it can out perform other species in yield and
economic viability. 

Sycamore Productivity
It is rare that empirical data can be added to a

woodland visit and we were very pleased to be
received at the second stop by scientists from ‘The
Danish Centre for Forest, Landscape and Planning’ of
which Nils is Chairman. 

We stood in the centre of a 1.2 ha plot of 50 year
old sycamore, split into 4 quarters and subjected to 5
yearly regimes of moderate, heavy and very heavyOpera House – outside of auditorium in sycamore.
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thinning plus a control, for the last 30 years. The
regimes were visually distinguishable by differences in
tree number but to quantify these levels, their current
plot basal areas as a percentage of the control 100%,
were: moderate 57%, heavy 45% and very heavy 31%.  

The key findings of the work were that 1. the
increase in diameter growth induced by heavy
thinnings (i.e. any heavier than the moderate regime)
was very limited and also that 2. very severe
thinnings cause a decrease in annual volume
increment. Therefore, there was no justification on
the basis of productivity for thinning on any more
than a moderate regime. Whilst they also suggested
that practically this would incur the least labour cost,
Peter Goodwin made the point that they could make
light thinnings pay, chiefly because such a large forest
area is available for harvesting and large attractive
sale parcels were still achievable. 

Our hosts concluded that the ‘little and often’
programme meant that the crowns of remaining trees
were not being over-shaded (suppressed) by others,
or over-exposed to the light as both effects can cause
damage which cannot be recovered from if severe.

In summary, the over-thinning of sycamore
was confirmed as unviable. The experience of
the forester justified this on the grounds of
quality reduction and the scientific analysis had
proved this on the grounds of negligible
productivity gain. 

Rosenfeldt Estate
The owner Peter Oxholm Tillisch and his father Erik

Tillisch were our kind hosts for the afternoon and
greeted us at the estate mansion (1776) which graces
the surrounding lime avenues and Baroque gardens
with its intricate brickwork and tall towers. Erik is a
leading authority and scientific author on the
silviculture of sycamore in Denmark and provided
detailed insight to the areas of provenance, light
regime, markets and the use of mixtures. 

Sycamore Silviculture
Walking through the gardens Erik pointed out the

groups of three open grown sycamore (typical of the
period) planted at either end of the lime avenue on
construction of the house. He made the point that
despite the excess of light these clearly received, they
were magnificent specimens, indicating that only
sudden changes in regime are damaging.

At the first stand of 50 year old sycamore grown
from natural regeneration Erik identified evidence of
over-thinning with stems showing frequent water
sprouts, but the second stand of 35 years had been
managed far more sensitively exhibiting a fine 9m of
clean stem and excellent potential for veneer

production. This was attributed to thinning regime
and Erik confirmed that a spacing of 4-5 m at 43
years old was quite normal. It was made clear
however that over squeezing of the crowns (through
under-thinning) could stress the trees in just the same
way as opening them too much (over-thinning). 

So what, we asked, were the health of the markets
for the ‘prima donna’ of trees ? First length veneer
material was achieving what was considered an
acceptable but not spectacular £160/m3 in sale to
Japan, with second length selling well at £33/m3 for
use in gymnasium flooring construction. Even the
very early thinnings were sold to self-cutters (see Day
3) for firewood at £15/m3.

We also inspected a 93 year old beech stand and
Erik explained how the strong natural regeneration of
sycamore had been used effectively to supplement
the stand and fill the gaps. The two species were
described as working well in mixture as the low
beech understorey was in turn helping to suppress
water sprouts in the sycamore. 

Erik’s second key tool in growing quality sycamore
was selection of the correct provenance. A large
number of cultivars are present in Denmark and he
noted its good potential for intensive breeding (as per
the British & Irish Hardwood Improvement
programme experiments with species such as wild
cherry). The importance of assured provenance was
emphasised as we closed our visit with a 9 year old
stand grown surprisingly from coppice regrowth. On

Members dwarfed by the
massive Petersgaard Oak.
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felling, the 100 year old stand had produced good
quality stems and with this pedigree in mind, the
same individuals were considered well worth testing
for a second attempt. Issues of sweep from the stool
base were dismissed given the 80-90 years being
allowed for this to grow out. The proposed
management was of singling stools every 5 years to
retain a 2 x 2m spacing.

Our host’s insights to the growing of a species less
well known in England were fascinating. A consensus
was reached that the physical conditions in
England were almost equally favourable and
without the grey squirrel we would grow
sycamore just as well. Edward Brun confirmed a
wish to trial Danish provenances in England, but
it would be a waste of time because of grey
squirrels, which was echoed by other growers
present.

Day 3 (Phil)

Gjorslev Estate
The Gjorslev estate is owned by the Tesdorpf family

and extends to 850 ha. of farmland and 800 ha. of
woods growing 25% beech, 12% oak, 9% ash, 20%
sycamore and 25% conifers. Three full time forest
workers are employed.

Sloping down to a sea which was remarkable for its
calmness and lack of “seasidey” feel the woodlands
showed none of the signs of coastal woods in Britain.

Here trees grow vertically and healthily right by the
sea on good soils.

We were treated to a tour by owner Peter Henrik
Tesdorpf and forester Ole Peterson. With a
combination of good growing conditions, good
provenance, lack of grey squirrels and continuity of
skilled management, the quality of the stands we
were shown was in excess of anything many of us
had experienced.

Beech Silviculture
We were shown a towering stand of beech with 8

to 10 metres of clear stem. In Britain this would have
been considered good quality, but here they were a
little disappointed and the logs are attracting low
prices at present. The best logs had been going to the
Chinese market at £300/m3, that has now reduced to
£140/m3. The 1999 French storm flooded and killed
the veneer market so they are not felling beech at
present. They are expecting the market to pick up in
the next 10 years. 

We debated the efficacy of natural regeneration in
beech resulting from ground scarification by Danish
ploughs in the 1989 mast year. It looked very good to
us, but Ole felt planting with a known provenance
would have been a better strategy. Great emphasis
was placed generally on provenance of planting stock
with Dutch origin held in high regard. Could they
afford to leave the over storey for longer in the hope
of the market picking up ? Would this damage the
growth of the regeneration ? As ever we were
reminded what an imprecise science forestry is. At
Orenaes we had seen less dense beech regeneration
in shadier conditions, with the owner confident that
they would eventually produce a perfectly acceptable
crop! The grant scheme here offers little incentive for
persevering with natural regeneration. At present
grants range from £4000/ha for oak restocking, to
£2000/ha for other broadleaves and £200/ha for
natural regeneration.

Oak Silviculture
We were then shown a breathtaking stand of

superb quality oak dating from 1898 with beautiful
straight clean stems and magnificent crowns. The
stems were up to 90cm dbh and were at their final
spacing of 10-12m. Here some sycamore had been
allowed to grow up with the oak to shade the stems
and prevent epicormic growth. The sycamore is
thinned every 4 years to prevent interference with
the crowns of the oak. This area is used as a seed
source and can realise 1 tonne/ha. of seed in a mast
year which is collected by local children. The seed
can attract a value of £2000/tonne. Unlike beech, oak
has held its price and also has the advantage that it
can be held in reserve for when a substantial income
is required.  This is in contrast to beech which will
stain if retained too long. It is however becoming
difficult to sell oak in Denmark due to the reduction
in local sawmills and the low wage effect of Eastern
Europe.

This stand is a testament to what can be achieved
with ongoing management of a high standard.
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Land Tax
Danish forestry has many advantages over its British

counterpart, but one aspect which puts it at a
disadvantage is the land tax. Every hectare of the
country is subject to a tax of £30-40/ha/yr amounting
to £30,000 for this large estate. This means the estate
only manages to balance the books from forestry. 

We were shown an example of the kind of
silviculture that the land tax leads to. A waterlogged
area had been ploughed and planted with Norway
spruce and receives ongoing pumped drainage at a cost
of £1000/year. The decision to plant was driven by the
need to produce an income from all of the land. Due
to low softwood prices there is now no prospect of
producing an income from this stand and they are
debating its future. The favoured option is to clear fell
the stand and then leave the area to nature. There are
moves to provide grants for the creation of nature areas
in Danish forests making this option very attractive.

Markets
Markets are considered poor at present with

softwood unsaleable (felled early due to the threat of
windthrow in 20 year interval storms) and beech
attracting low prices, despite the quality. The estate is
generally felling at a low level compared to increment
due to the poor prices. However, small thinnings of
sycamore and oak, which may only be firewood
grade in the UK, are sold to a flooring plant although
there is a market for wood fuel for energy plants. The
estate also has income from seed sales from the
registered seed stands of beech, oak and sycamore,
Christmas trees (4-6000 a year) and foliage (10-30
tonnes a year) as well as minor forest products such
as tree tops used in children’s play parks for climbing
frames and spring flower bulbs. Other possibilities
under consideration include truffle production,
protection of ground water (for which the estate
could be paid), “the nature experience”, or team
building activities in the woodland, permits for horse
riding and pet graveyards. As timber values have
decreased the development of these alternative
markets has become necessary. Shooting is rented at
£50/ha as against £10/ha in England.

The presence of large mature trees in the woodland
is considered to be very desirable in terms of land
values and may even double the value of woodland
sales.

Squirrels and self cutters
Two distinct advantages that exist in Denmark

compared to the UK are the lack of grey squirrels and
the existence of the tradition of “self cutters”. 

The absence of squirrels enables the growth and

natural regeneration of stands of sycamore and beech
that would be virtually impossible in many parts of
Britain. Self cutting involves the marking of areas of
low grade thinnings to be cut by local people for
firewood. The people pay a reasonable sum of
money for the privilege of cutting their own logs !
When questioned on health and safety matters,
we were told that it is entirely the responsibility
of the cutters, a situation that could not happen
in the UK. This tradition is on the wane as younger
people prefer delivered logs and, in response, the
estate is beginning to expand that side of operations.

Day 4 (Phil)

Petersgaard Estate
The final visit on our tour was to Petersgaard Estate

owned by Kammerherre Peter Iuel and managed by
the mercurial forester Mikal Herlow.

After arriving on a glorious sunny day at the
immaculate house and gardens we were shown a
recently planted avenue of lime down the front drive.
Here Mikal has displayed the military precision of his
former career and employed a laser to obtain a
perfectly straight avenue of trees !

The estate has 1500ha of which 1066ha are
woodland of which 37% are beech, 24% oak, 11%
spruce and 8% each of ash and sycamore. The
stands of trees we were shown here exceeded in

The Petersgaard
champion beech.
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quality even those of Gjorslev. The woods have
been under management since 1799 with amazingly
only 10 foresters in that time. For 135 years they
have been cared for by the present family with the
directive that the woods should receive the best
possible management. This continuity of management
is self evident in the forest. Growing again on low
lying coastal land, with a mild climate and on 
fertile soils, these are considered the best conditions
in Denmark. The estate has four full time forest
workers with outside help from contractors when
needed.

Provenance
We were shown a remarkable beech provenance

trial consisting of stock gathered locally, from Holland
and from Czech Republic initiated around 1930. The
stand is supervised by the Forest Research Institute
and their measurements show the relative growth
rates to be very similar. The variation came in the
form of the trees with the Czech ones proving to be
straighter, but with many showing a pronounced
spiral. Overall it was felt that the Dutch provenance
was the best. The emphasis on provenance was
revealing of the Danish desire not just to grow trees,
but to grow quality timber trees which will attract the
best markets in future. In addition, seed collection is
a lucrative business here with a 3.5 ha stand of beech
generating £12000 (2 tonnes) of seed on a 3-4 year
mast interval.

Oak Silviculture
Several stands of oak were shown to us ranging

from relatively newly planted through to mature
stands. The thinning regime consists of regular thins
throughout the life of the stand, up to a final thin at
age 90-100 years to give a final spacing of 14 metres
or 55 stems/ha. At this stage they are straight and
branch free to about 15 metres, attaining an
increment of 10m3/ha/year and a volume of

300m3/ha. It really was a great sight, the aim being to
produce as many veneer quality logs as possible. The
importance of avoiding water sprouts when growing
veneer was emphasised as these can seriously reduce
the value of the logs. Despite this, it is not considered
cost effective to have them removed as several
interventions would be required. There was then a
suggestion from our group of a time-honoured
method involving removing the sprouts on 1st
June and 1st August for 3-4 years after which
they will not return. Mikal had never heard of
this method and he agreed he would give it a
try, showing that the trip was of value to both
hosts and visitors alike.

We also saw a stand of 94 year old oak with 20-30
year old beech underneath. The oak was considered
to be no longer growing vigorously as shown by the
lack of lifelines, or orange strips in the bark fissures.
It is possible that the vigour of the young beech is
robbing them of soil water and the answer appears to
be to thin the oak and favour the better beech stems,
which will in turn shade the stems of oak and
prevent epicormics.

Close to Nature Forestry (Continuous Cover)
We were then shown an area of woodland, which

had been left to develop with no intervention for
many years. The subject of close to nature forestry
and continuous cover forestry was raised as a result.
Based around the German/Swiss system where felling
is concentrated mainly on the largest trees the aim is
to produce a mixed age and species stand with
natural regeneration the main form of restocking. It
was felt that conversion to continuous cover would
take at least 50-100 years to achieve at Petersgaard.
Mikal is not keen on this system as he feels the
quality is poor in comparison to planting with a
known provenance. In addition, members of the
group wondered about the need to convert such high
quality, high value stands as are found here. Others
felt that in coming years the increasing emphasis on
close to nature forestry and sustainable forestry may
make it essential to adopt these methods.

This led on to a discussion on Certification for
which there was very little enthusiasm. However
should the market require it, 5 ha of purely natural
woodland has been retained to allow potential
certification. 

Monuments in the Forest
Mikal showed us two of his prized trees, an oak

and a beech, which he refers to as the “monuments
in the forest”. Both had been left growing for 2-3
rotations making them around 200 years old. They
were trees the like of which few of us had ever

Another Woodland Heritage

Edward Brun (second left) and his tour party with
Mikal Herlow (arrowed) in the beech woods.
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witnessed. Almost 150cm dbh and 18 metres to the
first branch they towered above us with breathtaking
grandeur. Twenty years ago the oak tree, with a
volume of around 20m3, had received an offer of
£3000/m3 which was declined. Tantalisingly he also
told us of an ash tree of similar proportions in the
wood, but time had run out….

Estates and Gardens
As well as the woodlands we were given the

opportunity to tour the estate houses and gardens
that were in many ways just as impressive as the
woodlands. The houses were large and built in
traditional Danish style. The gardens were mature and

studded with large spreading specimen trees.
Hospitality was offered and at Petersgaard I had the
unique experience of asking the Queen’s
Chamberlain for more tea (Peter Iuel has recently
taken this honoured post) !

All in all the trip proved to be a truly
memorable, enjoyable and enlightening one. The
local contacts of the organiser Edward Brun
gave us access to people and places that would
have been impossible alone. We cannot speak too
highly of the hospitality and insight given to us
by the hosts and their incomparable woodlands.
The trip has given us a great indication of what
it takes to grow top quality broadleaves and our
thanks go once again to Woodland Heritage. ■

Garthwaite Travel Bursary

Phil Hinton
I am now based in Gloucestershire where I run a

small (one man band !) business engaged in the
management of small woodlands and coppice (at
Westonbirt Arboretum) which generates the majority
of the material for my furniture making and
turning enterprise. Products are sold in the main
through Stroud Farmers Market and the Made in
Stroud shop and range from rustic gates, fencing
and outdoor furniture through to dining tables,
mirrors and fruit bowls. My design ethic might be
described as contemporary rustic, my aim being
always to allow the wood to guide my thoughts and
not to impose too much. To this end I utilise ancient
and modern woodworking techniques and tools.  

My forestry background is diverse ranging from
coppice and green woodworking through softwood
thinnings to an MSc in Forest Management from
Aberdeen University. I enjoy the diversity of my job
and the chance to go to work in glorious surroundings
and to be creative with a beautiful natural material.
The Denmark trip gave me the opportunity to see top
quality broadleaf silviculture at first hand and for that
I am very grateful to Woodland Heritage and the RFS
East Anglian Division.

Robin Truslove
Following a BSc Biology at Portsmouth, Robin
Truslove MICFor (28) gained experience in
establishment and thinning with a Fountains gang
in the Midlands before completing an MSc
Environmental Forestry at Bangor in 1999. He
joined Lockhart Garratt Ltd in 2002 and now
specialises in farm forestry in The National Forest,
minerals landscaping for large UK quarry operators
and management of estate woodlands (Leics and
Bucks)...‘I am extremely grateful to Lockhart
Garratt for identifying this study opportunity and
allowing me the time off to participate at a key
point in my career, when management
responsibility for significant broadleaf woodlands is
on the increase – thank you Woodland Heritage’.

Comment from Edward Brun - RFS Tour Leader:
“These two young foresters were a pleasure
to know. They were clearly motivated and
made themselves many friends in our party
and were much respected by our Danish
hosts. I wish them well in their careers.
Their report should be of great interest and
an inspiration to British foresters and
woodland owners.”
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SPIRIT NATURE DESIGN
Spirit Nature Design at Art in Action, Waterperry

House, near Oxford, was an inspirational
exhibition demonstrating the creativity and vision

of three furniture makers; Philip Koomen, Guy Martin
and Tino Rawnsley. At the invitation of the organisers
at Art in Action, an annual international showcase of
artists and craftsmen who demonstrate their skills,
these craftsmen put together an extensive exhibition
of furniture and a building structure that explored the
relationship between ethics, the natural world and
creativity. In an experimental initiative a series of
daily dialogues held at the exhibition space provided
an opportunity, for some of the 25,0000 visitors over
the four-day event held in July 2005 at the
magnificent gardens of Waterperry House, to discuss
the themes of the exhibition.

The three craftsmen believe that design and
craftsmanship must be shaped and informed by
an ethical view point that recognises humankind’s
unity with all things in creation and promotes the
well-being of humankind, harmonised with the
needs of a balanced ecology. 

The exhibition demonstrated their concerted efforts to
align their professional practice to this farsighted ethic.
It was also an impressive logistical collaborative effort.
Philip is based near Henley-on-Thames, South
Oxfordshire while Tino works in Cornwall and Guy in
Somerset. With only one opportunity to discuss the
themes face to face their collaborative effort was
sustained by shared values derived from their spiritual
perspectives on life. Unusually they each commit to
three different faith traditions: Bahá'í, Pagan and
Christianity which have directed and inspired each of
their practices. In a world where religion appears to
cause conflict, these craftsmen sought a unified
understanding of man’s responsibility to nature. What
emerged was an ethic based on responsibility. Tino, a

Pagan, described this relationship as, “engaging with
nature in a participatory manner without compromising
her health and diversity”. Guy, a committed Christian,
emphasised the spiritual obligation of a designer to
become egoless and an active listener in which the
process of design focuses on, “service rather than self”.
Philip, a Bahá'í, believes that we can only be reconciled
with the natural world and humankind by developing
an ethic based on being a world citizen. This must be
the ultimate expression of the ‘Golden Rule’, of ‘Love
thy neighbour’, expressed in all religions.

The exhibition therefore derived its theme from a
desire by the exhibitors to begin to explore the
dynamics between ethics, nature and creativity. The
dialogues became a vital link to engage with the
public on the issues in a real and meaningful way in
which all parties adopted an attitude of learning.

The visitors were greeted by Eolis, a modular
building structure that stood colossus-like near the
entrance. Guy and Tino had worked together on
designing and building this eco-structure which had
been inspired by A-frames and Bowform buildings.
Motivated by the opportunity to exhibit the
experimental project at Art in Action, Tino provided
the production facilities and Guy developed details;
both worked out the problems together. ■

Chris Harris, of Philip Koomen Furniture, showing a
youngster how to spoke shave.

Eolis building structure module with the original
model showing underneath.
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Guy also brought to Art in Action a range of
furniture designs that use coppice ash and willow
harvested near his workshop. These designs have a
striking sculptural quality and are structurally refined,
reminiscent of vernacular furniture, yet boldly
modern. Philip’s work was wide-ranging, indicative of
thirty years of designing and making furniture
working with an experienced team of craftsmen. The
central piece was his wildly organic Pondlife bench
made from sweet chestnut thinnings. Chris Harris,
one of his assistants who produces the benches,
enjoyed sharing his skills with the many young
people who eagerly grasped the opportunity to
practise spoke shaving on one of the carved reeds
that go into the design. 

The extensive selection of furniture Philip exhibited
was only in one sense the tip of the iceberg. Over the
last five years he has been developing a strategy that
integrates the experimental development of furniture
designs that explore the possibilities of under utilised
locally sourced timber with the creation of a micro-
infrastructure to facilitate the selection sourcing and
processing of the timber for his furniture designs. He
originally approached thirteen local woodland owners
and forest contractors and so far has worked with six
to purchase timber for an evolving range of designs
that have taken on distinctive forms, like the Pondlife
bench. Each design celebrates the characteristics of
fungal attack, more unusual timber shapes, knots and

cracks and distinctive figure. 
Philip also wanted to demonstrate the

potential viability of local sourcing. Throughout
the project he has been working with David
Rees at the Oxfordshire Woodland project and
they both hope they can promote the
establishment of a cooperative between
woodland owners and timber users to source
and process an under-utilised resource.

Exhibiting exciting new designs, demonstrating
techniques and engaging with discussions with the
public through the daily dialogues generated a
palpable energy at this exhibition. The thousands of
visitors were clearly engaged with what they saw and
receptive to what they heard. Tino, Guy and Philip,
were encouraged by the input from the public and
would like to develop the dialogues in the future.

What began as an experiment, through the patronage
of Art in Action, emerged as a potentially dynamic
new form for public education. The traditional debates
and presentations by technical experts and academics
was replaced by practitioners engaged on a daily
struggle with grass roots issues with global implications
willing to share their successes and failures. ■

“Let your vision be world embracing rather
than confined to yourself.” Bahá’u’lláh

SPIRIT NATURE DESIGN
Ecological Furniture and Buildings

Philip Koomen  01491 681122
www.philipkoomen.co.uk

Guy Martin  01308 868122
Email: guy@guy-martin.com

Tino Rawnsley  01208 813490 
www.cornishwoodland.co.uk

EOLIS – a new concept 
of sectional building
www.eolis-mr.com

Philip Koomen Furniture
Workshop Exhibition: 
27 May – 4 June 2006

ASSOCIATION OF 

POLELATHE TURNERS

& GREENWOOD WORKERS

AGM 2006

6 & 7th May 2006

Kingston Lacy House,

Kingston Lacy, Nr. Wimborne, Dorset

Contact: Dave Partridge Tel: 01202 691860
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After studying British forestry for a year myself
and with Stephen (an Environmental Science
student at Newcastle University) focusing his

final year dissertation on forestry, we were both very
interested in visiting Sweden. 

Sweden is a country with a very high percentage
forest cover at 27.1 million hectares, it also has high
timber productivity. In 2002 the total production of
sawn timber was 16.6 million metres cubed. During
our trip we concentrated mostly on harvesting and
wrote the following report: 

We met with a Swedish forester from the
Skogsvardsstyrelsen (S.V.O) called Mikael Hedin, who
talked us through Swedish forestry methods and
showed us various different forest stands.   

The first was a large stand of pine. Clear felling of
Pine trees (Pinus sylvestris) takes place at around 80-
120 years. The Forest owner can expect to receive
between 300 and 320Kr/m3 for timber. Highest quality
timber may be sold for 400Kr/m3 with no signs of old
branches that have been lost from the tree. The best
quality timber comes from the first length that is cut
from the base of trunk.

Highest quality trees grow on medium quality soils;
if the soil is of high quality the tree will grow too fast
and will not lose its bottom branches, trees will not
grow properly on nutrient poor soils. (Spruce trees
are best grown on higher quality soils.)

No clear felling of trees can take place in
Sweden if they are less than 70 years old. When
trees are felled ‘mother trees’ are left standing to
encourage natural regeneration. These trees are
identified prior to felling and are ideally left at
10m spacing. This means that even in an area
that has been clear felled, there will still be 100
trees left standing in one hectare.

Mother trees need to have a large green biomass at
the crown. It is important that they are not the tallest
trees in the stand as they will be susceptible to strong
wind, but also not be the smallest. If the mother trees

are spaced more than 10m apart, regeneration will be
sparse. Also, if trees are spaced too far apart grass
will colonise as sunlight penetrates the ground layer.
If this occurs the problem is difficult to rectify as
regeneration will not occur. Natural regeneration is
used more in Sweden than Britain as it has a lower
wind throw classification and the mother trees are
much more likely to stay up until their 7-8 year
growth target.

Natural regeneration has the advantage over hand
planting as it allows for a greater number of trees to
grow. It is cheaper, but trees take longer to establish.
When trees are planted at 2m intervals (as standard)
there are 2,500 trees/ha. Natural regeneration
produces 10,000-20,000 trees/ha.

The Swedish Forest Act states that once an area
has been clear felled, regeneration must occur
within 10 years if left to regenerate naturally (5
years if new trees are hand planted). Once an
area has been clear felled the soil must be
disturbed to provide the optimum seed bed for
falling seeds. P. sylvestris naturally regenerates
after disturbance from fire.

Regeneration may be visible after 2 years. The
mother trees protect regrowth and help regulate
environmental conditions such as air and soil
temperature. It is important however that the mother
trees are felled 7- 8 years after clear felling when the
young trees are around 5 years old because the
mother trees will begin to out-compete saplings for
resources, in particular, light. It is also important that
the mother trees are felled at this age as regrowth
may be damaged by the harvester if allowed to grow
taller. It also benefits the regrowth if the mother trees
are felled in periods of snow cover as this provides
further protection.

Mother trees are generally sold at 450Kr m3. 
(13kr = 1 pound Sterling)

Tommy Milburn Stephen Bessant

Sustainable Forestry in Sweden
by
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A management technique adapted to the growing of
P. sylvestris is that of Cleaning. Birch (Betula
pendula) will rapidly colonise areas of new Pine
forest. If allowed to grow B. pendula will compete
with P. sylvestris soil nutrients (Mg, P and K) and
other resources such as water and sunlight. The
consequence of this is reduced growth of P. sylvestris
and inferior timber.

Cleaning is carried out using large petrol strimmers
and contractors charge around 3,000Kr ha to clear
forest. Cleaning should occur when P. sylvestris is 5-6
years old and at 10-12 years. No profit is made from
B. pendula but the practice pays for itself in years to
come by encouraging increased growth of P. sylvestris.

The forest is thinned between 35-40 years old
and again at 50-55 years. Thinning is carried out
using harvesters and forwarders, the machines used
are generally smaller than those used for Clear Felling
and can get among the trees without causing damage.
Any damage caused to the trees results in a lower
price when felled. The trees that are selected for
thinning are those growing at an inferior rate to
others and those that will result in reduced growth of
healthier trees by competing for resources. Trees that
are to be thinned are selected visually by the
harvester operator.

First thinning is worth 60Kr/m3 and second thinning
is worth 120Kr/m3.

Forest is clear felled at 80-120 years. Trees are
sold for 300-320Kr/m3. When the trees are felled they
are cut into lengths ranging from 3.4m-5.5m in 0.3m
increments, as specified by the buyer. All timber with
a diameter >0.05m under bark is used.

The process of surveying forest in Sweden
Forest ownership in Central Sweden is 50% family

forest while the other 50% is owned by companies,
the State or other public owners (see booklet for
breakdown).

Family forest is passed down generations as
inheritance in Sweden and is divided up between
sons and daughters. The size of family forest varies,
but commonly ranges from 5ha to 300ha.

Skogsvardsstyrelsen (the regional forestry board), a
government funded company, creates additional
income is by surveying private owned forest and
informing the owner what price he should ask for his
timber. Private owners expect to receive 350Kr-
360Kr/m3. Good quality Pine (as at the site we
visited) will be sold for 420Kr/m3.

Six weeks notice must be given to the regional
forestry board before any felling occurs. This allows
an inventory of the site to be compiled. If any species
of ecological importance are discovered measures will
be taken to safeguard their survival.

A map of the forest to be surveyed is printed off
from the Skogsvardsstyrelsen database and shows
boundaries of ownership and other features including
rivers, lakes, roads and power lines. Important
habitats such as bogs and streams are protected. It is
important that trees are not felled on wetland areas as
it is difficult for trees to re-establish.

Once on site, the boundary of ownership is located
and marked accurately. A tolerance of 1m is
accepted, but a tolerance of 0.5m is preferred. GPS is
not sufficient to locate boundaries of ownership, as it
is only accurate to 5m.

Boundary lines are defined by the Lantmateriet and
can only be altered by paying a large fee.

In the forest, boundaries are defined by locating
piles of stones (put in place by the Lantmateriet) at
the corners of each plot. The trees located at the
division of two plots are marked with an axe. These
are sometimes difficult to locate as the marks may be
up to 70 years old.

Boundaries are also defined by using a mirror
compass. Once a definite mark has been located (i.e.
a pile of stones) by using compass lines from the site
map, a straight line can be worked out. Tape is hung
from the trees at the boundary of the site so that the
plot is clearly defined.

Once the site is clearly marked, the survey is
carried out. An inventory of the site is made and any
Flora or Fauna of ecological importance is noted.
Important habitats such as Sphagnum bogs and
watercourses are also recorded.

If the site is of great ecological importance, 
or if any Red List species are found, the
Skogsvardsstyrelsen have the power to halt all
forestry operations. Red List species include the
White-backed woodpecker (Dendrocopos leucotos),
the Brown trout (Salmo trutta) and Crane’s Bill
(Geranium bohemicum). Forest owners are
compensated for their losses and the area designated
a nature reserve, but the private owner still remains
the owner of the forest.

If the site contains an area of historical, or cultural
importance, timber operations will again be halted. In
the region we visited charcoal hearths which are
commonly found.

Acknowledgements
Thanks to Mikael and Bjorn Hedin for making us

feel welcome in Sweden and guiding us around the
forest stands, and to all those at Woodland Heritage
for making our trip possible. The whole week was
fascinating and will help us greatly throughout the
remainder of our courses and in future 
employment. ■
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BIHIP during 2005
Peter Savill (Chairman of BIHIP) and John Fennessy (Chairman of BIHIP’s Oak group).

People
There have been a number of

changes in the management of
BIHIP during 2005. John Davis,
BIHIP Treasurer and founder
Chairman of the Ash Group, has
decided to concentrate his efforts on
fundraising for BIHIP, so Graham
Taylor (of Pryor and Rickett
Silviculture, Hereford) has taken
over as Chairman and Pat
Doody (of Coilte) as Vice-
Chairman of the Ash Group.
Miles Barne is now
concentrating his efforts on
leading the European Squirrel
Initiative, and John Fennessy (of
COFORD) has succeeded him as Chairman of the
Oak Group with Bede Howell as Vice-Chairman.
James Johnston, founder Chairman of the Sweet
Chestnut Group decided to retire, after many years in
the post, and his place has been taken by Geraint
Richards, Head Forester of the Duchy of Cornwall
Woodlands. Robin Bircham, on moving to live in
France, has retired as Chairman of the Walnut
Group, and Sir Benjamin Slade has
succeeded him. Finally, Joanna
Clark has become Secretary of no
fewer than three of the BIHIP
Species Groups: Oak, Ash and
Walnut. We welcome all these
newcomers, and thank the
outgoing chairmen for their hard
work and contributions in the past.

Field days
Two field days were held in 2005.

The first, on 12 April, was organised
by Graham Taylor in
Herefordshire. Participants
visited Wallbrooks wood,
owned by the Duchy of
Cornwall, inspecting an ash stand
included in the original BIHIP
1991/2 seed collection, and

discussed the management of young
oak and ash plantations, as well as
oak improvement with the ‘Duchy’
local provenance. During the
afternoon, on Garnons Estate
the party visited Shawles
where some of the best ash in

England grows. There are
impressive European larch/ash and

western red cedar/ash mixtures, and
some P1940 ash “plus” trees used in
various tree improvement trials.

Approximately 25 delegates from
Britain and Ireland attended the
Management Committee meeting,

the AGM, and field day in
Maynooth, Co. Kildare on 27 and
28 September – the first time this

event has taken place in Ireland. It was organised by
John Fennessy.

The programme included a visit to Donadea Forest
Park, owned by Coillte, and to Joe Barry’s Forest at
Larch Hill, Kilcock. At Donadea the group was met and
welcomed by George Hipwell, Forest Manager. Peter
Savill gave a short introduction to BIHIP and David

Thompson (Tree Improvement Coillte) gave an
introduction to earlier tree improvement

work, on the EU ÉCLAIR Programme (the
European Collaborative Linkage of
Agriculture and Industry through
Research). The objective of this
programme was to improve the
genetic quality of hardwood planting
stock through biotechnology. The
project consisted of the selection and
propagation of phenotypically
superior trees (plus trees) of oak, ash,
cherry and sycamore. Both
micropropagation and conventional
cutting propagation methodologies
were examined to develop clonal
varieties of the four species and the
project envisaged making the plants
available on a commercial basis.

When the project came to an end in
March 1995 the following selections
had been made (Table 1).

Graham Taylor, new Chairman of
the BIHIP Ash Group

Geraint Richards,  Head Forester of
the Duchy of Cornwall Woodlands
and new Chairman of the BIHIP

Sweet Chestnut Group
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Table 1: Plus trees selected under the
ÉCLAIR Programme 1990-1995.

Species No. of Selections No. of Selections Total no. of
in 1991 in 1995 Selections

Oak 29 16 95
Ash 34 8 83
Sycamore 32 10 88
Cherry 35 14 54

Most of the selected material was grafted and
placed in the broadleaf clone bank in Kilmacurra, Co
Wicklow. Today the sycamore and ash selections
have been used to establish a number of untested
clonal seed orchards and are the basis of other
improvement work in broadleaves. A number of
selected trees were seen during the visit.

A final stop was made at a small grove of birch and
Dr Ellen O’Connor, Teagasc, gave an introductory talk
on the COFORD sponsored BIRCH Programme as
well as an update.

At Joe Barry’s broadleaved woodlands near Kilcock,
a visit was made to the ash plantation where a lively
discussion on the management of ash ensued. Mike
Bulfin, Teagasc, introduced the COFORD sponsored
BROADFORM Programme. The main objectives of
this programme are to develop treatment protocols
for the early management of broadleaved species, up
to and after the time of first thinning.

The evening before the field trip, Seamus Dunne of
the Forest Service gave a talk on Broadleaves –
What’s out there?

For the British participants at the meeting, it was
encouraging to observe how seriously quality
broadleaved tree growing is taken in Ireland, in contrast
to the very unsupportive official attitude in England.

Management issues in BIHIP
Among the management issues concerned with

BIHIP in 2005 were:
• Allocation of funding – BIHIP currently has an

income of about £20,000 a year, of which some
£8000 is very generously donated by Woodland
Heritage, and most of the rest by the Forestry
Commission. Forestry Commission funds may only
be used for Oak, Sycamore, Birch and Ash. These
groups are also supported by the Woodland
Heritage funds, though this year, the Sweet
Chestnut Group received more than most to
support its attempt to identify 100 elite trees. The
Oak, Ash and Walnut Groups also received funding. 

• British and Irish Hardwood Trust has been
established through the efforts of John Davis. To
date the British element has been established. The
preliminary draft of the Trust Deed for Ireland has
just been completed by the solicitor and was
presented at the meeting. The final draft of the
promotional brochure was also provided to the
meeting. It is hoped that all the elements of the
Trust will be in place by the end of the year.

• The Sir Eric Weiss Prize – This prize was announced
earlier this year for the best plus tree identified for
each of the species groups in BIHIP. Judging of the
trees will take place in 2006. At the end of 2005, the
number of entries had been disappointingly small.

• Intellectual property rights issues remain a potential
problem, not just for BIHIP, but for any tree
breeding organisation. ■

Ash grown with western red cedar at Garnons Estate.

John Fennessy (left)
and Gavin Munro

by a elite sycamore
at Donadea Forest
Park, Co. Kildare

An elite oak tree at
Garnons Estate.
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at work

GRAFTING SYCAMORE
Karen Russell, East Malling Research & David Thompson, The Irish Forestry Board

Clonal plant propagation is 
a very useful way for
creating exact copies of

important trees for conservation
and future research. The type of
method used to propagate trees
clonally depends on the number
of plants required, and the age
and size of the ‘mother’ tree (from
which the propagating material is
collected), time of year and the
ease of propagation of the species.

Seedlings and young trees are
relatively easy to propagate from
by a variety of methods. However,
for many species, as trees mature,
it often becomes increasingly
difficult to propagate them from
cuttings and so grafting is often
the preferred technique. Grafting
also has the advantage of
maintaining maturity so the
grafted plants can often produce
seed straight away. Shoots
(scions) from selected trees are grafted on to
rootstocks (plants used to provide the roots and stem
to support the growth of the scion) of the same
species. It is important that both rootstocks and
scions are at the same physiological stage, ideally
both dormant, to maximize success.

When the mature “plus” trees (outstanding timber
trees) are selected in the wild,
scion wood (ideally vigorous,

one-year-old shoots) is collected
in the winter when the tree is
dormant. This is done by climbing
or by shooting shoots down with
a shotgun (see photo). The scions
and rootstocks are specially cut so
that their cambium layers are in
direct contact with each other. In
sycamore, the grafting technique
used is known as a ‘whip and
tongue’ graft which allows the
cambiums contact in two places
and also provides better support
at the graft union for tying the
scion to the rootstock. The top of
grafted plant is then dipped in hot
wax (see photo) to seal the union
and prevent water loss. 

After grafting, the plants are
placed for about two weeks in a
‘hot pipe’ which provides 20°C
heat to the graft union,
encouraging rapid callousing
(healing) to join the shoot to the

rootstock, whilst keeping the roots and shoot cold.
Grafting success varies depending on the quality of
the plant material, facilities, timing and the skill of the
propagator – it can be as high as 85%.

The grafted trees can be used to establish
clonal seed orchards, trials and create clonal
genebanks to provide good quality seedlings 

for future woodland
plantings. ■

Gavin Munro shooting last year’s
Scion Wood from the top of a ‘plus’

sycamore in Herefordshire.

Dipping shoot tip in hot wax to
prevent water loss.

The collected Scions are
quickly sent to the Irish
laboratory for propagation.
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Log building in Scandinavia 
and the Baltic States

Norway and Sweden

Having recently been involved with a log
building project in Cumbria and an extended
tour of meeting log builders in New Zealand

earlier in the year, I was very pleased to be able to
attend the International Log Builders Association
(ILBA) annual conference in Riga, Latvia in October,
2005. I was able to attend this event through the
generosity of Woodland Heritage and the
additional support of the Forest Enterprise
North West England District.

In order to familiarise myself with the cultural
traditions of log building that has been so
predominant in Scandinavia and the Baltic States, I
incorporated a brief tour of the excellent historical
buildings museum ‘Maihaugen’, situated in
Lillehammer, Norway, which contains approx. 160 log
structures, 70 of which date back to the 1440s. Lower
sill logs that are heavily laden with resin are chosen
specifically to withstand splash back and driving
weather conditions. Hollowed out logs are used for
guttering – ingenious ! Due to the slow growth of the
vegetation in this climate, and the tall straight form
that most forest trees seem to adopt, Norway is
abundant in log building materials. Another forest
product that was used extensively in log buildings
was moss, ideally Sphagnum, which was used as an
insulation material packed between the logs in the
lateral groove. The museum has a wonderful
collection of buildings, and clearly illustrates such a

strong cultural link to Norway’s forests.
Travelling through Norway and Sweden by train

provided a great opportunity to view the plantations
of Silver birch and Norway spruce, which seemed to
be managed so effectively in terms of producing
straight stems with clean trunks, and very small lateral
branching towards the top half of the tree.

Latvia
The ILBA’s decision to hold their annual conference

in Latvia was with the specific aim of tapping into
their rich heritage and knowledge of log building that
has emerged over many years. The conference was
jointly organised by various educational bodies in
Latvia – incorporating technical, craft, construction
and agricultural establishments, with a view of
providing comprehensive information to all levels of
interested individuals regarding the log building
profession.

Day 1 comprised site visits to 3 different styles of
log homes within a few hours drive from the capital,
Riga. Our first visit was to view a classic Latvian style
construction, where the wall logs have been ‘hewn’
(flat sides cut on the logs) on the inside of the
building and also on the outer logs just where the
corner notches and window profiles are situated.
Traditionally, Norway spruce provided an ideal log
building material, with Aspen used for roofing
shingles, although spruce could still be used for
shingles as long as only the lower trunk of the tree
was used.

Our second visit was to view a fully hewn building
in progress that incorporated dovetailed corner joints,
another form of building style used in Latvia, and
which is especially prevalent in Norway, Sweden and
Finland. Most buildings are erected in the yard, where
on completion the logs are numbered, dismantled
and then transported to their final destination.
Adjustable jacks are used as temporary foundations
for the log work to rest on.

The final visit of the day was to view a building
styled on the North American tradition, using fully
round logs and notching all corner joints with a
shrink fit ‘saddle’ notch. Although it was initially the
Norwegian and Scandinavian settlers in the 1700s
who introduced their log building skills to the States,
the North American pioneers were quick to adopt
their own style, and have now become the
forerunners in the log building industry today. Only

Dovetailed corner on Latvian house.
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10 years ago, many Latvian log builders were still
cutting all notches and lateral grooves with an axe,
whereas in America, the chainsaw was being widely
used to complete these tasks as early as the 1960s.

Day 2 was the beginning of the three day
conference, where qualified and experienced lecturers
were to introduce topics directly relating to the
history of wooden buildings in Latvia, and the current
direction for the construction of wooden houses. The
advantages and philosophy, practical aspects such as
maximising inherent isolative properties, natural
daylight and the interior considerations for a log
home. On opening the conference, the Minister of
Agriculture and Land welcomed all the Latvian and
foreign log builders, and expressed the point of
timber being Latvia’s greatest natural resource. He
predicted a healthy future for the craft of log building
to flourish, and was committed to encouraging good
quality craftsmanship, in conjunction with preserving
Latvia’s 47% forest cover.

Architect Raitis Jelevics stated that log building
reflected a unified method and harmonious design in
Latvia, and could never be industrialised, as the
building process requires a ‘feeling’ from the architect
and craftsman. It was mentioned that a bewildering
array of high tech products in areas such as glazing
and ventilation can create unnecessary information
overload to a log builder. A lack of processing is
beneficial to the wood’s integrity, and a huge saving
in terms of energy production costs. Simplicity is a
key factor in log home design, so builders should
resist incorporating foreign materials and highly
technical construction methods.

Riga Technical University emphasised the
importance of using natural materials to furnish a log
home, such as wool, linen, cotton and leather. The
environment produces a wonderful array of natural
colours into the home, providing a contrast to the
heavy presence of the log work, therefore creating a
general well-being and harmony, inside and out.

Andris Spaile talked about log building
apprenticeships currently available in Latvia, which
have been in existence since 1997. All students take
part in practical training on various projects in the
form of placements, and after one year, have the
necessary skills to undertake employment with one of
the many log building companies now starting to
emerge in Latvia. There are now three log
construction schools in Latvia.

A highly respected log building company in Latvia,
‘A-Koks’, was represented by their architect Vilnis
Vaivars, who made some inspirational observations
on the craft of log building:
● To allow craftsmen to express themselves
● Encourage craftsmen to belong to a guild, or

association and to share ideas
● Use natural, local materials wherever they can

● Work closely with architect and owner to adapt
buildings to their surroundings

● Ensure that log building remains a non-
industrialised craft

● Primary influence derives from Latvian style
building designs

● Craftsmen draw on experiences and innovations
of North American builders

● Strive for originality and appreciate high level of
craftsmanship

Day 3 started with Janne Jokeleinen, a teacher of
log construction techniques, speaking about
traditional Finnish log architecture. Finland’s building
style has been influenced by Swedish, Norwegian and
Russian techniques, which incorporates hewn logs
and the ‘long’ and the ‘short’ dovetail corner notch. A
locked dovetail corner is now most common, which
provides great strength and rigidity in the
construction. The oldest dwelling had a small in
scale, simple design, whereas bigger buildings were
constructed of four or five independent frames and
then joined together. The Block Pillar churches (1500-
1750) were the finest examples of Finnish wood
architecture, as well as the Finnish railway stations
(1860-1950). The pine logs often dictated the size of
the building (9 to 10 metres), which needed a
supporting wall in any length more than 6 metres.
Janne emphasised the importance of the harmony
between the architectural form and the log structure,
of which since the 1950s, much has been lost. Finnish
architects need to gain more knowledge of log
structure and respect architectural rules.

Vilnis Kazaks spoke of the challenge for log
building companies to revert back to building small,
low impact dwellings rather than large ‘elitist’
showcase lodges. This point was reinforced by 
Priit-Kalev from Estonia, who stated the importance
of keeping alive vernacular architecture and the need
to train young craftsmen through Tartu University’s
Viljandi Culture Academy. Estonian log construction

Classic Latvian style log home.
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companies now orientate towards export, especially
Norway, and are involved with building designs that
have little cultural significance to Estonia. A
renaissance in Vernacular style construction is
needed, and is being addressed by the Union of the
Producers of Hand Made Log Homes in Estonia.

The conference concluded with a lecture from
American log builder and teacher Robert Chambers
on a new technique of log scribing that he has
patented, known as the ‘Accelerated scribe’.
Traditionally, the process of log construction has
always been done by adding one log at a time to the
building, where only the top two logs can be worked
on at any one time. Using the accelerated scribe
method, all the logs can be stacked, scribed and cut
all at the same time, due to the use of metal fixing
devices that are used to position and hold up all the
logs in the walls. His company has produced approx.
200 buildings in five years using this method, which
has made the building process 30% faster if being
used on a regular basis. Robert predicted the
manufacture of fully automated hand crafted log
homes in the foreseeable future, although there
would always be a market for hand crafted homes
made solely with an axe and chainsaw – at a
premium price.

Day 4 concluded with a summary of the
conference, and a discussion about log building
standards, a subject that arose on numerous
occasions from some of the guest speakers. In the
U.S. and Canada, they have developed over the years
clearly set out log building codes and practices to
adhere to, whereas in the whole of Europe (except
Norway), no standards exist for each country,
although the American standards are used as a
‘general’ guideline. Some people stated the
importance of companies getting together to write a
European Code of Practice before Brussels and the
E.U. decide to implement their own and maybe
unrealistic version of the Standards. Due to the

variety of climates within Europe, it was stated that
to write a set of standards applicable to all countries
would prove to be a very challenging task, and poor
countries such as Estonia would find it difficult to
implement these standards within their culture. It was
agreed that this issue needs further consideration,
and that Latvia would be happy to host another ILBA
conference in the future.

I personally felt that there may have been more of an
emphasis on sustainable forest management in relation
to the continued supply of raw materials, to safeguard
the future of the log building craft in Latvia. There are
however companies that support using timber
merchants that provide an FSC chain of custody.

Conclusion
I am very grateful to all the log builders, both in

New Zealand, Latvia, and the few that exist in the
U.K., who have given their time and enthusiasm to
show me some of their builds and explain why they
have adopted their own particular techniques and
building styles. We have definitely witnessed a
strengthening within the industry over the last 35
years, instigated by the Canadian log builder B. Allan
Mackie, who encouraged so many people to build
their own homes, thanks to his enthusiasm and
courage to teach these traditional skills all over the
world.

Since this time, we have also seen a very positive
collaboration of some of the world’s most talented
and innovative log builders, who are constantly
thinking of ways to improve handcrafted techniques,
and are willing to share their ideas through the
International Log Builders Association, which
continues to grow in membership. 

By supporting the process of using round logs to
build, which almost eliminates the need for a sawmill
and its associated waste products, we are utilising a
building material that can be obtained from
renewable, natural resources. Surely the handcrafted
log home is an excellent example for value added
wood products, especially because of its low
embodied energy compared to other more
‘conventional’ materials. F.S.C. certified timber could
also play a big part within the log building industry,
and some companies are already showing a
commitment to build with trees that are from
sustainable, certified forests only. 

‘Logs are an answer to the green building concerns
that many people have today, both for environmental
responsibility and for healthier lifestyles’. (Robert
Savignac, president of the ILBA, 2005)

■

Michael Read

‘Hewn’ logs and dovetail notches, Latvia.
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The Abbotts of Essex

This year’s winner of the Association of Polelathe
Turners Woodland Heritage Trophy was Katie
Abbott with her stunning Yew and Burr elm

chair. Wade Muggleton went along to discover how
Katie made the journey from School Teacher to
Champion chair maker.

To visit Katie and Nick Abbott in the Essex
countryside is to come across two people who clearly
love what they do, their house is full of beautiful
furniture, their kitchen brims with treen and they
even served me scones and jam on wooden plates.
The story of how they came to make Windsor chairs
is in many ways a story of modern life, a story of
families, the rat race, ill health and career changes
that all in turn, lead to owning a wood, working

wood and in the end finding contentment
Living in a town house with a small garden and

four children was the motivation for Nick and Katie
to buy Slough House wood. In 1980 they purchased
the 25 acres of mixed beech, chestnut oak and
conifer, largely as a family resource and an extended
garden, albeit one 20 miles down the road. It was a
place to go and let off steam for family camping
weekends, for tree climbing and sourcing firewood.
The idea had developed three years previously but it
took the coming and going of three summers to find
the right wood.

Having enjoyed dabbling in the woods, it was in
1985 that they both attended Mike Abbott’s (no
relation) first ever Greenwood course. Having had
their eyes opened to the possibility of wood craft they
then made an annual pilgrimage to Mike and his
courses, making a chair and on one course, a pole
lathe to take home.

Katie a school teacher with a specialism in dyslexia
training took to woodwork, in particularly the pole
lathe, like the proverbial duck to water and soon began
turning out a range of treadle driven quality turning.

This period of enthusiastic hobby woodworking,
coincided with other life changing circumstances,
Nick a partner in a law firm was suffering ill health
that culminated in a heart bypass op and a decision
to get out of the rat race while he could. So in ’93 he
took early retirement, unsure of where the pennies
were going to come from. 

He and Katie decided to take the dangerous
plunge of turning a hobby into a business and
try making chairs for a living. Now 12 years
later they are firmly established as one of the
country’s leading makers of beautiful Windsor’s.

Working mostly in local English Ash which they
source from firewood merchants, along with Oak and
Chestnut from their own wood, some Beech, a little
Sycamore, some Lacewood, often used as an Elm
substitute and the odd bit of Fruitwood, they embody
the use of quality home grown timber.

Their clients range from well-to-do professionals to
other crafts folk and their chairs have travelled as far
as New Zealand and Australia. A specialist line of
Nick and Katie’s is children’s chairs, often with names
carved in the back, one client has been a repeat
customer purchasing one each for her five
grandchildren. They now virtually do no advertising,
attracting many clients as a result of word of mouth
recommendations. 

They are part of a self help group called Cambridge
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open studios who promote crafts people to open
their workshops and galleries on certain days of the
year. Quality, not quantity and targeting the right
clients are the key, for as Nick says, “whilst an open
day may yield only 30 visitors those thirty can often
result in 15 orders.” In addition they are members of
the Essex Crafts Guild, a network of local artisans
working in a range of mediums.

Equally interesting is the way they work so
harmoniously as a team. Katie does all the
turning on a pole lathe and most of the marking
out, whilst Nick tends to do the seats and the
steam bending. They then come together to
jointly assemble the chairs/stools. “We enjoy

working together, that is one of the attractions
of doing it” they say.

Interestingly when quizzed on why Windsor chairs
and why green woodwork, Katie confesses “it was
only when we owned the wood that I realised timber
was the medium I wanted to work in.”

As if owning your own wood and turning a
woodworking hobby into a business was not enough,
Nick and Katie completed the circle by building their
own green oak barn with timber from their wood. It

took eight years of spare time to complete, but is
now a stunning construction the size of three garages.
It all came about somewhat by accident for as Nick
said, “Whilst walking around the road with a forestry
advisor he was so appalled at the low value put on
his standing trees that he thought that it was barely
worth cutting them down, and so he surmised there
must be something better to do with them.”

■

Wade Muggleton

In so many ways what Nick and Katie have done
embodies the aims of Woodland Heritage, looking
after their own woodland, working in quality local
timber and looking for alternative uses and added
value for timber that the market tells us has little or
no value.

Katie Abbott with the Woodland Heritage Trophy.
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Continuous cover forestry in western Switzerland
(Canton de Neuchatel)

12 – 14 September 2005
by Sharon Rodhouse

The Continuous Cover Forestry Group was set
up to promote continuous cover forestry
management. Amongst their many activities is a

programme of field visits both in this country and
overseas, to exchange information and increase
understanding of relevant silvicultural systems.

I was lucky enough to be able to attend the Swiss
Tour organised by Mark Yorke (pictured below)

which was hosted by Professor J.M. Schutz, an
eminent figure in this field. I am very grateful to
Woodland Heritage for their financial assistance
in the form of a Garthwaite Travel Bursary and
their support in general.

My interest in this form of silvicultural system began
in my first year of a Bsc Forestry and Woodland
Management at The National School of Forestry,
Newton Rigg and so I set out with great anticipation. 

I would like to say that this is in no way a technical
report, but an account of events from the viewpoint
of a first year Forestry student (particularly with
reference to inventories) !

Day 1 – Couvet 
On our first morning, we met with Professor J.M.

Schutz (who accompanied us each day) and District
Forest Manager J.M. Oberson on our way to the
communal forest of Couvet, located within the Canton
of Neuchatel. At an elevation of 800-950m, this is a
montane forest region in a sheltered situation with an
annual rainfall of 1300mm and a calcareous substrate.

The main tree species are Silver fir, Norway spruce
and Beech. 

Within the forest setting itself, the Professor gave us
a brief but concise history of the development of
irregular forest silviculture in this area of the Swiss
Jura. He explained that up until the mid 1800s, the
forest was unregulated and heavily exploited. In 1869,
in response to public concern and pressure, strict
regulations regarding forest operations were put in
place. At the same time, there was much interest in
developing alternative forest management systems,
challenging established methods of set areas and
rotation periods. It was here in the Couvet that the
‘control’ method of forest management was
developed and then later combined with the Plenter
system by Henri Biolley, Forest District Officer of
Couvet and then Forest Manager of the Canton of
Neuchatel. The efforts of Biolley and other pioneers
of the time led to these two systems being widely
accepted and practised to the present day. 

In the Couvet communal forest the goal is to
gradually establish the single stem selection Plenter
system. The control method uses an inventory which
is carried out every 9 years (previously 6 yearly) and
has been since its inception in 1890. Every stem
above 17.5cm dbh is included (and therefore
measured !). The timber is classified into small,
medium and large and in this way the evolution and
increment of the forest monitored, although it was
stressed that visual assessments are absolutely vital.

Throughout the whole of the forest was an
irregularity in structure that was awe-inspiring:
Mature spruce, fir and beech with superb form
and masses of regeneration including a very
obvious middle storey. 

Another Woodland Heritage
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Comment was passed on the sheer size of many of
the stems and while sawmills have adapted to deal
with production based on 50-60 mean dbh, some of
the larger stems can pose problems. With regard to
height, 40-45m is usual with stems 50m and over
being the exception and growth is very regular as
large crowns are produced, this being characteristic of
the single tree selection system. The aim is to extract
the largest stems and harvesting is by skilled
chainsaw operators who cause minimal damage to
the surrounding stems and the timber is winched out
(see below) while the machinery stays on the road.

Traditionally, the largest tree in the Community forest
is recognised and celebrated as the President Tree! 

In the afternoon we were given a demonstration of
tree marking, with decisions on volume to be
removed based on visual assessment of the stand and
increments from the previous inventory. Individual
tree selection is acknowledged to be a balancing act,
considering the vigour of that tree, potential of
neighbouring trees and regeneration. Students are
encouraged to be actively involved in this selection
process and are renowned for exercising too much
caution and not taking out enough timber – sounds
familiar! 

Day 2 – Le Locle
Our hosts for the day were District Forest Manager

C. H. Pochon and Forest Ranger D. Wyder during
our visit to the communal forest of Le Locle, known
as La Joux Pelichet. Pasture until the end of the 19th
century, the community took the decision to afforest
the area following heavy exploitation of existing
forest and problems with flooding. Originally planted
with Norway spruce, it was decided to implement
the single tree selection Plenter system from the
outset with the understanding that this would be a
long-term plan. At an increased elevation, winters

here are long and the forest is very important to the
local population for amenity and recreational
purposes. This area also includes a high percentage
of private forest. Most owners are very involved in
the management of their forests and are assisted by
the Forest Rangers, so communication and
compliance with good silvicultural systems and
forestry legislation is on the whole excellent.
However, this may be set to change, as more
freedom of choice is given to owners with
regard to production forestry, clearfelling and
replanting. 

Within the forest we visited several sites, each
unique in itself, requiring a slightly different
approach, but with the same aims, working with what
was already there and always being mindful of stand
stability. It was very interesting to discuss and
observe the transformation process, which by its
nature is complex and slow. 

The goals are long term, and management
consistent, with a section of trees marked for
single tree selection felling every 10 years. Much
of the discussion centred on just how to manipulate
the canopy to produce the optimal conditions for
regeneration and improve and fulfil the social,
biodiversity, water control and production roles of the
forest.

Garthwaite Travel Bursary
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Day 3 – Boudry
This was a visit to the broadleaved forests of

Boudry, Cortaillod and Bevaix with our host District
Forest Manager P. Junod whose holistic approach
includes recognition of the complexity of the forest as
a living structure that needs to be managed with due
flexibility and adaptability. 

This area is of a lower altitude and receives less
rainfall. The inventory includes 40 different tree
species (including oak, wild service tree, hornbeam,

maple, beech, larch, pine, spruce), much wildlife
diversity and 25 different NVCs throughout the region
necessitating five selection systems. Again, the
complexity of structure and species was
stunning within this multi-functional community
forest.

Monsieur Junod explained that a very precise
inventory is carried out every 20 years (until recently
this was every 10 years) with 30 different
compartments marked and selectively harvested each
year. The day was spent examining different sites and
discussing the individual management, including
recognising candidate trees in areas of young
regeneration and creating necessary space around it. 

Natural regeneration is so prolific that regular
clearing of certain species, particularly beech,
within the clearing is needed in order to release
the preferred species. 

As each compartment is complex, it is further sub-
divided and each small area managed accordingly. 

In Conclusion  
I not only learnt a huge amount about continuous

cover forestry as a system, but I was completely
enthused and inspired by the forests, their
management and the forestry staff that we had the
privilege to spend time with. 

They display a laid-back attitude to their forests.
What we often heard was, “Leave it for now and we
shall see how it develops. There is no hurry”. This
comes from years of experience and knowledge.
They have an intimacy with their forests, which is
enviable. 

I was impressed by the esteem in which foresters
are held within society and the respect they have for
each other. The hospitality we received was
overwhelmingly generous and I hope one day to
return. Thank you Woodland Heritage ! ■

Sharon RodhouseTypical multi-age and multi-species growing
vigorously.
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WIN £250
HELP FIND THE BEST BRITISH AND IRISH 

NATIVE TIMBER TREES

Woodland Heritage in conjunction with the British and Irish Hardwoods Improvement Programme (BIHIP)
are offering at least seven and possibly nine Sir Eric Weiss prizes of £250 each to landowners, local
authorities, the Forestry Commission and the public who can locate the best mature examples ('plus'

trees) of oak (Quercus robur or Q. petraea), ash (Fraxinus excelsior), common walnut (Juglans regia), sweet
chestnut (Castanea sativa), silver birch (Betula pendula), sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus) and wild cherry
(Prunus avium). If no overall prize-winning tree of any of the species is found in Scotland or Ireland, there will
be an additional prize of £250 for the best tree (of any of the species) in the country concerned.

Such ‘plus’ trees will form the parent material in a programme for improvement of broadleaved trees for
woodlands. The best of them will be used to create seed orchards, to provide British and Irish seed from good
quality parents of known origin, to the nursery industry. This approach has been successfully applied by East
Malling Research to wild cherry, resulting in the establishment of regional seed orchards and the release of the
WildstarTM collection. It is clear that trees of the highest quality are essential.

Ideally trees should be 50 years or more but outstandingly good younger trees may also be considered. They
should be growing in woods, parkland and public gardens in Great Britain or Ireland and should have excellent
timber characteristics – clean, straight cylindrical
stems, vigorous growth, a flat branching angle, light
branching and freedom from pests and diseases 
(see Figure 1). 

If you feel you have very high quality 
examples of any of these species, then please
complete the form available on www.bihip.com/,
www.woodlandheritage.org.uk/ or
www.forestresearch.gov.uk and send it, together
with a photograph of the tree (including some idea
of scale), to Dr Jason Hubert at the address below.
Entries will close at the end of May 2006. Winners
will be announced on these websites probably in
September 2006.

Please send completed entries either by post to:
Dr Jason Hubert, Forest Research, Northern
Research Station, Roslin, Midlothian EH25 9SY, or
jason.hubert@forestry.gsi.gov.uk

Conditions of entry
1. Only the owners of the trees entered, or their agents may

formally enter the competition. Their permission must be
sought if others enter trees.

2. Members of BIHIP and East Malling Research (EMR), or
their families are not eligible. 

3. Each entry must be accompanied by a completed tree
description form and a photograph of the tree. 

4. Trees that have already been selected by BIHIP or EMR
are not eligible to be considered. 

5. The competition will be judged in mid 2006. The
decisions of the judges will be final.

Note:
1. Trees will be judged mainly from the photos submitted.
2. Only the best 3-4 of each species will actually be visited.

Flat branch angle

Light branches, good
natural pruning

Straight stem with
slight taper

Absence of spiral
patterns on bark

Slight buttressing

Healthy foliage;
symmetrical crown

Figure 1. Attributes of an ideal tree. In addition to the points
illustrated, excellent trees have persistent, vertically-growing
leading shoots for most of their lives, and do not fork.

An ideal tree has:
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Mike Seville is the Chairman and Rik Pakenham
a committee member of the Continuous Cover
Forestry Group, which is affiliated to Pro Silva

in Europe. This is a federation of foresters who
advocate forest management based on natural
processes.

Woodland Heritage kindly sponsored them to attend
this annual conference and study tour, which is held
in a different member country each year.

Croatia used to be part of Yugoslavia but is now a
Republic with a population of approximately 4.5
million people and an area of 5,654,200 hectares.

Forestry has a long history, within the statutes of
many Dalmatian towns are regulations on the
preservation and conservation of forests as early as
the 13th century. The first forestry offices were
established in 1765 with the first manual on forest
management, the Forest Order issued by Maria
Theresa in 1769.

Forests comprise 44% of the total area, of which
82% are state owned and 18% privately. Composition
by tree species is 84% deciduous and 16% coniferous.

The main species are Beech 35%, Pedunculate Oak
14%, Silver Fir 10%, Sessile Oak 10%, Hornbeam 8%,
Ash 4%, Norway Spruce 2%, other broadleaves 13%,
other conifers 6%. 

Forest communities are divided into two vegetation
regions, the Mediterranean and the Euro-Siberian-
North American, within which there are respectively
two and five vertical vegetation belts. The country is
very rich in species diversity having 4,500 plant
species, half of which live in the forests. 260 are
woody species, 60 of which have commercial value.

Annual increment is 9.6 million m3 and the annual cut
is 5.3 million m3, 46% of which is sawmill timber, 37%
fuelwood and 17% waste.

Forest education began in 1860 and is now based in
the Faculty of Forestry and the Academy of Forest
Sciences at the University of Zagreb, and the Forestry
Institute at Jastrebarsko. The Faculty owns five
teaching-experimental centres and 3.5 million hectares
of forests. Approximately 100 students graduate each
year.

It was one of these teaching centres we visited on
our first day.

2nd June 2005
Excursion 1: Natural regeneration of Silver Fir stands
using group selection system at the Forest research
and educational centre of Zalesina.

The forest is situated 130 km west of Zagreb and 50
km east of the Adriatic sea in a mountainous area
between the south eastern Alps and the Dinaric
mountain chain.

We visited the Belevine management unit which
covers 294 ha between 720-870 m elevation. The soils
are podzols over lying schists and sandstones. Air
temperatures range from -3º to + 16º C, precipitation
averages 2500 mm and snow lies for approximately
180 days.

Historically this was a virgin Beech forest with very
few conifers. Exploitation began at the end of the
16th century, but increased towards the end of the
18th century when roads and railways were built.
From 1871 the forest was owned by German families
and from this time the concept of creating pure
conifer stands was put into practice.

Records show that the Beech content in 1867 was
67%. By 1950 it was only 3%. Much of the Beech was
exported to Venice for the Murano glass works.

The current structure originated from natural
regeneration under a selection system, the main
species being Beech, Silver Fir, Norway Spruce (not
native), Rowan, Sycamore, Lime and Elm. 

For the last 50 years the forest has been managed
by the Faculty of Forestry under set management
guidelines which aim to have an optimal volume of
440m3/ha, a basal area of between 34-37 m2, selection
cutting interventions every 10 years removing 25% of
the volume – aiming to form mixed stands of 80% Fir
20% Beech.

Pro Silva conference and visit to Croatia
1-4 June 2005

Mike Seville and Rik Pakenham
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Target diameters for cutting are Fir 70cm dbh and
Beech 50cm dbh. Single tree and Group selection
systems are used.

All species regenerate freely except Norway Spruce
which has been used as a pioneer on fire, wind
blow, or on die-back areas caused by pollution.

The maximum gaps created by felling are 1.5 times
the height of the neighbouring trees, generally 30-50
metres. 

The students study for a four year degree and are
tutored in all aspects of forest management including
six months practical work in the forests. At the time
of our visit they had felled Silver Fir, delimbed,
measured over bark, peeled the tree, measured under
bark, cross cut and were waiting to extract the timber.

Excursion 2: Natural regeneration of Fir-Beech stands
using the Single Tree Selection system.

This forest was situated in the Dinaric mountains
growing on steep slopes with many limestone
outcrops. Similar to the lunch-time stop, the best trees
were growing in the deeper soils between the rocks,
but trees were also on the shallower soils over the
Limestone and this created a large range of heights. 

These features led to the choice of using a Single
Tree Selection system to enhance stability and retain
canopy cover.

The main species were Silver Fir, Norway Spruce
and Beech with Sycamore and Elm.

Experimental plots showed 931 trees/ha with
diameter range of 1-110cm dbh, basal area of 41m2,

standing volume of 601 m3/ha and annual increment
of 7.1m3/ha.

The diameter distribution was ≤30cm 15%, 31-50cm
15%, ≥51cm 70%.

Cutting interventions were every ten years removing
20–25 % of the volume, which approximated the
increment over that period. 

Although the terrain made felling and extraction
difficult the following average expenditure and
income was achievable:

Price roadside €48/m3, fell and extract €7, tending
€9, administration €10, return €22/m3. 

This was a beautiful forest exhibiting the best
that Selection systems can offer.

3rd June 2005
Having spent the night in Delnice in the west near

the Slovenian border we travelled east, almost to the
Hungarian border to the Bjelovar forest district.

On this side of the country the climate was very
different, with hot summers and cold winters. The
average temperatures were 10-12º C, with
precipitation being 850mm per annum. The landscape
was flat, or rolling hills with wide flood plain valleys

Excursion 3: Natural regeneration of Beech-Sessile Oak
forests by Shelterwood cutting.

This forest was situated in the Bilogora Hills at 150
metres altitude. It was predominantly Beech with
Oak, both Robur and Petrea and a small percentage
of Cherry, Lime and Hornbeam.

The system regenerated the forest over 10-12 years
with three thinnings and a final clear cut over this
period. The aim was to establish a predominantly
Beech/Oak forest with other minor species.

Beech produced viable seed every year and Oak
every 3-4 years. The regeneration area was 34 ha
which had been fenced to exclude Wild Boar. Boar
numbers are increasing since the end of the recent
war as people no longer need to kill them to survive.
Local hunting clubs now carry out the control.
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The standing volume at the beginning of the
regeneration period was 520m3/ha, Beech are
managed on 100-110 year rotations before Red Heart
attacks the tree.

The average prices received roadside were Beech
€50 and Oak €100 per m3, Oak veneer could fetch up
three times this price. The timber is sold to a
traditional set of complicated rules, but was of high
quality.

The outcome of this management system could be
seen in the adjoining compartment where 60 ha of 
20 year-old, even-aged forest stood at up to 10,000
trees/ha.

This view came as rather a shock compared with
what we had seen the day before, and no
explanation, apart from tradition, was offered for not
considering adopting selection systems to develop an
uneven-aged structure.

Excursion 4:The management of Beech-Lime stands.
A 51 year old stand that totalled 50 ha, with 50%

Lime (argentea), 18% Beech, 18% Hornbeam 14%
other species including Wild Cherry. The standing
volume was 295 m3/ha with an average top height 
28 metres and yield of 11m3/ha per annum. Lime only
grows in this part of Croatia between 200-400 metre
contours.

The Lime is worth more than the Beech in
monetary terms and is used for internal
panelling, veneer and plank. However it is a
pioneer species, does not grow under other Lime and
is very aggressive both from suckers and seed. The
site type is Beech/Oak and it is envisaged that this
will dominate in the next generation.

Excursion 5: Flood plain forest stand of Black Alder.
The next stop was within the river Drava flood plain

almost adjacent to the Hungarian border. Here we
were in the Black Alder/Oak forest area that totalled
5,000 ha, of which 2,000 ha were Black Alder. We
visited a stand of Black Alder that was 96 years old,
an average height of 37 metres, a mean dbh of 37 cm
and a standing volume of 750m3/ha, other minor
species were Field Maple, Hornbeam and Bird Cherry.
It formed part of a forest reserve and had been
protected since 1975. It survived in an almost natural
state because of the water regime, where the constant
water table level was 1 metre below the surface, but
spring and autumn floods were essential to retain this
regime. This was one of the few areas within in the
Danube water-shed that had not been affected by the
damming of the water courses, and this gave rise to a
Gley type soil with sand.

To see 750 m3/ha of this species was almost
unique and well worth the visit despite the Black
Fly and Midges !

4th June 2005
The last day was spent in the Lowland and

Floodplain forests of Croatia between the rivers Sava
and Drava. These forests cover 290,000 hectares of
which 205,000 hectares are pedunculate oak, 27,000
hectares of narrow leaved ash, 17,000 hectares of
black alder as well as white willow, poplars and
other mixed softwoods and hardwoods. The total
growing stock is 72,900,000m3, the annual increment
2,076,000m3 and the annual cut 1,280,000m3 or 61% of
the increment.

The forests fall in to four main stand types:
• Oak and hornbeam
• Floodplain oak
• Oak and narrow-leaved ash
• Oak and alder

Excursion 6: Climax Oak and Hornbeam forest 
The first stand we visited was an area of

magnificent 175 year old oak and hornbeam with
450m3/ha of oak and 178m3/ha of hornbeam. This
was climax forest on an area which did not flood and
where the water table was typically between -1m and
-7m below ground level with the oak having an
annual increment of 6.37m3/ha and the hornbeam
3.96m3/ha. 

Again this woodland was being regenerated
naturally by a shelterwood system though, where
previously the method would have been to clear all
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the undergrowth and wait either 5 or 15 years and
then fell all the oak, now the crop was removed in 3
cuts over a 6-8 year period, as they were finding
that the young oaks could only live under the
canopy for a maximum of four years due to
problems with mildew, mice and wild boar.

Excursion 7: Floodplain Oak and Ash, Oak and Alder
forest

Although at the same altitude, 93m, the ground
conditions at this site were very different from the
previous one and the area was characterised by small
scale, but distinct changes in vegetation type caused
by very small differences in height relative to the
water table. At the first stop the soil was heavy clay
and the area flooded twice a year. It had been an oak
elm mixture, but the elm had been lost and was now
being replaced by ash. Although slightly younger
than at the previous site, the oak was of a
significantly smaller diameter being slower
grown. This made it at least 20% more valuable
at €360/m3 as opposed to €260/m3 for the wider
ring width oak.

Possibly because of the soil conditions the oak here
does not fruit, so regeneration was by seeding of oak
at a rate of 800kg – 1 ton of acorns per hectare.

Within feet of this site, the land was constantly
flooded and the crop changed to alder swamp.

We then walked on to a recently regenerated area.
This 9 hectare site had received a sanitation felling in
1998 which had opened up the canopy sufficiently to
allow seeding and regeneration. In 2001 40% of the
overstorey, 500m3/ha, had been removed and in 2004
the remaining trees had also been felled. Although
the crop was now well established there had been
significant tending costs: 31 man days for fencing, 137
man days for weeding and unspecified costs for two
mildew treatments.

Whilst there was no doubt that the shelterwood
systems used by the Croatians were working and
producing good quality timber, there was much
discussion within the group as to why a more
intimate selection system which had the
potential to save on costs and prevent the felling
of trees before their optimum size and value,
had not been adopted. Again this appeared to be
a combination of tradition and a lack of will to
experiment and change perhaps as a legacy of
the communist era.

Something different
In the afternoon of the last day we left the forest

behind for a surprise visit to the Lonjsko polje nature
park. This fascinating village of sawn oak houses and
adjacent wetland was a step back in time and it was
heartening to see that the Croatians had recognised
its importance and were taking steps to safeguard it.

The reserve is an important breeding ground for
storks, spoonbills and other wetland birds and is
notable for the semi-feral wild pigs historically kept
by the villagers and currently being re-introduced.

More information is available at the reserve website
www.pp-lonjsko-polje.hr

Conclusion
Whether or not you agree with the management

systems adopted by the Croatians, there is no doubt
that they value their forests and manage them to a
high standard. 

Their forests and foresters are held in high
regard and contrary to some opinion, they are
not cutting more than their increment for quick
Western currency. Indeed, if they have a problem
it is that they are not cutting enough timber to
sustain the regeneration of their forests.

The more one travels in Europe the more one
realises we have a great deal to learn from European
foresters with their long history of forest management
and how the love of trees and forests can bring
people together to share their knowledge. ■

Mike Seville and Rik Pakenham
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Study Report from Finland by Colin Milburn
August-September 2005

Aims
I went to Finland to: 

• Study how they manage their woodlands and
forests

• See if anything could be learned from their
management techniques and timber applications
that would be useful here in the UK

• See whether their traditional crafts play a role in
modern life and how they are looked after, or
encouraged

• See if there is anything to be learnt from their
traditional skills which I could usefully apply in my
work

• Study how new technologies may interact with
traditional skills 

• Study how they interact in the global market of
timber production and useage

• Establish links for promoting skill-sharing between
the Finnish and British practitioners
By undertaking this research, I wanted to enhance

my understanding of international forestry and
traditional carpentry skills, improve my
competitiveness in selling my own products and forge
training links on how traditional skills can usefully be
applied in today’s world. 

Introduction
Finland is the seventh largest country in Europe

with a population of just over 5 million people. It is a
similar size geograpically to Britain, but with less than
1/10th of the population. Finnish forestry accounts for
78% of the total land area. Their management of this
single largest natural resource is highly sophisticated
and profitable. Timber is a major export and provides
a high proportion of the country’s income. Much of
their timber is used for pre-fabricated timber-framed
housing that is exported around the world. The
remainder is largely used in the production of paper. 

Legal protection of Finland’s forests was introduced
soon after the country regained its independence
from Russia in 1917. The Forestry Act of 1886
predated this, to curb the wasteful use of the forests.
Later laws prohibited the devastation of forests and
defended forest areas. 

However, Finland has suffered environmental
pollution like most other industrial nations. Forestry
and timber processes cause damage to the
environment. Planting, bog-draining for plantations,
fertilising and felling have all had severe

consequences, changing natural habitats and the
balance of Finland’s water courses and over-
exploiting the soil.

In 1991, a Wilderness Act was brought into effect 
to defend the areas which remain in their natural
state. Forestry in these areas is thus restricted and
limited to “natural forestry” where operations are
adapted to natural development. No extensive 
felling, no clearing and natural regeneration are 
the prime compononents.

Responsible forest management has been the
government’s solution but, as the state owns only
27% of the forests, it has had to offer incentives for
private owners to subscribe to the national plan. In
1998, a Forestry Certificate System was initiated.
Overall, forestry has undergone extensive reforms to
conform to EU and global requirements for better
management.

After Finland joined the EU, the ill-fated Natura
protection scheme soured relations between private
landowners and the Ministry of Environment. Some
landowners have been notorious for clear-felling
forests next to a national park, and the programme
sparked widespread protests and even more clear
felling. 

Finland has always maintained the principle of
“jokameiehenoikeus”. This gives the right for anyone
to roam at will and pick berries, wild fruits and
mushrooms in the Finnish countryside. The right of
common access and the greater use of the forests for
recreation brings more problems: litter, different forms
of pollution like the noise and emissions of too many
vehicles.

Whilst afforestation and exploitation of the forests
have spoiled some habitats, the trees are also
threatened by air pollution, or acid rain. Like other
countries, Finland has legal limits designed to control
industrial emissions. There has been an
environmental push for tighter controls, but industry
argues for economically more realistic targets.
However, “Green” policies have been part of Finnish
life for some time and they have pioneered several
designs using recycled materials. 

The Finns have been exceptionally good at taking
their natural resources and utilising them for design
purposes. They have explored their potential as a raw
and essentially functional material.

Amongst Finnish innovations from forestry-dervied
products is Benecol, a margarine. This not only
contains no cholesterol, but has been proved to
decrease blood cholesterol levels by as much as 14%
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through the effect of the ingredient Stanolester which
is a birch pulp extract. Birch is also the source of the
sweetener Xylitol. This was pioneered in Finland in
the late 1970s and is used to flavour chewing gum
and confectionery. It is clinically proven to prevent
tooth decay.

On a more intimate scale, the use of wood has
been adapted with characteristic Finnish innovation to
everyday functions. Alvar Aalto paved the way for
furniture design, pioneering the “bentwood”
technique in the 1930s, skilfully moulding birch into
laminated fluid curls and curves. The wooden
ornaments, everyday utensils and bowls in the
Aarikka shops demonstrate the Finn’s versatility and
sensitivity in using wood in a modern context.

Seurasaari Open-Air Museum, Helsinki
First, I visited this open-air museum which is

situated on an island just outside Helsinki. I wanted
to learn about their historical wooden building and
crafts skills and how these have been preserved. The
museum gave me a very impressive introduction to
their wood culture and I saw a wide range of
examples of how everything used to be made of
wood.

The museum was founded in 1909 and contains 
85 examples of vernacular architecture in the Nordic
tradition of log construction. This was almost the sole
technique of building until the middle of the 20th
century. Evidence of corner-joining, or blockwork
technique, dates back a thousand years, to the Iron
Age. 

The oldest building is Karuna church from 1686.
Most of the other buildings are from the 18th and
19th centuries. There is a large and varied display of
buildings: from the church boat-houses with long
boats that whole villages would row across the lake
to get to church in, to great manor houses, water-
mills, grain stores, stabling, summer houses and farm-
houses with animal housing on the ground floor and
domestic housing on the first floor.

Traditionally, the farmstead was made from the

wood surrounding the steading. The carpenter’s
apprenticeship would have started from a very young
age. Many of the farmers would have had carpentry
skills to produce things themselves. All the tool-
making would have been done by the farm
blacksmith. The only outside person would have
been the stone mason to build the chimneys. 

The museum takes an active role in keeping these
traditional buildings and techniques alive. They
employ a team of dedicated carpenters to restore and
maintain the buildings and furnishings. 

The traditions of woodcrafts were crucial to every
aspect of Finnish agrarian life right into the early 20th
century, providing shelter, tools and even clothing. I
could see how fundamentally important wood was to
them. It was inspiring to see wood used in so many
different roles, from guttering and shingles to the
turned bars of the hay racks and all the cooking
implements. 

These buildings were just so beautiful. The
atmosphere within even the most modest structure
was quite magical. The grander manor houses were
furnished more formally. In one garden there was a
simple big-wheel made from wood. The farm-houses
were mainly arranged around a yard, the house on
one side and the animal and equipment buildings
surrounding the other three sides. Often the barns or
granaries are two stories, the lower floor being
storage and the upper being additional bedrooms for
extra family members.

The island itself is heavily wooded and has public
bathing and sauna facilities to the lake. There were
numerous very tame red squirrels. There’s a large
wooden restaurant, build from the timber that came
down on that site in a storm over 100 years ago.
There were large twin-facing wooden swing seats.
This museum was my first experience of a culture
that reveres forests and wood. Whilst these materials
are fully exploited, there is also a very fundamental
relationship with woods and forests that is almost
sacred. This is illustrated in the national epic poem
“Kullervo”, which is like a re-telling of the creation

Traditional farm house at Seurasaari Open Air
Museum.

A traditional grain store at Seurasaari.
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story and involves the forest as a backdrop. 
The basic timber patterns used in the old rural

buildings are still preserved in the structure of the log
cabins and saunas that pepper the shorelines of the
thousands of lakes. These are still the summer retreats
for much of the population.

The Lahti College of Arts and Crafts
Lahti is one of the oldest regions for timber

production and usage. It is about an hour and a half
north-east of Helsinki. In the early 1900s it was
Finland’s power-house for the selling and making of
furniture and the selling of round-wood timber. 

I met with Marko Varjos at the Lahti College of Arts
and Crafts. Marko is a Master Cabinet-Maker. He was
a gold-medal winner in cabinet-making at the World
Craft Fair. He supervises the cabinet-making course at
the college. He is also the lead trainer for the Finnish
cabinet-making team which does all its preparation at
this college. 

The students are on a three year course to get their
basic accreditation as a cabinet-maker. In their second
and third years, they spend 20 weeks of the year
within a local wood business, cabinet-making or
building. Many of the students’ grand-parents and
relations worked in timber, or carpentry. 

The Finnish students’ education is free. They get
€2,000/month to live on from the national government
and they get free food and accommodation. Even the
materials and equipment are free. This was in great
contrast to Britain and it enables the students to
concentrate fully on their studies without worrying
about how to survive in the meantime.

Half of the wood-working students are female.
Most students start at 16, but they take on older
students and students from a wider area. Some come
from the poorer regions of Europe like Slovakia, who
have old craft history and want to up-date their
traditional skills. They also have links with students in
Korea and Japan. 

The college is independently funded from the local
government. There was a big recession in the 1990s
in Finland and the forestry sector was hit really hard.
The local area wanted to regenerate itself and instead
of engaging outside organisations, they concentrated
on building up their own training and businesses.
They source their timber from small local forests and
saw mills.

All their facilities were top of the range and they
embrace technology, taking great pride in this. The
Finnish equivalent of Ikea is based in Lahti. They
donate a lot of equipment and machinery to the
college. 

The course gives students a broad general training.
Their theory is for the student to make as many
mistakes as possible and to teach them in a safe
environment. Later they can choose to focus on
furniture, or construction. After three years, students
can go on and do a two-year Masters degree where
they design and produce their own products. This
offers so much more scope than the original
carpentry course I did which focused only on
industrial construction.

Apart from the high quality of the work produced, I
was most impressed by the fact they are teaching the
students to be entrepreneurs alongside the carpentry
skills they are learning. The course emphasises the
business skills needed to run a carpentry workshop,
or timber business. The students also learn many of
the life skills of how to operate in a big company, or
how to run their own business. It is run hand-in-hand
with language courses and traditional maths and how
these can be applied in the managing of a carpentry
business. 

The students are encouraged to sell the work they
make whilst at college and they have recently
designed a new work bench that is selling widely.
The Finnish people are eager to buy locally produced
wood products which means there’s a strong home
market for their products. 

A lot of Ikea furniture is produced in Finland
because of the quality of their making and the speed
with which they can do it. Many of the students go
on to design and make there. Ikea is now moving
production to China, but Finland remains very
competitive because of the high standards of
production and efficiency.

The traditional skills of the older generation have
been dying out. Some appreciation of their work is
being picked up by younger people so it has notTraditional Finnish rocking chair.
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completely disappeared. Some of the students have
learnt some traditional skills from older family
members. They don’t teach traditional crafts at this
college. They teach some traditional boat-building
and chair-making at the start, but then move on to
modern techniques. 

Before industrial management, Finland had very
strong traditional carpentry skills. In commercial
terms, these have largely died out and have not yet
undergone a rennaissance on the scale that has been
seen in recent years in Britain. However, culturally
they are keen to preserve and enliven these
traditions. They are trying to integrate traditional and
modern skills, especially with the boat-building. They
are also integrating carpentry with complementary
skills like metal-working. 

I showed examples of my work to Marko – he was
eager for me to go back and demonstrate some of the
traditional British skills.

Markku Tonttila, Puu Pro Gallery, Lahti
Markku set up this organisation about 8 years ago.

“Puu” means wood in Finnish. The Gallery is in a
converted industrial glass factory on the old
harbourside at Lahti. They’ve renovated it themselves
with financial help from the local government and it
provides a permanent exhibition space for
practitioners’ work. This includes furniture, sculpture
and a range of traditional products like small hand
utensils, curved birch wood boxes, toys and
ornaments. Outside the gallery was a large wood
installation by Manu Hartmann which was impressive.  

Markku is one of the top cabinet-makers in
Northern Europe. A lot of traditional techniques were
being lost through global ways of doing things. Their
main concept was to promote locally sourced timber
products, using the absolute best examples they
could find. Only the people with the highest quality
work and best ideas can be involved.

They are self-funded and wholly independent as an
organisation. This gives them an independent voice in
their woodland and forestry business. It also enables
them to keep highly focused on what is right for
them, as opposed to tailoring themselves to satisfy
funding bodies. They have also proved that their
makers can make a good living from their work.

The Gallery is an important focus for networking. 
By makers joining together, they command more clout
for selling their products and building awareness of
traditional crafts. They are very protective about using
local people and local materials. There are about 50
designers and makers who work together and share
ideas on design and making. 

The carpenters will know where their tree has
come from and will have a broad knowledge of the
wood they are working with. However, they are then

working the wood with a lot of machinery and not
using hand tools very much.

Markku also wanted to encourage the interaction
between a carpenter and a metal-worker, or a
carpenter and a fabric-worker. He wanted these
people to join together and collaborate in new ways.
So that a metal-worker who is a knife-maker might
meet a carpenter who needs hinges and they would
then work together. They meet mainly through word-
of-mouth and go on to work together on bigger
projects and share jobs between practitioners.

They get international designers to come and work
with local carpenters and teach them new ideas. They
apply traditional skills to design new furniture,
products and buildings for a modern marketplace.
Last year, a leading Australian architect came to work
with the local carpenters. They are making pieces for
everday use, not just for museums. They create many
sculptural pieces and big wooden structures for
public areas. They also make a lot of public seating
and other structures for local government.

I was greatly impressed by the initiative they take
as a group and how they build strength in numbers.
They were very open-minded about embracing new
ideas and technologies.They use what they’ve got
and make the most of it, for example laminating
their poor woods to make something useable out of
them.They were highly geared to a market place and
were very realistic about what they’re making, how
to sell it and who to.

Equally, they were very interested to see examples
of my work. They don’t have a history in using
organic shaped pieces of wood. They have one
traditional shaped rocking chair, whereas in Britain
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there are so many different regional furniture designs.
Most of their pieces are using very linear pieces of
wood and there are very few people doing traditional
work.

They use mainly birch, pine and spruce. These are
woods that I am less familiar with. Because they grow
more slowly in the colder Finnish climate, these
species are much better quality and stronger than in
Britain.

There’s also a whole side of their forestry that they
don’t use because they don’t have any history in it.
They didn’t use oak, elm, or other hardwood trees
and they seemed scared of using these other woods. I
was interested to see a lot of elm which survives
because the cold climate knocks back any disease.

They were very interested in setting up an
exchange of skills with me and I saw a long term
opportunity in teaching them some of the traditional
English skills. I found their spirit of independence
and ambition so refreshing and look forward to
developing an ongoing relationship with these
people.

There is a Finnish Wood School, like The
Scottish Woodschool, that the top cabinet-
makers attend.

Mr Silverstrom
I visited Mr Silverstrom, who lives on an island in

the eastern archipegalo near where Tove Janson
wrote the “Moonmintroll” books. He is a carpenter
who runs his own business using locally sourced
timber. He also owns some woodlands from which he
extracts materials and uses his own electric kiln for
drying the timber. 

He trained to be a concert pianist, but when he
didn’t make the top grade, he trained as a carpenter,
like his father and grand-father before him. He’s done
a lot of house renovations and traditional building
repairs. Generally he works on his own although he
has had several apprentices. He paid 15% of their
wages, and the local government paid 85%. The
apprenticeship lasted for four years. They then have
two years working with him, before they go for the
master carpenter’s qualification. In the longer term
they’d helped each other out and he’d shared some
jobs with his apprentices. He was very willing to help
bring on the next generation.

A few years ago he’d got a contract for the
carpentry work for the Viking Line’s super ferries. He
was making the discotechques and bars. He’d also
built his own house, most of the furniture in it, and
several other local houses from the timber around the
site. He had two further plots where he’d laid the
foundations to build a house for each of his children.
They were getting the harvesters ready to chop the
trees down.

He had his own workshop with top of the range
machines. He also used plywood and MDF, from the
local factory. He was very self-contained. He felt the
younger generation were coming back to embrace
the traditional crafts.

He was a carpenter with a great deal of knowledge
about the forests and the trees, involved in the whole
process, from managing the trees right through to the
end product. His carpentry was integrated into a rural
way of life, often working in a number of other part-
time jobs. Now he drives the local snow plough. He
had also helped organise the local timber growers
into an association.

He showed me a traditional rocking chair made by
his wife’s grandfather. This design has very long
runners. It was made from birch wood. I’d always
understood birch couldn’t be used for furniture but
their birch is much stronger because it’s grown more
slowly.

He also showed me a blanket box. This was a
traditional Finnish dowry item that would be made by
the best carpenter in the family, who’d also be multi-
skilled.

He explained to me how the right for anyone
to go into the forest was being exploited by
Romanian and even Korean gangs coming to
harvest mushrooms and berries. The local
people were not overly protective about this
because they are fairly open about the produce
being used. 

Mr Silverstrom stressed the importance of being
multi-skilled. He was very content and hospitable. He
was living validation of how a carpenter can work on
a small scale and integrate into the modern world
without being turned into someone else.

Howard Blackbourn, Falkberg
Howard Blackbourn is half Finnish, half British. He

grew up in England and his family farmed in different
places. Howard worked renovating some of the
traditional buildings in Suffolk. His father bought the
Falkberg estate in the west of Finland in the 1950s
and Howard and his family are now settled there.
There are about 700 acres of forestry and 50 acres of
arable land. It’s mainly a mix of pine, spruce and
birch and he manages this with his wife Koti.
Howard’s knowledge and appreciation of forestry,
management and the timber market was limitless
and I learnt an enormous amount from him.

In Finland, the national forestry organisation require
woodland owners to put their land in four categories:
good soil, clay soil, sandy soil, poor quality
soil/stone. Each area of his land is mapped
geologically. Every single tree on that land is then
mapped both by a man on the ground who logs the
trees, and by satellite pictures.
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In Finland, they’re really strict on the amount
of wood you are allowed to take out of the
forest. They have a system half-way between
clear felling and continuous cover forestry. They
are only allowed to clear-fell an area of 10ha at
any one time. There are further restrictions if
the land is near roads, or public habitations.

There is then a 5, 10, 15 and 20 year plan for the
forest management. At any one time he knows
exactly the cubic metreage of the trees he has and
how much each area is growing per year. 

When a harvester takes the trees, they will leave
seed trees in that stand to produce natural
regeneration. They believe an indigenous seedling
will flourish better than a planted seedling. As they
are not opening up large tracts, this reduces the storm
damage and is visually less crude. I saw many
examples of this, where the felled pockets sat more
easily within the forests.

The technology they have with the harvesters and
forwarders is considerable and makes them highly
efficient. They are all owned by private business.
Howard will contact them to clear or thin a particular
sector. At the end of the day, he will get a print-out
from the harvester of what type of timber has been
cut out, the cubic metreage of the timber cut, the
quality of the timber and the price of the timber. The
price is then shown in the local press and the
national press. It’s like stocks and shares and prices
are governed on a national level.

Finland produces 90 million cubic metres of timber
a year. Approximately 30 million cubic metres is used
in Finland, 30 is for pulp and 30 for export. Everyone
works with a very long term view. Many of the Scots
Pines are 200 years old. A bigger company might
have 40-50 big harvesters working in the south west
of Finland. They will know exactly what they are
taking out and already have the market for it in place.
Since most trees are so straight, anything with more
than a 5 degree bend will be taken straight to the
pulp factory.

The management of the woodland is left to the
timber growers. Poorly managed woodlands won’t be
entered by big harvesting machines. State owned
pulp and saw mills manage their own woodland,
often contracting local farmers/foresters to work on
their behalf. 

Elk damage to trees is an ongoing problem. The elk
population is carefully controlled, tracked, numbered
and regularly culled.

To a farmer, the woodland is an essential part
of his business and he manages it very astutely.
The timber can either be used by him or sold, in
round logs for pulp or planked at a saw mill.
The local demand for his timber is quite limited.
Several big companies like UPM operate in
Howard’s area and purchase most of the timber.

The farmers/foresters have grouped together to
form large organisations to better represent
their interests. In this way they can then get the
best price for their commodity and ensure that
their land is well looked after.

The climate limits the damage by insects, like with
Dutch Elm disease, and they use less pesticides. They
don’t use chemicals like Round-Up when planting
new trees. They work with a sensitive understanding
of nature and the activity of spores from the fungi.
Their forest floors are very fertile and support a wide
variety of fungi and edible berries. We picked
bountiful chanterelles and bilberries.

In Finland all the timber is milled on circular saws,
where the blade is about 6mm wide. There was very
little understanding of band saws, like the Wood-
Mizer, where the blade is only 1mm wide. 

Howard wanted to use his own timber to restore
wooden houses on the estate. He bought a Wood-
Mizer to convert his timber into useable wood and
later became the Wood-Mizer agent for Finland. There
was some apprehension as to whether an English
man could sell such saws to the Finns, however, he
has successfully sold over 100 saws, mainly to small
woodland owners who want to utilise their own
timber. This encourages activities other than large,
commercial interests.

The Finns take great care at home to protect their
own forests, technology and foresters. Like many
other countries, they are more ruthless in dealing
with forestry on other people’s land. It is a Finnish
company who has created the biggest saw mill and
pulp factory in Russia. Many of the companies
stripping the Amazon are Finnish owned/managed.
On a small scale I saw this on the Isle of Skye
earlier in the summer where huge areas were being
crudely clear-felled by foreign-owned companies for
pulp.

There’s a lot of other double-dealing. After the
Soviet Union collapsed and Estonia became
independent, each citizen was given a certain
hectarage. Private companies locate these

Garthwaite Travel Bursary

Howard Blackbourn’s hydraulic Wood-Mizer plant at
Falkberg.
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woodlands on the GPS. Using large machinery,
they then strip out a forest over night and
remove all the timber. The local people have no
idea what they have lost. The Finnish and
Estonian governments are now working together
to map the forest areas to try and control them
better.

Howard lit-up when discussing English timber-
framing and traditional carpentry skills. He felt that
true craftsmen in Finland are a dying breed. They do
not really exist anymore and this is a great loss. Most
modern carpenters don’t know how to use a hammer,
or saw, only a nail gun. They can’t hang a door. This
loss of traditional skills is also a loss of quality.  

Howard was one of the most well-informed and
astute people I have met. I very much hope to find
some traditional timber-framing projects to work on
with him.

Conclusion
I am so grateful to Woodland Heritage for helping

to facilitate this trip. It was a real inspiration to talk to
people with very different perspectives on timber and
forestry. It opened my eyes to a much wider range of
practices and helped me to understand different ways
in which the traditional and modern can integrate. 

The people I met were striving at every level to
be the top of their trade, from managing forests
right through to crafts. There was a lot of pride,
ambition and adaptability to changing markets.
They exhibited great respect for working with
and managing nature sustainably, rather than
controlling the woods to exploit for the
maximum return in the short term. There is also
a national commitment and respect for timber,
which is in total contrast to here.

Many of the crafts-people were contented with 
what they were doing. They had established and
guaranteed outlets which enabled them to concentrate
on their primary job. They were not distracted by
wearing too many hats, or being over-ambitious.
There was much to be said for their way of life.

It was inspiring to see how they applied some
traditional techniques to more modern designs – how
they have great independence of spirit to get on and
create organisations to represent their interests and
make the things they wanted to do happen. Also to
see how they interacted with other crafts-people like
blacksmiths and leatherworkers to create unique
pieces. These are all things I would like to explore in
my own work.

I saw jointing methods I have not seen before
and would like to try. I also saw the possibility
for using scrap timber and producing beautiful
products from it. The real hi-tech forestry and
carpentry was impressive. It helped inform me

why British timber and products cannot compete
effectively on some levels. 

At the same time, there were clear gaps that
highlighted the unique strengths of what we do here
and how the traditional manangement of our small
woodlands enables a wider range of species to grow.

I saw examples of extremely high quality
craftmanship. Yet much of the work lacked reflection
of the organic forms it had come from. The economic
and industrial drivers have almost destroyed their
traditional crafts which in the museums were so
impressive.

There has been a much stronger revival (and
growing market) for traditional carpentry skills in
Britain. I felt very lucky to have learnt from this. I
found definite opportunities to promote and export
these and look forward to an ongoing exchange with
the people I have met.

Above all, it really helped refresh and reinforce
my view on what matters most to me. Of being
hands-on, involved in managing small woods and
converting that timber into useful structures and
products. ■

Colin Milburn

A 200 year old pine forest at Falkberg.
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WOODLAND HERITAGE
Arundell House, Haslemere, GU27 1NE
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Can you really afford 
not to be using Tubex®?

Protecting your investment

Reduced costs due to lower
maintenance.
Lower beat-up costs due to
improved survival rates.
Tubular construction makes shelter
easier to fit (no time consuming
folding or shaping necessary).

For more information, advice or your nearest stockist call
+44 (0)1685 888 000 or email plantcare@tubex.com
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Taken from William Pontey’s Forest Pruner, 1805

The Silky Sugoi 360mm Professional
Arborist saw certainly lives up to its name!
Sugoi means incredible in Japanese.
The telescopic Silky Hayate is designed
specifically for heavy duty high pruning.
Available in 3 lengths, the longest will let
you reach almost 8 metres.

Silky Fox Saws, Foxley Estate Office, Mansel Lacy, Hereford HR4 7HQ
Tel: 01981 590224  Fax: 01981 590355  www.silkyfox.co.uk

The world’s finest pruning saws from

HayateHayauchi

Sugoi

PRUNING MADE EASY NOWADAYS !
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